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1.1

Introduction to Landscape Sensitivity Assessment

Landscape sensitivity is a measure of the resilience of a landscape to withstand change
arising from development without undue negative effects on the landscape or views.
Landscape sensitivity assessment is a process that assesses the resilience of landscape
character and the visual resource – and what we value about them – to a defined change
(in this case housing development).
It can help decision makers to understand likely changes to landscape character and views
(and the nature of these changes) should particular courses of action (in this case housing
development) be taken forward in specific locations. Landscape Sensitivity Assessment can
therefore transparently inform strategic thinking concerning the location of new
development. This should result in new development being targeted to the locations where
it will have the least negative impacts on landscape character and views 1.

1.2

Commissioning and Approach

The study was commissioned by the Government of Jersey in January 2020, and carried out
by Fiona Fyfe Associates 2 in February and March 2020. The same team has worked on the
Jersey Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment (ILSCA), which is
currently in its final stages of preparation.
The approach taken in this strategic study is in line with the current best practice guidance
on landscape sensitivity assessment (An Approach to Landscape Sensitivity Assessment – to
inform spatial planning and land management, Natural England, 2019), and also takes into
account the particular circumstances, and landscape and seascape context, of the island
of Jersey.
A list of study areas was provided by the client, reflecting the parts of the island’s urban
fringes – around the edges of built-up areas - which may be proposed/considered for future
residential development as part of the Island Plan Review. These include the villages of St
Ouen, St Peter, St Mary, St John, Trinity and St Martin; the south-east Coastal Plain (St Clement
and Grouville parishes); and several sites on the peripheries of the urban areas of St Helier, St
Saviour, St Aubin’s Bay and St Brelade. The list of study areas (see section 1.5) avoids overlap
with the review of the St Helier Urban Character Appraisal currently being prepared by Willie
Miller Urban Design. The client acknowledges that other areas may be proposed for
development and that further assessment of landscape sensitivity may need to be
undertaken as part of the overall assessment of these areas or sites, as the need arises.
Study area boundaries were drawn one field out from the existing settlement boundary or
road, so none of the land parcels are entirely divorced from existing settlements. Private
gardens and grounds were excluded from the study. Amenity land (e.g. playing fields and
parks) was assumed to be inappropriate for development given its value to the local
community.
1

Summarised from An Approach to Landscape Sensitivity Assessment – To Inform Spatial Planning and Land
Management (Natural England, June 2019) p. 5
2
With assistance from Carol Anderson Landscape Associates, Countryscape, Robin Lines Landscape and
Douglas Harman Landscape Planning,
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The study only considers residential development which is assumed to follow best practice in
design. No information was provided by the client in relation to target numbers of units, the
density or type of buildings. We have considered site-appropriate design, principally in terms
of height/ scale of buildings, in the mitigation guidelines provided for each study area.

1.3

Methodology

A two-stage methodology was used for the study, in order to focus fieldwork time on the
areas most likely to be able to accommodate residential development without significant
adverse landscape and visual impacts.
The first stage comprised a desk-based assessment (confirmed in the field) to identify Local
Landscape Units (LLUs) within each study area. These are based on Character Area/
Character Type boundaries from the Jersey ILSCA, and/or other more local factors such as
landform, habitats, relation to the settlement edge, or association with landmarks. The LLUs
identified within each study area were visited, photographed and mapped, and are
described in the report.
Local Landscape Units which exhibited Sensitive Special Qualities identified in the ILSCA, or
had other sensitive qualities (such as key habitats or settings to Listed Buildings) were not
assessed in more detail, as they are unlikely to be able to accommodate residential
development without significant adverse landscape or visual impacts arising.
Those LLUs which were considered to have some potential for residential development
without significant adverse landscape or visual impacts were assessed in more detail. For
these LLUs, field-based analysis was undertaken, and records made of:
•
•
•
•
•

landscape (landform, land cover, man-made influences, sense of place and
distinctiveness);
LLU role (separation, gateway, setting); and
settlement character (form, edge and relationship with LLU);
visual factors (visibility, key views, receptors); and
landscape values (e.g. tranquillity, cultural and biodiversity sites).

Taking all these factors into account, an overall landscape and visual sensitivity rating has
been arrived at by considering the weight of evidence set out in the sensitivity assessment
using professional judgement, rather than using a numerical scoring system. The overall
sensitivity ratings are based on the following definitions.
Low sensitivity: The site is able to accommodate residential development without
significant landscape/ visual change, or in some cases, development (with
appropriate design and mitigation) might enhance the landscape. In either case
residential development could potentially relate well to the area.
Low–medium sensitivity: The site is able to accommodate residential development in
most situations without significant landscape/ visual change. Many aspects of
residential development (with appropriate design and mitigation) could relate to the
key characteristics of the area.
Medium sensitivity: The site has some ability to accommodate residential
development in limited situations (with appropriate design and mitigation) without
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significant landscape/ visual change. Residential development could potentially
relate to some characteristics of the area.
Medium–high sensitivity: The site is susceptible to change, and residential
development can only be accommodated in very limited situations (and with
appropriate design and mitigation) without significant landscape/ visual change.
Residential development conflicts with some landscape characteristics, and
significant landscape/visual impacts are likely to occur.
High sensitivity: The site is very susceptible to change, and is unable to
accommodate any residential development without significant landscape/ visual
change as a result of the loss of key characteristics and the introduction of
uncharacteristic features. Residential development conflicts with the majority of
landscape characteristics, and widespread significant landscape/visual impacts are
very likely to occur.
Development opportunities and constraints are summarised at the LLU level. In addition to
this a table, showing the sensitivity of land parcels within the LLUs which were assessed in
detail, is also presented.
This is followed by recommendations for mitigation and
enhancement measures within the study area.

1.4

Future work and design requirements

It is important to recognise that this is a strategic study, intended to form part of the evidence
base for allocation of sites in the forthcoming Island Plan.
It does not remove the need for developers to provide landscape and visual assessments for
actual development proposals, in order for planners to determine whether or not the
proposed development is acceptable in that location. Nor does it remove the need for high
quality and sensitive design (for example in terms of building height and massing) and for
mitigation, such as tree planting, to filter views of new development.
Part 5 of the Jersey ILSCA contains Jersey-wide guidelines on accommodating development,
retaining rural character and considering views and visibility. These should be followed,
along with the study-area specific recommendations for mitigation and enhancement
provided for each study area within the Landscape Sensitivity Assessment.
Whilst undertaking the project, each study area has been considered in isolation. However,
the cumulative impacts resulting from developing more than one study area in close
proximity will need to be considered. This is a particular issue in the south-east of Jersey, and
on the peripheries of the urban areas. For example, developing in one study area could
increase the strategic gap function of another study area. This would increase the sensitivity
of the second area, potentially making it unsuitable for development.
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1.5

List of Study Areas by parish

Parish
St Helier
St Saviour

Grouville
St Clement

St Lawrence
St Peter

Location
La Pouquelaye northern edge (from Manor Park Road north to La Rue du
Haut de l’Orme and; north from top of West Hill to La Rue de Maupertuis
(Union Inn))
North of Bagot/ Longueville Road (bounded by Le Mont Pinel and Les
Varines)
Five Oaks edge (Les Varines north to Rue du Moulin and south to La Rue
à la Dame) (Note – write up is split into two parts)
West of coastal strip ((Grande Route des Sablons & Rue de la Ville ès
Renauds (Paddock End) to La Rocque)
North of coastal strip (La Rocque to La Rue du Hocq)
Along foot of scarp slope (either side of La Grande Route de St Clément)
from La Rue au Long to La Rue du Hocq
East and west of Rue des Samarès
Bel Royal urban fringe (FL865, 866, 846, 847, 855, 857 - 860)

St Ouen

Beaumont fringe (bounded by La Route de Beaumont and La Ruelle ès
Ruaux plus B922 and B924)
St Peter’s Village edges
La Route des Genets fringe south (Fields incl B747, 747A; 750-755 and
B248)
La Petite Route des Mielles fringe (fields bounded by Route des Genets
(to south); Le Mont Nicolle/Railway Track (east) and La Rue du Pont
Marquet (north)
Fields B139 and B126
St Ouen’s Village edges

St Mary

St Mary’s Village edges

St John

St John’s Village edges

Trinity

Trinity Village edges

St Martin

St Martin’s Village edges

St Brelade
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St Helier: La Pouquelaye Northern Edge
Location, context and settlement character
This study area lies to the north of La Pouquelaye suburb of St Helier. It extends northwards and
covers land on both sides of La Grande Route de Saint-Jean. On the eastern side it includes land
from Manor Park Road north to La Rue du Haut de l’Orme, and on the western side it extends from
the top of West Hill to the Union Inn (La Rue de Maupertuis).
It is within the Interior Agricultural Plateau Character Type (Character Area E4 – Southern Plateau
and Ridges). To the east and west the land slopes down to the Enclosed Valleys Character Type
(outside the study area).
La Pouquelaye is a suburb largely comprising 20th Century housing, with some light industry. It has
extended as ribbon development along the eastern side of the ridge road of La Grande Route de
Saint Jean, creating a linear expansion of the St Helier suburbs into the countryside. The ribbon
development is mostly residential, but also includes a garage, industrial units, and glasshouses
(some in disrepair).
The Richmond Map of 1795 shows La Grande Route de Saint Jean running north-south along the
ridge, with La Vallée des Vaux running parallel to the east, and tributaries of the Vallée de
Bellozanne to the west. There are no properties along the ridge road, which passes through fields
and occasional orchards, although there are buildings on the more sheltered locations on the
lower roads, including La Grand Route du Mont a l’Abbé, which runs parallel to the north.

Designated sites
There are several Listed Buildings (all at Grade 2 save for
one LBG3) along the lower roads, including several in the
same locations as properties marked on the Richmond
Map, including Bellozanne Abbey (HE1004), Laugée Farm
(HE1006), Fern Hill (HE0589), Mont a l’Abbé House
(HE1007) and Les Côtils Farm (HE0921). Field H1172,
towards the north of the study area, is an Area of
Archaeological Potential.
Woodland habitats associated with the nearby valleys
(also Environmentally Sensitive Areas) are located to the
west and east.

Extract from the Richmond Map
showing La Pouquelaye in 1795
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Local Landscape Units
Four Local Landscape Units (LLUs) have been defined within the study area:
•
•
•
•

La Rue du Haut de l’Orme Farmland
Western Open Fields
Eastern Enclosed Fields
La Pouquelaye Urban Edge Fields

These are shown on the following aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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La Rue du Haut de l’Orme Farmland LLU
This LLU is located at the far north of the study area. It comprises open, flat agricultural fields high
on the ridge top, which are part of the wider agricultural landscape to the north. It is physically
and perceptually divorced from St Helier, and also contributes to the gap between St Helier and
Sion to the north.
This LLU is considered to be of high sensitivity to housing development, and is, therefore, not
considered further in the assessment.

Western Open Fields LLU
This LLU is in the north-west of the study area, and comprises open agricultural fields to the west of
La Grande Route de Saint-Jean. The ridge-top fields closest to the road are relatively flat, and
there are views across them to historic farmsteads along La Grande Route du Mont a l’Abbé.
Several of these fields therefore contribute to the settings of these Listed Buildings (e.g. Laugée
Farm and Fern Hill). Field H1172 is an Area of Archaeological Potential.
Further away from the ridge road, the fields slope down towards the west. There are long views
from here westwards across Vallée de Bellozanne. Any development here would appear on the
valley side, and would greatly increase the perception of an urban edge in a currently rural
landscape.
An existing single-field housing estate (La Hougue Avenue) on the western side of La Grande Route
de Saint-Jean appears as an anomaly in the landscape, and should not form a precedent for
development in this LLU. Ideally the harsh edges of this development should be softened with
planting to make them less visually intrusive within the landscape.
This LLU is considered to be of high sensitivity to housing development, and is therefore not
considered further in the assessment.

Eastern Enclosed Fields LLU
This LLU is in the north-east of the study area, and comprises agricultural fields, a community
woodland, and derelict glasshouses. Its topography is fairly flat, but despite its ridge-top position it
is relatively well-enclosed and screened by urban development along the western edge, and
woodland (the top of La Vallée des Vaux) along the eastern edge. The nursery site presents a
more ornamental frontage to the road, and contains mature vegetation with a screening function.
This LLU is therefore considered to be of lower sensitivity to housing development, and is therefore
considered in more detail in the assessment.

La Pouquelaye Urban Edge Fields LLU
This LLU is located in the southern part of the study area, and comprises a ‘horseshoe’ of fields
surrounding the urban edge of La Pouquelaye, from the top of West Hill in the west round to Manor
Park Road in the east. The close proximity of the existing urban edge influences the character of
these fields. Their sensitivity is variable, based on their aspect, views and level of enclosure, as well
as their relationship with the existing urban edge.
Because of their variable sensitivity, they are considered in more detail in the assessment.
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Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

La Rue du Haut de l’Orme Farmland LLU

Western Open Fields LLU

Eastern Enclosed Fields LLU

La Pouquelaye Urban Edge Fields LLU

Detailed sensitivity assessment
EASTERN ENCLOSED FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

This LLU includes medium-sized agricultural fields between ribbon
development along La Grande Route de Saint-Jean, and woodland at the
top of Vallée des Vaux. The eastern boundary is formed by trees, and the
west by garden fences. In the centre of the LLU (field H1272) is a community
woodland (Adelina Wood) which extends down a tributary valley into
Vallée des Vaux. This woodland is a local landscape, community and
ecological resource, which raises its sensitivity.
At the northern end of the LLU (fields H1277 and H1278) is a glasshouse site.
This has a fairly formal frontage along the road, with open grass and
ornamental planting. Behind, shelterbelts divide dilapidated glasshouses
and polytunnels. There is potential for the frontage to be incorporated into
a new development design, with the shelterbelts behind helping to screen
and soften development at the rear of the site. The stone wall along La Rue
des Arbres which forms the northern boundary of the nursery (and the LLU) is
an attractive feature which should be retained in development proposals.
The previously-developed nature and existing landscape structure reduces
the sensitivity of this part of LLU to housing development.

Landscape Unit
role

The glasshouse site and La Rue des Abres marks the end of the ribbon
development along La Grande Route de Saint-Jean, and therefore
contributes to the approach to St Helier along this road. It is not really a
‘gateway’ however, as the ribbon development is strung out along the road
for some distance, and this does not yet feel part of St Helier. Adelina Wood
14
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is locally valued for its nature conservation role, as a community resource
and as a feature within the landscape.
Settlement
character

The LLU is bounded on most of its western edge by the gardens of
neighbouring residential development along La Grande Route de SaintJean. This comprises 20th Century ribbon development of detached houses.
To the south is a commercial garage. With the exception of Les Côtils Farm
on Rue des Côtils (Listed Grade 3), the adjacent settlements are not of high
architectural quality and do not contain any historic buildings. The LLU is
therefore of low sensitivity in this regard.

Visual factors

Despite its ridge-top location, this LLU is relatively well-contained visually, by
existing development along the ridge road to the west, valley-side
woodland of the Vallée des Vaux to the east, field boundary hedgerows,
and by mature vegetation within the glasshouse site.

Landscape values

The LLU does not have any formally-recognised values, although it provides
some visual amenity for residents of adjacent properties. It contributes to
the approach to St Helier along La Grande Route de Saint-Jean, and
Adelina Wood is locally-valued and has some ecological value.

Overall sensitivity

Medium to Medium-Low

LA POUQUELAYE URBAN EDGE FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The LLU comprises medium size and regularly-shaped agricultural fields,
currently in arable or grassland production. The western fields (on the ridge
top) are flatter than the eastern fields which are at the top of the valley side
and slope gently towards the valley. The ridge-top location of the LLU
means that it is relatively high compared to the surrounding landscape, and
the edges of any new development will require planting (preferably in
advance) to filter views and create a soft edge.
The presence of the urban edge nearby reduces sensitivity to some degree,
and gives the LLU a partially-urban context. Most of the fields are
surrounded by substantial hedgerows and trees, which aids screening.

Landscape Unit
role

The LLU forms a small part of the approach to St Helier from the north along
La Grande Route de Saint-Jean. Fields H1189, H1198 and H1260 contribute
to the settlement gateway, and H1260 forms a gap between the main
urban edge of St Helier, and the ribbon development which extends
northwards along the eastern side of La Grande Route de Saint-Jean. It also
enables views from the main road towards the east. Their gateway role
increases the sensitivity of these fields, but also provides an opportunity to
enhance the gateway into St Helier. In addition, field H1190A provides a
strong rural setting for Bellozanne Abbey (Listed Grade 2), which increases its
sensitivity. There is also potential for this LLU to have a new role connecting
woodland habitats in the two adjoining valleys to the east and west, and
ideally incorporating public access between them too.

Settlement
character

The surrounding suburb of La Pouquelaye contains a mixture of detached
housing, industrial/ retail units and a school. These form the context for the
LLU. Further out, beyond the LLU, are a hotel set in extensive grounds (to the
west), Bellozanne Abbey, and isolated properties and farms. The design of
15
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any development within the LLU will therefore need to respect this transition
from urban to rural.
Visual factors

The ridge-top location of the LLU means that it forms the skyline in views.
However, the presence of existing development means that any new
development will be seen in this context. Also, this is a ridge within the
Interior Agricultural Plateau with limited views towards it, rather than a more
prominent and sensitive ridge such as the coastal escarpment. Nevertheless
there are likely to be views from nearby ridges and valley sides, so it will be
necessary to retain existing trees, and to soften the edges of development
with planting. This may also help in the screening of existing development.
The substantial trees surrounding H1199 also aid in the screening of this field
in views from the west.

Landscape values

There are no formally-recognised values, and most of the fields have urban
edge influences. An exception is H1190A, which feels more rural, and forms
the setting to Bellozanne Abbey.

Overall sensitivity

Medium, assuming adequate mitigation planting.

Development Opportunities and Constraints
There is concluded to be no scope to accommodate housing development without significant
adverse landscape or visual impacts arising within La Rue du Haut de l’Orme Farmland and
Western Open Fields LLUs.
The Eastern Enclosed Fields and La Pouquelaye Urban Edge Fields are considered to be of lower
overall sensitivity to housing development, although there are some land parcels (such as Adelina
Wood and the setting to Bellozanne Abbey) which are of higher sensitivity. However, this is a ridgetop site, and therefore care must be taken to limit the height of buildings, and to include strong
vegetated edges in order to soften edges and filter views. These measures will help to minimise the
impact of any new development on the skyline.
There are opportunities to create a firmer edge to La Pouquelaye, preventing ribbon development
on the western side of La Grande Route de Saint-Jean, by creating a strong boundary along Le
Vert Chemin. There are also opportunities to enhance the approach to St Helier along La Grande
Route de Saint-Jean, to create a clearer transition from urban to rural, and to link habitats and
access routes between La Vallée des Vaux and Vallée de Bellozanne.
The table below summarises the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within the
Eastern Enclosed Fields and La Pouquelaye Urban Edge Fields Local Landscape Units.
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Eastern Enclosed Fields Land Parcel Reference
H1272
None
None
H1267, H1271 (top part only), H1277, H1278
H1276

Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

La Pouquelaye Urban Edge Fields Land Parcel Reference
None
H1190A
H1186, H1186A, H1189, H1248, H1249, H1256, H1257, H1260
H1198
H1199
16
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Mitigation and enhancement
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explore opportunities for using development proposals to link woodland habitats, for
example across fields H1257, H1260 and H1189, and incorporate footpath links between
nearby valleys.
Should development take place on fields H1186, H1186A, H1189, H1198, then a strong green
edge should be created along Le Vert Chemin.
Retain the stone walls along La Rue des Arbres.
Utilise the existing green frontage in field H1277 (glasshouse site) as part of any development
of this site.
Avoid development in the lower part of field H1271 in order to avoid development
impacting on the valley side.
Any development designs should consider the settings of Listed Buildings.
Keep all development to a maximum of two storeys to minimise its impact on the horizon.
Boundary fencing should be avoided for all outer edges of developments in favour of
hedges and stone walls.
Reference should also be made to the Landscape Design Guidance section of the Jersey
Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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St Saviour: Five Oaks Northern Edge
Location, context and settlement character
This study area lies on the northern fringes of the Five Oaks suburb of St Helier. It comprises farmland
lying on the outer edges of the urban area, adjacent to light industrial development. The study
area lies within the Interior Agricultural Plateau Character Type (Character Area E4 – Southern
Plateau and Ridges Farmland). The Enclosed Valleys Character Type is located to the north-west of
the study area.
Five Oaks is a suburb largely comprising late 20th century housing but also with some pockets of
more recent residential development. Principal amenities, including shops and schools, lie relatively
close to the study area.
The Richmond Map of 1795 shows the five-way crossroads at the centre of Five Oaks. The roads
meet in a rural landscape of fields and orchards, with occasional scattered buildings. The steep
edges of the surrounding valleys can be seen in the engraving.

Extract from the Richmond Map, showing
Five Oaks Northern Edge

Long view towards the study area from the north

Designated sites
The archaeological interest of La Tête du Fief de la Houguette – a round barrow or tumulus –
extends over parts of fields S392 and S383 and is reflected in its designation as a Grade 3 Listed
Place (SA0317). A wider Area of Archaeological Potential designation affects the remainder of field
S392 and part of S383. In the west of the study areas, Field S338 is designated as a separate Area of
Archaeological Potential due to its ‘Houguette’ fieldname. Les Fontaines (SA0060), a property lying
just outside the study area, is a Grade 2 Listed building, and ‘Springbank’ (SA0150: to the west of
S338) is a Grade 3 Listed Building. There are no designated nature conservation sites within the
study area.
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Local Landscape Units
Two local landscape character units (LLUs) have been defined within and around the settlement:
•

Valley Side

•

Flatter fields

These are shown on the following aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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Valley Side LLU
These fields lie at the transition with the Enclosed Valleys Character Type and slope steeply northeastwards down to Grands Vaux Valley. Field F338 is an Area of Archaeological Potential, and is
currently used for grazing horses. The relatively steep slopes of this LLU mean that it would be likely
to require substantial ground modification to accommodate housing, including intrusive platforms,
retaining walls and cuttings. While mature trees along the minor roads bounding the upper and
western edges of this field provide some screening, this LLU is visible in views from within and across
the valley adjacent.
This LLU is considered to be of high sensitivity to housing development and is therefore not
considered further in the assessment.

Flatter Fields LLU
This LLU comprises the flat to gently sloping fields which wrap around an area of light
industrial/office buildings on the northern edge of Five Oaks. A narrow and densely wooded
tributary of Grands Vaux Valley lies at the foot of steep slopes to the north-west of this unit. Visibility
of this LLU is restricted by mature trees aligning the minor road, La Rue du Moulin, which forms the
northern boundary of Fields S382, S383 and S392, and by large buildings within the industrial/office
development. The eastern part of the LLU contains a Listed Place and Associated Area of
Archaeological Potential which increase its sensitivity.
This LLU is generally considered to be of lower sensitivity to housing development when compared
with the Valley Side LLU, and is therefore considered further in the more detailed assessment.

Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

Valley Side LLU

Flatter Fields LLU

Detailed sensitivity assessment
FLATTER FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The flat to gently-sloping landform of these fields could accommodate
housing development without the need for intrusive ground modification
although Field S380 is an exception to this due to its elevation above the
minor roads which bound it. Access to this field would be likely to involve
significant cuttings and retaining structures which could adversely affect the
character of the deeply-set La Rue a la Dame and necessitate the removal
of trees. This LLU is farmed and has few distinctive features apart from the
21
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mature trees and hedges along the minor roads which bound the area.
S392, and part of S383, contains a Listed Place ‘Tête du Fief de la
Houguette’ and an associated Area of Archaeological Potential, which
increase its sensitivity.
Landscape Unit
role

This LLU does not play a role in the separation of distinct settlements as it lies
on the edge of the suburb of Five Oaks. It is not highly visible on the key
approaches to St Helier along La Grande Route de St Martin due to
screening by hedges and trees.

Settlement
character

The present settlement edge comprises large light industrial/office buildings.
While these existing buildings are not widely visible in long views towards Five
Oaks from the north due to screening by woodland, a nearby
telecommunications mast is more prominent. In more local views from the
north-west, well-designed housing development on field S380 could have
beneficial effects in masking large utilitarian metal-clad sheds on the
industrial site. Existing mature trees lining La Rue du Moulin and La Ruette
would provide reasonably robust boundaries to new housing development.
This LLU is perceptually divorced from the core of Five Oaks due to the
presence of industrial/office buildings (particularly fields S382, 383, 392)
although it lies physically close to schools and other amenities. Field S380 lies
close to existing housing.

Visual factors

Visibility of this LLU from the rural area to the north and north-west is
generally restricted because of deeply cut roads, banks and trees. Existing
large industrial buildings on the edge of Five Oaks are occasionally seen but
largely screened by trees on La Rue du Moulin which forms the northern
edge of the LLU. Views are also limited from La Grande Route de St Martin
as this road is in cutting and hedgerows also screens Field S392.

Landscape values

This LLU has archaeological interest in field S392 and parts of field S383,
expressed as a Listed Place (Grade 3) and an Area of Archaeological
Potential. While this LLU comprises productive farmland, the influence of
nearby industrial development diminishes rural character to some degree.

Overall sensitivity

Medium to Medium-high

Development Opportunities and Constraints
There is concluded to be no scope to accommodate housing development within the Valley Side
LLU without significant landscape/visual impacts arising.
The Flatter Fields LLU is of lower sensitivity to housing although buildings would need to be kept
below the screen provided by mature trees along La Rue du Moulin in order to minimise intrusion on
the nearby Enclosed Valleys Character Type. The elevated position of Field S380 which sits above
the roads of La Ruette and the deeply cut La Rue a la Dame may present a constraint to housing
development unless alternative access can be secured (only likely in the event of the
redevelopment of the industrial estate). The Listed Place and Area of Archaeological Potential
identified on Fields S392 and the eastern part of S383 also potentially constrain development.
The table below summarises the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within the
Flatter Fields Local Landscape Unit.
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Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Land Parcel Reference
None
S380, S383 (eastern part) S392
S382, S383 (western part),
None
None

Mitigation and enhancement
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Development on all the land parcels within the Flatter Fields LLU should be of restricted
height, no more than two storeys, in order to minimise intrusion on long views across the
Enclosed Valleys Character Type.
Housing should be kept well back from the northern edge of Fields S382, 383 and 392,
leaving a generous landscape buffer on more sloping ground against La Rue du Moulin in
order to minimise visual intrusion from this road and on wider views from the north.
Additional tree planting should be undertaken within this landscape buffer and along La
Rue du Moulin and La Ruette to supplement and continue the screening provided by
existing mature trees aligning these roads.
Mature field boundary trees within the LLU should be retained.
Traffic management should be undertaken to conserve the rural character of La Rue du
Moulin and La Ruette (including the trees aligning these roads) and provide safe use for
pedestrians and cyclists.
Access to any development on fields S382, 383, 392 should be via the existing road on the
northern edge of the industrial estate or La Grande Route de Saint Martin. It should not be
via the sensitive Rue du Moulin in order to avoid any disruption of the steep tree-lined banks
on the southern edge of this road. Access to field S380 should avoid damage to steep
banks lining adjacent roads, and should therefore be via the Industrial Estate.
Safe pedestrian routes should be established within any housing development and along La
Ruette and La Grande Route de St Martin to schools and other amenities within Five Oaks.
Any development should consider the setting of the Listed Place in field S392.
Close-boarded boundary fencing should be avoided for the outer edges of all
developments in favour of hedges and stone walls.
Reference should also be made to the Landscape Design Guidance section of the Jersey
Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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St Saviour: Five Oaks, South-Eastern Edge
Location, context and settlement character
This study area lies on the south-eastern fringes of the Five Oaks suburb of St Helier. It largely
comprises flat to gently sloping farmland bounded by Bagatelle Road, which forms the settlement
edge to the west, and the deeply incised Swiss Valley to the east. Some widely dispersed houses,
(including a tower house - Beau Desert SA0075 Listed Grade 3 - which forms a local landmark
feature, and a garden centre) are located in the study area. The majority of the study area lies
within the Interior Agricultural Plateau Character Type (Character Area E4 – Southern Plateau and
Ridges Farmland). The southern part of the study area lies at the transition with the Escarpment
Character Type (Character Area C1 – Grouville to St Saviour Escarpment) while the eastern edge
dips down to the form the steep slopes of the Enclosed Valleys Character Type (Character Area D1
– Southern Valleys) covering the narrow, wooded Swiss Valley.
Five Oaks is a suburb largely comprising late 20th century housing but also with some pockets of
more recent residential development. Principal amenities, including shops and schools, lie relatively
close to the study area. A recent residential development of apartments and houses lies on the
north-eastern edge of the study area and close to the head of Swiss Valley. This development is
intrusive and adversely affects the rural character and sense of seclusion that can be experienced
within this valley.
The Richmond Map of 1795 shows the steep sides of Swiss Valley. The orchards which cover the
valley sides also extend onto the higher land above. There is a complex of buildings shown on the
site of the present Beau Desert.

Extract from the Richmond Map, showing
Five Oaks South-Eastern edge in 1795

General view of Five Oaks South-Eastern edge,
looking towards escarpment.

Designated sites
There are several Listed Buildings within this study area including Beau Desert (SA0075), La Retraite
(SA0271), Roseland Farm (SA0282) and Le Caumais (SA0139) (all Grade 3). Fairlawn (SA0111) is
Listed Grade 4. Part of the South-East Grasslands Environmentally Sensitive Area adjacent to the
study area includes pastures, steep wooded slopes and wet meadows associated with Swiss Valley.
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Local Landscape Units
Three Local Landscape Units (LLUs) have been defined within and around the settlement:
•
•
•

Valley Edge
Scarp Slope
Settlement Edge Fields

These are shown on the following aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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Valley Edge LLU
This LLU comprises sloping fields lying at the edge of the deeply incised and wooded Swiss Valley.
The land is mainly under pasture with small fields bounded by hedges and trees although a small
orchard and grounds of some residential properties are also present. Attractive old farmhouses with
associated outbuildings and walled gardens lie within this LLU and this increases sensitivity to new
housing which would affect the rural setting provided by farmland and gardens. Sensitivity is also
increased because of the sloping ground which may require intrusive cut and fill works to
accommodate buildings and access roads and the impact development would be likely to have
on the character and views from the nearby Swiss Valley. This landscape unit is considered to be of
high sensitivity to housing development and is therefore not considered further in the assessment.

Scarp Slope LLU
This LLU comprises ground which slopes to the south and forms part of the transition between the
Interior Agricultural Plateau and Escarpment Character Types. Special sensitive qualities of the
Escarpment include its steep slopes and wide visibility, and the contrast between its largely rural
character and the more developed coastal plain to which it forms a backdrop. While these
qualities are associated with this LLU, the presence of nearby housing located on the scarp reduces
sensitivity to some degree and this LLU is therefore considered in more detail in the assessment.

Settlement Edge Fields LLU
While this LLU has a rural character as it comprises productive farmland with a strong visual
connection to the wider Interior Agricultural Land lying to the east of the study area, it is influenced
by its proximity to existing dense housing within Five Oaks. This LLU also lies close to key facilities
within the suburb including schools and shops. This LLU is therefore considered in more detail in the
assessment.

Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

Valley Edge LLU

Scarp Slope LLU

Settlement Edge Fields LLU
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Detailed sensitivity assessment
SCARP SLOPE LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

This LLU forms gently to steeply sloping pastures at the southern tip of the
study area. The upper field (S752-4) is bounded by thick hedges/trees
although a row of large houses (positioned along Les Varines to provide
extensive views to the coast and sea) is present on the western boundary.
The smaller, more steeply sloping lower field S751 lies adjacent to a cluster of
residential properties. Steeper slopes within this LLU would be likely to require
engineered platforms and cuttings to accommodate housing development
and this, together with the presence of buildings, would affect the
character of the Escarpment Character Type, including contributing to
cumulative build-up of housing.

Landscape Unit
role

This LLU does not play a role in the separation of distinct settlements as Five
Oaks forms a suburb of St Helier. Steeper slopes within this LLU lie in the
Escarpment LCT which is sensitive to built development due to the
prominence of steep slopes and the backdrop and contrast they provide to
the more developed coastal plain. This part of the Escarpment Character
Type already accommodates some large houses and small clusters of
residential development which lessens sensitivity to some degree although
development here would further diminish the contrast with the coastal plain.

Settlement
character

Firm settlement edges to Five Oaks are provided by the tree-lined, walled
and incised Les Varines road. There is a disparate pattern of housing on
these scarp slopes with linear and clustered development interspersed with
pastures. Wholesale development of the two fields which lie in this LLU would
result in a dense settlement pattern contrary to the predominance of
farmland and to the concentrated character of Five Oaks which is generally
located on higher ground set back from the steeper scarp slopes.

Visual factors

Field S751, while steep, is partially screened by an existing cluster of
residential development on its western edge. Field S752-4 is also not
prominent in close views as it is gently sloping and contained by trees and
housing along Les Varines on its boundaries. Large/tall housing development
on these fields would however breach the containment provided by existing
buildings and trees and there would be visibility in longer views from roads
on the escarpment and from more open parts of the coastal plain and
coast.

Landscape values

There are no formally recognised landscape values associated with this LLU.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-high

SETTLEMENT EDGE FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

This LLU comprises level fields bounded by hedges and with trees lining a
grid pattern of narrow access roads. Farmland generally comprises pastures
grazed by cattle, and a garden centre, comprising low buildings, occupies
Field S673. While the existing settlement of Five Oaks influences this LLU, the
generally well-managed character of this LLU, together with the wider
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context of the Interior Agricultural Plateau Character Type (seen in long
views east from Bagatelle Road) gives it a strong landscape integrity and
distinctly rural character. Housing located at the eastern margins of this LLU
(and particularly tall buildings) could be visible on sensitive skylines seen from
Swiss Valley and could adversely affect the sense of enclosure and seclusion
experienced from this small-scale landscape. Isolated clusters of historic
buildings lie within the adjacent Valley Edge LLU, and housing development
located in the Settlement Edge LLU would be likely to adversely affect the
attractive rural setting provided by farmland and seen in views from
Bagatelle Road and Five Oaks. Fields S530 and S530A, while more
undulating in places, are more strongly influenced by nearby residential
areas. Field S530A, however, slopes down to Swiss Valley and development
of this field would be likely to exacerbate the intrusion of recent residential
buildings on the character of this highly sensitive valley.
Landscape Unit
role

This LLU does not play a role in the separation of distinct settlements as Five
Oaks forms a suburb of St Helier. It does however provide a visual and a
landscape buffer between dense housing within Five Oaks and the strongly
rural, intimately- scaled Swiss Valley and the wider Interior Agricultural
Plateau seen in long views from Bagatelle Road.

Settlement
character

Firm settlement edges are provided by Bagatelle Road and a low stone wall
to the west and by the tree-lined La Rue de la Croix Besnard in the southern
part of this LLU. Mature trees along the southern part of Bagatelle Road
provide some screening of the settlement edge although vegetation is
sparser in the northern section of this road and around Field S528. Field
boundary trees largely screen denser development within Five Oaks from
the southern part of the LLU. Development in this LLU would breach the
largely robust settlement edge along the southern section of Bagatelle
Road but would have less of an effect in the northern part of the study area.
Five Oaks is principally located on a flat plateau raised above the
escarpment and development in this LLU would accord with this
characteristic.

Visual factors

This LLU is highly visible from Bagatelle Road and housing within Five Oaks.
Woodland within Swiss Valley would be likely to provide some screening of
housing development in views from the wider rural area to the east of the
study area, particularly if it were located on the western parts of the LLU and
comprised smaller buildings.

Landscape values

There are no formally recognised landscape values. Narrow minor roads
crossing this LLU are often heavily trafficked, particularly during peak hour
school travel. These roads may be valued locally by walkers and cyclists as
they provide access across Swiss Valley and into the wider countryside.
Fields S530 and S530A may be used as informal open space for recreation.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-high

Development Opportunities and Constraints
There is concluded to be no scope to accommodate housing development within the Valley Edge
and the Scarp Slope LLUs within the Five Oaks – South Eastern Fringe study area without significant
landscape/visual impacts arising. The Settlement Edge Fields LLU is also generally of increased
sensitivity to housing development, but while it is considered that much of the area could not
accommodate development without unacceptable significant landscape and visual effects
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arising, a visually discrete parcel of land, Field S530, is less sensitive as it is more strongly influenced
by nearby housing.
The table below summarises the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within the
Scarp Slope and Settlement Edge Fields LLUs.

Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Scarp Slope Land Parcel Reference
None
S751, S752, S753, S754
None
None
None

Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Settlement Edge Fields Land Parcel Reference

S530A, S696, S694, S681

S682, S682A, S679, S677, S678, S674 S633, S634, S528
S530
None
None

Mitigation and enhancement
•
•

•

•
•
•

Any development on Field S530 should be of restricted height to fit with the character of
existing housing and to limit intrusion on the nearby Swiss Valley.
Planting of trees should be undertaken along Bagatelle Road, supplementing the young
trees already planted on the east side of this road, to strengthen the existing settlement
boundary.
Field S530A, which presently comprises rough grassland, should be planted with woodland
to screen intrusive views of recent residential development on the edge of Five Oaks seen
from Swiss Valley.
Any development designs should consider the settings of Listed Buildings.
Close-boarded boundary fencing should be avoided for all developments in favour of
hedges and stone walls.
Reference should also be made to the Landscape Design Guidance section of the Jersey
Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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St Saviour: North of Bagot and Longueville Road
Location, context and settlement character
This study area is located towards the south-east of Jersey, on the eastern fringes of St Helier, and
comprises a broad wedge of land extending northwards between the settlement edges around
Bagot Road and Mont Pinel/Mont Millais. The central part of the study area lies within the Coastal
Plain Character Type (Character Area B2 – St Clement-St Saviour Coastal Plain), whilst its western
and eastern peripheries transition into the Escarpment Character Type (Character Area C1 –
Grouville-St Saviour Escarpment).
A swathe of wet meadow occupies a large central section of the study area on the lowest lying
land. From this the land rises steadily then more steeply to the west, east and north, forming a
topographical ‘bowl’. Within this ‘bowl’ there are pockets of development, whilst to the north west,
on the crest of the scarp, development dominates the skyline.
The south west of the study area contains mature trees and is ecologically sensitive. To the southeast hard urban edges are visually dominant from within the area, particularly from Fountain Lane.
Most of the land cover is given over to horticultural crops and grassland on the steep slopes to the
west, with a small area of polytunnels to the south west, just north of the woodland. To the east the
land is currently under cereal crop production.
The assessment area contains an extensive Environmentally Sensitive Area, which include the wet
meadow and woodland areas and their margins. To the south is Petit Menage and Lodge, and La
Cour Fontaine park and garden (Listed), either flanking or enclosed by the woodland.
Overall, the assessment area is complex in its character, with a combination of both urban and
rural influences, significant topographical features, and areas of importance for both natural and
built heritage. The landscape forms part of an extensive ‘green wedge’ between urban
development to the west and south east.
The Richmond Map of 1795 shows a large building labelled ‘Baggot’ on the eastern side of the
valley, with formal gardens to the south. ‘Bagot Manor Farm’ is now a Listed Building, with houses
along Bagot Manor Avenue on the site of the gardens. In the valley floor, the Richmond Map
shows a network of canals and a marshy area. The valley sides below the scarp are almost entirely
covered in orchards. The area is surrounded by countryside, with occasional properties along
lower roads.

Extract from the Richmond Map, showing St
Saviour North of Bagot and Longueville Road in
1795
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Designated sites
La Cour Fontaine (SA0170), a Mid C19th complex of farm buildings set around an enclosed yard, is
Grade 4 Listed. Petit Menage House and its lodge (SA0016) are Grade 2 Listed, as are the walled
gardens which flank Fountain Lane. At the eastern side of the study area is Bagot Manor Farm
(SA0116), a Grade 3 Listed Building.
The woodland in the south west of the study area, and the wet meadow through the centre of the
study area are important habitats, and environmentally sensitive. Both habitats are contained
within ESA boundaries.
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Local Landscape Units
Five local landscape character units have been defined within the assessment area:
• St Saviour Escarpment Edge
• Bagot Wet Meadow
• Bagot Woodland and La Cour Fontaine
• Fountain Lane Farmland
• Bagot Manor Avenue
These are shown on the aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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St Saviour Escarpment Edge LLU
This LLU lies to the western and eastern peripheries of the study area where the landform rises into
the Escarpment Character Type. In particular, the western edge of the LLU, at the top of field
number S804, becomes dramatically steep. Above this, housing development on Claremont Road
looms above to form part of the skyline. To the north of Field Number H1584 a tall stone wall forms
an abrupt barrier between this LLU and sports pitches and further residential development to the
north, blocking any inter-visibility.
The eastern section of the LLU is more overtly rural in character, although housing development to
the south, on Longueville Road and at Les Serres, creates in places an abrupt urban edge. Land
cover within this LLU is predominantly mixed agriculture, with horticultural production to the west
and arable to the east. The western section has some visual clutter, particularly around the
polytunnels to the south of Field Number S804, whilst the eastern section is more homogenous in
character. The LLU forms part of backdrop to much of the dense settlement area to the south and
can be also be seen from the sea when looking inland.
This local landscape unit is generally considered to have a high or medium-high sensitivity to
housing development. However, there is a small area to the south of Field Number S812 that is of a
lower sensitivity, and therefore this LLU is considered in the more detailed assessment below.

Bagot Wet Meadow LLU
This LLU occupies the central swathe of the study area, on its lowest-lying ground, and broadly
subdivides it into two sections: east and west. It is a wet meadow habitat (Designated an
Environmentally Sensitive Area) with a particularly sensitive ecology. Wetland habitats are one of
the sensitive special qualities of the Coastal Plain Character Type.
This landscape unit is considered to have a high sensitivity to housing development and is therefore
excluded from the detailed assessment below.

Bagot Woodland and La Cour Fontaine LLU
This LLU occupies the central swathe of the study area, on its lowest-lying ground, and broadly
subdivides it into two sections: east and west. Listed as a wet meadow habitat it has a particularly
sensitive ecology. Wetland habitats are one of the sensitive special qualities of the Coastal Plain
Character Type.
This local landscape unit is considered to have a high sensitivity to housing development and is
therefore excluded from the detailed assessment below.

Fountain Lane Farmland LLU
This LLU is located in the centre of the study area, and bounds the Bagot Wet Meadow LLU which is
to the east. It comprises three hay meadows (Field Numbers S805, S807 and S807A) which encircle
a cluster of buildings that include a former hotel - now the country club apartments. These buildings
do not break the skyline when viewed on approach from the south, and are reasonably wellnestled into a shallow hillside, below a wooded backdrop. The land within the LLU is visually
important as it adds to the sense of openness within the study area, and together forms part of the
landscape setting of Bagot and St Saviour.
The Fountain Lane Farmland LLU retains a rural character, despite the country club apartments and
the surrounding settlement edge, and is assessed as having a Medium-High sensitivity to change
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which cannot successfully absorb future housing development without adverse landscape or visual
impacts. It is therefore excluded from the more detailed assessment below.

Bagot Manor Avenue LLU
This small local landscape unit includes Field Number S810A to the west of Bagot Manor Avenue. It
is currently under arable production. This LLU is flanked by housing to the east, which overlooks it,
and a tall shelter belt to the west. Although visibility would be filtered by the shelter belt, new
houses would be visible from the west (existing houses on Bagot Manor Avenue are also currently
visible, although filtered). Therefore, any future proposals for housing on this LLU should include a
scheme of landscape enhancements to soften this edge.
Overall, Bagot Manor Avenue LLU has a medium sensitivity to housing development, and is
included in the detailed assessment below.

Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

St Saviour Escarpment Edge LLU

Bagot Wet Meadow LLU

Bagot Woodland and La Cour Fontaine LLU
(Google Image)

Fountain Lane Farmland LLU
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Bagot Manor Avenue LLU

Detailed sensitivity assessment
St SAVIOUR ESCARPMENT EDGE LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The land within the St Saviour Escarpment Edge LLU forms the lower slopes of
the Escarpment to the north. The western section rises quite gently at first,
then quite dramatically to its western and northern extents, allowing
extensive views from Fountain Lane (which marks its northern boundary) and
residential properties on its western edge. The eastern section rises less
dramatically, although views from Les Varines, which marks the eastern
boundary of the study area, rises along with it, allowing views across the LLU
which opens up to expansive views to the west at Field Number S779. This
open feel creates a high degree of visual sensitivity.
Surrounding development, to the south and west, is almost entirely
residential. The mature woodland of Bagot Woodland and La Cour Fontaine
LLU forms part of the backdrop when looking south across the western part
of the LLU, and significantly softens the urban edge. Otherwise the western
part of the LLU has relatively little tree cover. The eastern part of the LLU has
a stronger landscape structure, however, with the field hedgerow between
Field Numbers S811 and S812 playing an important role in filtering views of
the hard urban edge to the south. Most of the land cover is given over to
horticultural crops and grassland on the steep slopes to the west, whilst to
the east the land cover is mainly arable land.

Landscape Unit
role

This LLU plays an important role in forming part of the backdrop to much of
the dense settlement to the south, and can also be seen from the sea when
looking inland. It forms part of the rural setting to St Helier and Bagot and,
along with the majority of the study area, creates an important physical
separation between the two.

Settlement
character

Densely-built C20th housing development encloses the LLU to the west.
Larger-scale development adjacent to field S804, and houses north of field
H1589, are particularly dominant on the skyline. To the south of field S811
there is a hard edge to the recent development at Les Serres. Just to the
east of this, to the south of field S812 on Longueville Road, there is a line of
Mid-C20th houses that is prominent when viewed from Les Varines.
Immediately to the north of these houses (and to the immediate east of
housing at Les Serres), at the southern foot of field S812, there is a ‘gap’ that
could accommodate a small future housing development. The result would
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be to simply ‘straighten up’ the built edge, which will have little effect on the
baseline conditions.
Visual factors

The western part of the LLU is clearly visible from much of Fountain Lane
where, once clear of the settlement edge, the landscape opens up into the
topographical ‘bowl’. To the east, the LLU provides an open aspect in views
from Les Varines, although the mature hedgerow between fields S811 and
S812 does define length of views in places, and from certain locations
obscures the urban edge. The higher slopes of the LLU are particularly
visually sensitive where they form a backdrop to the settlement and in views
inland from the sea. The lower slopes are less visually sensitive to views from
the south, although still sensitive to views from Fountain Lane and Les Varines
to the north.

Landscape values

The landscape forms part of the setting for La Cour Fontaine, and is
important where it spatially separates the residential areas of Bagot and St
Helier. The landscape provides some visual amenity for residents in
surrounding housing areas. Although this LLU contains no specific
landscape designations, it includes productive farmland and despite the
influence of nearby urban development remains largely rural in character.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-high

BAGOT MANOR AVENUE LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

This very small local landscape unit lies within the Coastal Plain Character
Type on the edge of a residential road on the northern edge of the Bagot
settlement area. It comprises a single level field (S810A) that is bounded by
housing to the north, east and south, and a tall shelter belt to the west,
forming a single medium-sized land parcel of arable land. The surrounding
housing has an urbanising effect on the character of the LLU, although its
western boundary is relatively open, despite the shelter belt, allowing a
visual connection to the Bagot Wet Meadows and Fountain Lane Farmland
LLUs beyond. The flat field could accommodate housing development
without the need for intrusive ground modification.

Landscape Unit
role

This LLU has no notable spatial significance within the study area although
does provide an openness to Bagot Manor Avenue.

Settlement
character

The Mid-C20th housing on Bagot Manor Avenue is largely uniform, with
pronounced bay windows, hipped gables, short roof ridges and creampainted rendered elevations, providing a strong design cue for any future
housing proposals.

Visual factors

Visibility of this LLU from the surrounding road network is largely restricted by
the surrounding residential development to the north, east and south.
Although this land parcel is inter-visible with the open land to the west, the
tall shelter belt has a filtering effect, such that the existing houses on Bagot
Manor Road are not as visually prominent as other housing further to the
south west. Any future housing proposals should therefore seek to
strengthen the western boundary with additional tree and hedgerow
planting.

Landscape values

This LLU has little recognised or local value, although it does provide some
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amenity value to residents of overlooking houses.

Overall sensitivity

Medium

Development Opportunities and Constraints
There is considered to be no scope to accommodate housing development without adverse
landscape or visual impacts within the Fountain Lane Farmland, Bagot Wet Meadow and Bagot
Woodland and La Cour Fontaine LLUs.
The St Saviour Escarpment Edge LLU is also very sensitive although a small section of field S812 has a
lower sensitivity and could accommodate a small and discreet housing development, provided this
does not extend beyond the existing building line marked by houses at Les Serres to the west.
The Bagot Manor Avenue LLU has a Medium sensitivity to future housing development with little
impact upon local landscape character, provided any proposals include a scheme to soften the
western boundary with an appropriate landscape buffer to include native tree and hedgerow
planting.
The tables below summarise the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within the St
Saviour’s Escarpment Edge and the Bagot Manor Avenue Local Landscape Units.
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

St Saviour Escarpment Edge Land Parcel Reference
H1584, H1589, S779, S799A, S811A,
S804, S810, S811, S812 (North)
S812 (southern section adjacent to Les Serres)
None
None

Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Bagot Manor Avenue Land Parcel Reference
None
None
S810A
None
None

Mitigation and enhancement
•

•
•
•
•
•

Proposals for any new development in both Fields S810A and S812 (south) should consider
any new urban edge presented to the west and north respectively, and should include
opportunities to soften these edges through robust and comprehensive advance planting.
In both instances development should not exceed two storeys.
The existing landscape structure (hedgerows and woodland) should be retained and
enhanced where appropriate.
Any development should avoid negative impacts on the settings of Listed Buildings.
Opportunities should be sought to create and link habitats through the design of new
development.
Close-boarded timber boundary fencing should be avoided on all outward-facing edges in
favour of hedges and stone walls.
Reference should be made to the guidance set out in the Landscape Design Guidance
section of the Jersey Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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Grouville: West of Coastal Strip
Location, context and settlement character
This study area stretches from the western edge of La Ville-ès-Renauds (from Paddock End) on the
eastern side of Jersey, to La Rocque (La Rue du Puits Mahaut) in the south-eastern corner of the
island, and lies within the Coastal Plain Character Type. The northern part is within Character Area
B1: Grouville Coastal Plain, and the southern part is within Character Area B2: St Clement – St
Saviour Coastal Plain. The study area covers the land between several merged coastal building
clusters (including Ville-ès-Renauds, Fauvic, Le Hurel and La Rocque) and the eastern edge of the
Escarpment Character Type. These were originally clustered at historic nodes around slipways, but
following construction of the coast road, have grown during the C20th, primarily as ribbon
development, along the coast. This has led to their coalescence to form an almost continuous
frontage of shallow development (often only one plot deep) along the south-eastern coastline.
A kilometre or so to the west of Le Hurel the small hamlet centred around the chapel of St Peter la
Rocque survives as a small outlier, but is under increasing risk of absorption into the ‘horse shoe’ of
linear development to the south and east.
The land cover of the study area is predominantly mixed farmland, with a relatively sparse covering
of woodland. Field boundaries are often marked by hedgerow vegetation and shelter belts which
provide some visual enclosure and has a filtering effect on views across the landscape. The
eastern part of the study area is largely dominated by a hard developed edge which is particularly
apparent when viewed from the scarp to the west, but also on approach using the numerous small
lanes. The landscape is heavily influenced by this built form to the east although it becomes
increasingly rural to the west.
Glass houses and large agricultural sheds can be found towards the south of the study area, and
sporadic pockets of development (as well as some inappropriately-sited development on the
scarp), add to a localised sense of visual clutter and discordance.
There are several historic military structures adjacent to the coastline, including a series of Jersey
Round Towers, but these are not clearly visible from the study area. The Richmond map of 1795
shows a line of buildings along the coast, as well as La Roque Harbour and other defensive sites
along the coast. The northern part of the area has a denser coverage of orchards than the south,
where open fields predominate, presumably because the land here is so fertile.

Extract from the Richmond Map, showing Grouville West of Coastal Strip in 1795. North
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Designated sites
There are several Listed Buildings within the study area, including the C17th/18th Le Pre au Portier
farmhouse (GR0071 – Grade 2); Les Fonds Farm (GR0153 – Grade 3); La Prevalaie (GR0056 – Grade
3); Marais a la Cocque (GR0132 – Grade 3); La Maison des Marais (GR0131 – Grade 4); Roseneath
(GR0055 – Grade 3); La Sente farm (GR243 – Grade 3); Old Station House (GR0112 – Grade 4) and
La Sente Cottage – a former crossing-keeper’s cottage (GR0154 – Grade 4).
In addition there are numerous Listed Buildings adjacent to/ surrounding the study area, many of
which are in similar locations to buildings seen on the Richmond Map. These include farms,
cottages, chapels and a pub.
There are no designated natural heritage sites within the study area, although there are two wet
meadows, both of which are shown as unenclosed land on the Richmond Map. The larger of
these, at Fauvic, subdivides the study area into broadly even-sized northern and southern sections.
A smaller wet meadow is found in the northern part of the study area to the south of Grouville
School/La Rue de la Haye des Puits. Adjacent to this is a small conservation meadow managed by
the school. Two of the fields close to the school are Protected Open Space in the Revised 2011
Island Plan.
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Local Landscape Units
Two local landscape character units have been defined within and around the settlement:
•
•

Built Edge Fields
Coastal Plain Farmland

These are shown on the aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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Built Edge Fields
Lying on the western fringe of the coastal strip, forming a long narrow relatively open tract of land
on the built edge, this local landscape unit has an exceptionally flat landform with no notable
variation. These fields are principally characterised by their proximity to the adjacent linear urban
development, with one or more boundaries formed by housing. The LLU generally comprises small
to medium fields of pasture and arable production, with some hedgerows and trees and an area
of wet meadow lying at its centre. This LLU is visually important where it makes up part of the view
(between the Coastal Plain Farmland and the intertidal areas/seascape) when looking out from
the Escarpment. This makes it potentially visually sensitive to change.
Overall, this local landscape unit is considered to be of a lower sensitivity to built development
provided adequate mitigation is put in place, including protecting the settings of nearby Listed
Buildings. This LLU is therefore considered in the more detailed assessment below.

Coastal Plain Farmland
This area of farmland lies on the peripheries of the built edge, beyond the Built Edge Fields, LLU and
appears perceptually and physically separated from it and therefore more rural in character,
despite pockets of development and occasional visual clutter (particularly towards the south). The
LLU contains numerous Listed Buildings including farms, houses and buildings associated with the
railway line which ran until the 1930s. This LLU is important in safeguarding against further outward
settlement expansion into the rural landscape, acting as a buffer between the settled coastal strip
and the rural interior. Parts of this local landscape unit (mainly in the north) are inter-visible with
Gorey Castle, although the separation distance means that it does not form part of the Castle’s
immediate setting.
This LLU is considered to be of a higher sensitivity to housing development and is therefore excluded
from the more detailed assessment.

Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

Built Edge Fields LLU

Coastal Plain Farmland LLU
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Detailed sensitivity assessment
BUILT EDGE FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria

Landscape sensitivity description

Landscape

The LLU is within a coastal plain and is therefore very flat, meaning that it
could accommodate future housing without the need for intrusive
groundworks. This LLU is generally comprised of agricultural land with few
distinctive landscape features aside from occasional mature trees and
hedgerows that line the network of minor roads. It is visually open, and much
of the LLU has clear inter-visibility with the escarpment, which increases its
sensitivity. Field numbers G303, G304 and G473 are wet
meadows/conservation meadows, and should be conserved as such and
therefore are have no scope for residential development.

Landscape Unit
role

The landscape forms the settlement edge to coastal settlement in the Parish
of Grouville, including La Ville-ès-Renauds, Fauvic and Le Hurel, and forms
part of the setting on the approach to these clusters via minor roads from
the west. Field number G533B, close to Le Hurel Slipway, and the
immediately surrounding fields, forms a small gap in the otherwise
continuous ribbon of development along the coastline where development
has coalesced. Field G403 forms the immediate surroundings and setting of
the Grade 2 Listed Le Pre au Portier farm. Several other fields also contribute
to the settings of nearby Listed Buildings, and this needs to be taken into
account in the layout and design of any new development.

Settlement
character

Linear/ribbon development creates a pronounced and often harsh
separation between this landscape unit and the coastline, where views to
the east are effectively contained by built development. Although some
mature trees and hedgerows filter views of the built edge, the urban
development remains as a constant visual influence that locally denudes
the rural character. Some parts of the LLU contribute to settlement
gateways (e.g. Fields G358A, G355, G359 and G392A contribute to the
approach and setting to Fauvic on approach from the west on La Sente des
Fonds).

Visual

The landscape west of the built edge is generally open, with views
sometimes filtered by hedgerow trees. The landscape is generally enclosed
by residential development to the east creating visual separation between
the LLU and the sea. Some visual clutter to the south also interrupts views
across the LLU. To the west the landscape becomes more visually open
often with clear inter-visibility with the Escarpment. Field number G244
(adjacent to the cemetery) has a greater degree of inter-visibility with the
Escarpment, and which raises its sensitivity to housing development, despite
recent housing development to the east at Paddock End.

Landscape values

The LLU contains (or is immediately adjacent to) a number of Listed
Buildings, and wet meadows, which add to the LLU’s local distinctiveness
and biodiversity. It is also seen in long views from the Escarpment, although
it is not of particularly high scenic quality.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-Low
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Development Opportunities and Constraints
The higher overall sensitivity of the Coastal Plain Farmland LLU results in very little capacity to
accommodate housing development without further eroding its rural landscape character, and
creating significant adverse landscape or visual effects. This LLU should be protected from outward
expansion from the settlements to the east.
The lower sensitivity of the Built Edge Fields Local Landscape Unit gives greater scope for future
residential expansion. The table below summarises the sensitivity levels associated with different
land parcels within the Built Edge Fields LLU.
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Built Edge Fields Land Parcel Reference
G263, G303, G304, G403, G473
G403A, G403C, G533, G533A, G533B, G546A
G244, G356, G358
G358A, G392A, G403B, G403D, G434, G436, G456, G508, G508A,
G521A, G526, G526A, G534, G534A, G545, G545A, G556A, G571,
G571A, G571B
None

Mitigation and enhancement
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Proposals for any new development should consider the settlement edge presented to the
west, and should include opportunities to soften the edge through robust and
comprehensive advance planting, and using and enhancing the existing landscape
structure where appropriate.
Development on all the land parcels within the Settlement Edge Fields LLU should be of
restricted height, no more than two storeys, in order to minimise intrusion on long views
across the Coastal Plain Character Type from within this Character Type, and from the
elevated Escarpment Character Type.
Housing should be kept well back from the western edge of Fields G356 and G358, leaving
a generous landscape buffer to minimise visual intrusion on approach from the west on La
Sente des Fonds and on wider views from the west and Escarpment LCT. Additional tree
planting should be undertaken within this landscape buffer and along La Sente des Fonds
to supplement and continue the screening provided by existing mature trees aligning the
southern side of this road.
Any development designs should consider the settings of Listed Buildings.
Mature field boundary trees within the LLU should be retained.
Opportunities should be taken to extend and link wet meadow and grassland habitats as
part of development design.
Traffic management should be undertaken to conserve the rural character of La Sente des
Fonds, La Rue de Fauvic and La Rue du Puits Mahaut (including the trees aligning these
roads), and provide safe use for pedestrians and cyclists to schools and other amenities
within the adjacent coastal settlements.
Close board timber boundary fencing should be avoided for all outer edges of
developments in favour of hedges and stone walls.
Reference should be made to the guidance set out in the Landscape Design Guidance
section of the Jersey Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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St Clement: East and West of La Rue des Samarès
Location, context and settlement character
This study area lies in the south-eastern corner of Jersey and stretches in a northerly direction along
La Rue de Samarès, from La Grande Route de la Côte in the south to La Grande Route de Saint
Clément in the north, along La Rue de Samarès. It lies primarily within the Coastal Plain Character
Type (Character Area B2 – St Saviour-St Clement Coastal Plain), with a small section of Escarpment
Character Type at its northern extent. The study area includes undeveloped land parcels on either
side of the La Rue de Samarès.
Ribbon development, often no more than two or three houses deep, flanks La Rue de Samarès to
the west and the east, although there are several breaks in the housing development on its western
side providing views across the open land parcels towards the urban edge to the west. Tall
residential tower blocks, at Le Marais, loom over this area and have an urbanising effect. Mature
hedgerows and tree belts, particularly to the south west and south east of the study area, provide a
strong landscape structure and some visual enclosure, and partially filter views of the tower blocks
during summer months.
The land is heavily influenced by urban development which almost fully encircles the open land on
both sides of La Rue de Samarès, often with hard urban edges. Notwithstanding this, the land to
the east of La Rue de Samarès, which has larger field enclosures, particularly to the north, retains
some rural character.
To the north of the study area the escarpment rises gently and, despite some urban encroachment,
becomes rural in character.
The Richmond Map of 1795 shows buildings lining both sides of La Rue de Samarès. The relatively
dense concentration of properties along the road reflects its long history as a route linking the
interior of the island with the coast. Most of the properties shown on the Richmond Map are gableend towards the road. The buildings are set within orchards, with some open fields. The linear field
pattern perpendicular to La Rue de Samarès can still be seen to the west of La Rue de Samarès,
but considerable field amalgamation has taken place to the east.

Extract from the Richmond Map,
showing St Clement East and West
of La Rue de Samarès in 1795

La Rue de Samarès
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Designated sites
La Dame Blanche standing stone is a Grade 1 Listed Place (CL0053) located in the north of the
study area, whilst the surrounding field (C106) is a Grade 2 Listed Place (CL0118).
There are no Listed Buildings within the study area, but there a number of Grade 3 and Grade 4
Listed Buildings along La Rue de Samarès including 1 Samares Gardens, La Fontenelle, Kearsney,
Baudains House, Lowlands, Cleveland and Rocqueberg Farm.
There are no designated natural heritage sites within the study area.
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Local Landscape Units
Three Local Landscape Units (LLUs) have been defined within and around the settlement:
•
•
•

Samarès Enclosed Fields
Extensive Farmland
Foot of Escarpment

These are shown on the following aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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Samarès Enclosed Fields
This LLU lies to the south and west of the study area, straddling La Rue de Samarès, and consists of a
series of smaller field enclosures of mixed farmland running perpendicular to La Rue de Samarès.
They are set within a strong landscape framework of mature hedgerows and tree belts. To the
south, each land parcel has residential development on at least two sides, whilst further north there
is at least one boundary faced by housing. The field boundaries generally have a filtering effect
creating a strong sense of enclosure which is enhanced by a flat landform with no notable
variation. The presence of four residential tower blocks to the west, at Le Marais, has an urbanising
effect and, particularly when combined with other hard settlement edges, results in a generally
poorer landscape quality.
This landscape unit is considered to be of lower sensitivity to built development and is therefore
considered in the more detailed assessment below.

Extensive Farmland
This LLU comprises arable farmland consisting of larger field enclosures. It is encircled by housing
development along each of the surrounding roads. However, despite this resulting in a physical
separation from the rural hinterland beyond, the LLU does not appear to be perceptually divorced
from this rural hinterland, and remains rural in character.
The La Dame Blanche standing stone (Grade 1 Listed Place, with the surrounding field a Grade 2
Listed Place) is located within the northern part of the LLU. This field is separated from Rue de la
Croix by a high wall, and enclosed to the west by residential development. South of this is a large
land parcel (comprised of fields C105, C105A, C122, and C122A with no field boundaries in
between) which has the potential to acceptably absorb a significant scheme of residential
development provided suitable access can be provided, the setting of La Dame Blanche can be
protected, and the peripheries are softened through landscape mitigation. The south of the LLU is
bounded by the Samarès Enclosed Fields LLU (above). The landscape to the east is perceptually
more open in character, and is sensitive to changes within the LLU. It would therefore be necessary
to soften the eastern edge of any development using planting.
Overall, this LLU is considered to be of lower sensitivity to built development and is therefore
considered in the more detailed assessment below.

Foot of Escarpment LLU
This small LLU forms the northern extent of the study area where the landform begins to rise up into
the Escarpment Character Type to the north. The unit comprises a single field number, C80, which
forms part of a framed view on approach from the south (see illustrative photograph below). The
field is bounded by La Rue de Samarès to the east and La Rue de Maupertuis to the south. To the
east there a recent small housing development which, although of good quality, has intensified the
sense of ribbon development. This housing doesn’t directly overlook the LLU, but provides visual
enclosure with traditional gable ends and stone walls.
On approach, this LLU is seen as part of a remaining historic field system that extends to the west,
providing an important break in the built-up development. There is currently (at the time of writing)
a new housing development under construction to the north west, some 300m distant (on the
former Samarès Nurseries), but this seems to be reasonably well-contained visually by the existing
mature landscape structure.
Therefore, whilst this landscape is likely to be under considerable pressure for future housing needs,
it should be considered a very low priority for this and efforts should be made to retain it as part of
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the historic landscape setting for La Rue de Samarès and La Rue de Maupertuis. It is therefore
excluded from the more detailed assessment below.

Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

Samarès Enclosed Fields LLU

Extensive Farmland LLU

Foot of Escarpment LLU

Detailed sensitivity assessment
SAMARÈS ENCLOSED FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The LLU has a relatively flat landform that rises gently closer to the foot of the
scarp. For the most part there is quite a strong landscape structure
comprising mature hedgerows and shelter belts. This, combined with the
adjacent built-up areas, provides a high degree of visual enclosure and
screening and reduces sensitivity. Surrounding development is almost
entirely residential. There is a small recently-planted orchard in field number
C101 and field numbers C88 and C100 have been subdivided into horse
paddocks in the south of the LLU. Otherwise the Samarès Enclosed Fields are
currently under pasture or used for arable production

Landscape Unit
role

This LLU plays a role in separating linear development on La Rue de Samarès
from the more intensive urban development to the west, although this is not
readily perceived from public vantage points. Field number C81, and to a
lesser degree C82 and C83, form part of the landscape setting for the
Samarès settlement area on the approach from the north, particularly when
viewed across the Foot of Escarpment LLU. It also contributes to the setting
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of Listed Buildings along La Rue de Samarès.
Settlement
character

Mostly C20th housing development on La Rue de Samarès subdivides the
LLU, and similar housing on the Clos Fondain (off La Grande Route de la
Côte) encloses it to the east. To the south east corner of the LLU is a line of
mid-C20th bungalows. To the west the tall tower blocks of Le Marias are out
of scale with the predominantly low-lying settlement, and remain visible
throughout much of the LLU.

Visual factors

Visibility of this LLU from the surrounding roads is largely restricted by existing
housing, walls and trees. Field number C101 has a number of mature trees
on its southern and western edges which restrict visibility into land parcel
C102B. However, these two land parcels do combine to provide a break in
the built development between houses at the foot of the La Rue de
Samarès to the west and the bungalows on La Grande Route de la Côte to
the east, and are therefore visually important in this regard. Mature tree
belts, hedgerows and shelter belts break up visibility across fields on the
western side of the LLU, and provide relief to the harsh built up edges
beyond.

Landscape values

The landscape provides some visual amenity for residents in surrounding
housing areas. Otherwise this LLU has little recognised value, and whilst it
does include productive farmland, the influence of nearby urban
development, in particular the tower blocks to the west and hard
development edges to field C97 to the south, results in urban fringe
influences on its character.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-Low

EXTENSIVE FARMLAND LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

This LLU lies within the Coastal Plain Character Type. It comprises level fields
bounded by hedges to the east and south, and housing development to
the north and west. Internal field boundaries have been removed to form a
single large land parcel of arable farmland. The surrounding housing has an
effect on the character of the LLU, although it retains some rural character
nonetheless. The flat fields could accommodate housing development
without the need for intrusive ground modification. The prehistoric standing
stone La Dame Blanche is located towards the north of field C106.

Landscape Unit
role

This LLU plays a role, along with the adjacent fields, in separating areas of
dense residential development, although is not considered a strategic
buffer between distinct settlements and it is not readily visible from local
roads due to screening by existing housing, high walls and hedgerow
vegetation. It provides the setting for La Dame Blanche standing stone,
although this currently comprises an arable field and is not a high-quality
setting.

Settlement
character

Firm settlement edges are provided by predominantly C20th housing along
La Rue de Samarès, and there is a high stone and brick wall to the north of
field number C106 on Rue de la Croix, with modern houses beyond.
Development around Samarès is principally located on a flat plain below
the escarpment, and development in this LLU would continue this trend.
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Visual factors

Visibility of this LLU from the surrounding road network is largely restricted by
the surrounding residential development, and the LLU is not inter-visible with
the coastal plain beyond. Future housing would be visible with the
remaining adjoining fields to the east, although landscape character will not
be unduly affected due to the existing context provided by existing
encircling housing development. There is some inter-visibility with the
Escarpment to the north, but again impacts will be minimal due to the
existing context of surrounding housing.

Landscape values

This LLU contains a Listed Place, but other than this, has little value other than
amenity value to residents of overlooking houses. While this LLU comprises
productive farmland, the influence of encircling housing development
significantly diminishes its rural character.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-Low

Development Opportunities and Constraints
There is considered to be no scope to accommodate housing development within the Foot of
Escarpment LLU without significant adverse landscape or visual impacts.
The Samarès Enclosed Fields LLU as a whole has a lower sensitivity and is considered to have a
greater opportunity to successfully accommodate future housing development. The exceptions
within this LLU are field number C81 which is currently part of a walled garden and forms part of the
setting to Samarès when approached from the north, and where only very discreet low density
development may be possible without adverse impact; and, field numbers C101 and C102B which
form a break in development and are partly wooded and contain a recently-planted orchard.
These land parcels should be retained as a small ‘green’ gap in the otherwise largely continuous
ribbon development along La Grande Route de la Côte.
The Extensive Farmland LLU also has a lower sensitivity to future housing development, with little
impact upon local landscape character, although the north of the LLU which contains the Listed
Place at La Dame Blanche standing stone, should be retained as open space within any future
proposals.
The majority of land parcels in both the Samarès Enclosed Fields LLU and Extensive Farmland LLU
are assessed as having a Medium-Low sensitivity. The following tables summarise the sensitivity
levels associated with different land parcels within these LLUs.
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Samarès Enclosed Fields LLU Land Parcel Reference
None
C81, C101, C102B
C82, C83
C84, C85, C86, C87, C88, C97, C98, C100
None

Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Extensive Farmland LLU Land Parcel Reference
None
C106
None
C104, C105, C105A, C122, C122A
None
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Mitigation and enhancement
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Proposals for any new development in the Samarès Enclosed Fields LLU should consider any
new urban edge presented to the north, and should include opportunities to soften this
edge through robust and comprehensive advance planting, and using and enhancing the
existing landscape structure (e.g. hedgerows and shelter belts) where appropriate.
Development should be avoided in field numbers C101 and C102B to retain a ‘green gap’,
whilst any designs for any future development in field number C81 should be very discreet in
nature, and demonstrate an ability to acceptably mitigate potential impacts on views on
approach from the north.
In addition, field numbers C82 and C83 also provide some setting to Samarès when
approached from the north, and any future housing development here should be
‘softened’ with advance planting.
Any development designs should consider the settings of Listed Buildings along La Rue des
Samarès.
Any development within the Extensive Farmland LLU should be accompanied by landscape
enhancements including a significant amount of native tree planting to its northern and
eastern edges. Field number C106 (Listed Place) should remain largely undeveloped, but
could form an area of public open space, with specific consideration given to the setting of
La Dame Blanche standing stone, as part of a development proposal.
Identify opportunities for creating habitats and habitat links within development designs.
Close-boarded timber boundary fencing should be avoided on all outward-facing edges of
new developments in favour of hedges and stone walls.
Reference should be made to the guidance set out in the Landscape Design Guidance
section of the Jersey Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment. There
are particular opportunities here to reflect the historic building pattern (as shown on the
Richmond Map) of gables facing the road.
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St Clement: North of Coastal Strip
Location, context and settlement character
This study area lies in the south-eastern corner of Jersey and stretches from the north of La
Rocque (south of La Rue du Puits Mahaut) to the La Rue du Hocq, and lies primarily within the
Coastal Plain Character Type (Character Area B2 – St Clement-St Saviour Coastal Plain), with
a small section of Escarpment at its western extent. The study area is flanked by urban
development to the south and east which is mainly linear in pattern, forming almost
continuous ribbon development along the coast, but has extended northwards in places,
notably to the east of La Rue de Jambart where it links La Grande Route de la Côte and La
Grande Route de Saint-Clément with urban development.
The coastal settlements in St Clement, and parts of Grouville, were originally clustered at
historic nodes around Pontac and Seymour slipways; and around La Rocque Harbour; but
have grown and coalesced during the C20th, primarily as ribbon development, along the
coast to the north and to the west.
The small hamlet, centred around the chapel of St Peter La Rocque, survives as a small outlier
of settlement on the north-eastern edge of the study area, but is under increasing risk of
absorption into the ‘horse shoe’ of linear development that encircles it to the south and east.
The land cover of the study area is predominantly mixed farmland, with a scattering of small
woodlands. Field boundaries are often marked by hedgerow vegetation and tall shelter
belts (particularly to the north of La Petite Sente) which provides some visual enclosure and
filters views across the landscape. The southern and eastern parts of the study area are
largely dominated by the built-up areas around Pontac, Le Bourg and La Rocque which
often have harsh and abrupt built-up edges. These hard edges are apparent where intervisible with the Escarpment to the north, but also on approach from Grouville via La Rue du
Pont and La Rue du Puits Mahaut.
The landscape within the western part of the study area, between La Rue de Causie and La
Rue de Jambart is heavily influenced by an almost encircling built edge, with extensive
dilapidated disused glass houses and large modern agricultural sheds further eroding the
remnants of rural character. East of the La Rue de Causie, to the north of the built edge, the
landscape remains generally less visually cluttered and more overtly rural in character.
The Richmond Map of 1795 shows the study area to be a mosaic of small fields and orchards,
with occasional houses along the back of the dunes which line the coast. The Mont Ubé
escarpment is clearly shown, but there is no road along the coast.

Extract from the Richmond Map, showing St Clement North of Coastal Strip in 1795
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Designated sites
There are a number of key Listed buildings and structures around the study area, particularly
along the coast. These include the maritime structures of La Rocque Harbour and its slipway
(GR0079: Listed Building Grade 1) and the Grade 2 listed slipways at Le Hocq, Pontac and
Seymour; together with the coastal towers at Le Hocq (CL0060: Listed Building Grade 1); La
Platte Rocque (GR0080: Listed Building Grade 2) and La Rocque (Grouville Bay No.1 GR0089:
Listed Building Grade 1). The spire of St Clement Parish Church (CL0072: Listed Building Grade
1) is a notable landmark on the edge of the escarpment to the north of the study area.
There are numerous other Listed Buildings, including C19th coastal villas, and earlier traditional
historic farm complexes, that are scattered throughout the built-up areas along the fringe of
the study area. There are only a small number of Grade 3 Listed Buildings within the study
area, including South View (GR0093); Seaforth (GR0144); and Preston House (GR0145) all
along La Rue du Pont. Field G576, to the south east of St Peter La Rocque, is an Area of
Archaeological Potential.
There are no designated natural heritage sites within the study area, although there are small
pockets of woodland and open water, and a wet meadow in the east.
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Local Landscape Units
Four local landscape units have been defined within the study area:
•
•
•
•

Settlement Edge Fields
Coastal Plain Farmland
Pontac Farmland
La Houguette Escarpment

These are shown on the aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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Settlement Edge Fields
Lying on the fringe of the coastal settlements, this LLU is principally characterised by its
proximity to the linear development with one or more boundaries formed by housing. It
generally comprises small to medium-sized fields of pasture and arable production, with
some hedgerows, small woodlands and tall shelter belts. This local landscape unit makes up
part of the view (between the Coastal Plain Farmland and the coastal settlements) when
looking south and south east from the Escarpment and on approach using the minor roads.
This makes it potentially visually sensitive to new residential development. However, there is
still considered to be some capacity for residential development, provided that adequate
mitigation is included within the design.
Overall, this landscape unit has a lower sensitivity to built development provided that
adequate mitigation is put in place. This landscape unit is therefore considered in the more
detailed assessment below.

Coastal Plain Farmland
These areas of farmland lie on the periphery of the settlement beyond the Settlement Edge
Fields and appear perceptually separated and more rural in character. This LLU has an
exceptionally flat landform with no notable variation and is visually quite open (and
therefore sensitive) in character with little screening by topography. The LLU plays an
important role in safeguarding against further outward development expansion, acting as a
rural buffer. It also provides a strategic gap between the coastal development and the small
hamlet around St Peter La Rocque.
This LLU is considered to be of a higher sensitivity to residential expansion and is therefore
excluded from the more detailed assessment.

Pontac Farmland
This landscape unit is in generally poor condition with numerous despoiling influences
including dilapidated green houses, ‘horsiculture’, hard urban edges and general visual
clutter. It is enclosed in places by small woodland blocks and is visible from the small
Escarpment spur to the west.
This LLU is considered to have a lower sensitivity to residential development and is therefore
considered in the more detailed assessment below.

La Houguette Escarpment
This LLU forms the western extents of the study area and is a prominent landform that rises
above the coastal plain. It is visually prominent from much of the surrounding lower-lying
landscape, and from the sea. It is an outlier of the Escarpment Character Type, and is intervisible with sections of the main Escarpment itself.
This LLU has a high sensitivity to change and therefore is excluded from the more detailed
assessment.
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Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

Settlement Edge Fields LLU

Coastal Plain Farmland LLU

Pontac Farmland LLU

La Houguette Escarpment LLU
(Google Image)

Detailed sensitivity assessment
SETTLEMENT EDGE FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape
The LLU, comprised of three separate sections across the study area,
is generally within a flat coastal plain which could accommodate
future housing without the need for intrusive groundworks. The land
cover within this LLU is predominantly mixed farmland and the
landcape has few distinctive features apart from mature trees and
hedgerows along the minor roads and the shelter belts north of La
Petite Sente. Field G639 is a wet meadow habitat which increases its
sensitivity. Field C277 is rough ground adjacent to woodland and
open water. It is therefore likely to be of higher biodiversity value,
and its sensitivity level reflects this. Fields C206 and C207 have a
settlement-edge character, but are sloping and relatively visually
exposed, giving them a physical and visual association with the La
Houguette Escarpment LLU. This association with a more sensitive
LLU increases the sensitivity of these fields.
Landscape Unit
role

This LLU abuts the edge of the coastal strip, mostly in the Parish of St.
Clement, and partly in Grouville in the east, and forms the
landscape setting for these on approach from the north and north
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west. Parts of the LLU contribute to the strategic gap or ‘buffer’
between the linear coastal strip and the small rural hamlet around St
Peter La Rocque. Field number G616 also has some visibility of the
C18th coastal tower (Grouville Bay No.1) to the east, the setting
impacts of which should be carefully considered against any
development proposals. Field C207 has some inter-visibility with St
Clement Parish Church.
Settlement
character

Linear/ribbon development creates a pronounced and often harsh
separation between this LLU and the coast, where views to the east
are effectively contained by built development. Although some
mature trees and hedgerows filter views of the built edge, the built
development remains as a constant visual influence that largely
denudes the rural character. Any new development should
consider the development edge, particularly adjacent to minor
roads, and should include opportunities to soften the existing
development edge through robust and comprehensive advance
planting. New development should take opportunities to
incorporate and enhance the existing landscape structure (such as
hedgerows and shelterbelts) where appropriate.

Visual

To the west of the study area there is some inter-visibility with
Escarpment from this LLU, although this is rarely experienced further
east. The LLU is generally bounded by residential development to the
south and east creating separation between the LLU and the sea.
Views across the LLU are often filtered by hedgerow trees and tall
shelter belts.

Landscape values

The LLU has limited recognised value, and the nearby settlement
edge means that it does not feel strongly rural in character.
However, it does contribute to the setting of adjacent Listed
Buildings such as Seymour House and Vico Farm. It also provides
some visual amenity in views from adjacent properties.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-Low

PONTAC FARMLAND LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape
This small LLU lies within a broader flat coastal plain. The flat to gently
sloping landform of these fields could accommodate housing
development without the need for intrusive ground modification.
The LLU has some urban fringe uses including horse paddocks,
glasshouses and grassland.
Landscape Unit
This LLU does not play a role in the separation of distinct settlements
role
as Le Bourg and Pontac have already coalesced to the south. The
lack of roads mean that it does not have any settlement/ gateway
functions. From field C203 there are distant views of the spire of St
Clement Parish Church, which is seen against the Escarpment and
makes a small contribution to the sense of place.
Settlement
The LLU is enclosed on three sides by residential development,
character
comprising mostly C20th housing stock with some recent
development at Le Clos du Corvez to the west, and in some infill
plots that bound the LLU to the south.
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Visual

Landscape values

Overall sensitivity

The LLU is largely visually enclosed by residential development. In
places the LLU is inter-visible with the spur of escarpment to the west.
The land within the LLU is not visible from any of the surrounding
roads but is overlooked by predominantly residential development
to the south, east and west. There is no visual connection with the
coast.
The LLU provides some visual amenity for surrounding houses,
generally from first storey secondary windows. Otherwise it has little
recognised value, and the presence of surrounding C20th
development has replaced rural character with an ‘urban fringe’
feel.
Medium-Low

Development Opportunities and Constraints
Overall, the higher sensitivity Coastal Plain Farmland and La Houguette Escarpment Local
Landscape Units have very limited scope to accommodate housing development without
significant landscape or visual impacts.
The medium and lower sensitivities of the Settlement Edge Fields and Pontac Farmland Local
Landscape Units give greater scope for future housing development. The table below
summarises the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within these LLUs.
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium

Low

Settlement Edge Fields LLU Land Parcel Reference
C277, G639
C206, C207
C276, C276B, G596, G596A, G599A, G609, G610, G611, G616,
G617, G638B
C258, C259, C260, C261, C262, C273A, G573, G597, G635B,
G638A
None

Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Pontac Farmland LLU Land Parcel Reference
None
None
None
C202, C252A, C252B, C253, C254
None

Medium-Low

Mitigation and enhancement
•

•
•
•

Proposals for any new development should consider the existing and new
development edge presented to the north, and should include opportunities to
soften the edge through robust and comprehensive advance planting, and using
and enhancing the existing landscape structure (such has hedgerows and
shelterbelts) where appropriate.
Development designs should consider the settings of Listed Buildings.
Consider designing development in the Pontac Farmland LLU in a way which retains/
features distant views of St Clement Parish Church.
Development should be of restricted height, no more than two storeys, in order to
minimise intrusion on long views across the Coastal Plain Character Type from within,
and also from the Escarpment Character Type.
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•
•
•

•
•

Identify opportunities to link and extend key habitats as part of the design of
development proposals.
Mature field boundary trees within the study area should be retained.
Traffic management should be undertaken to conserve the rural character of La Rue
du Pont, La Rue du Puits Mahaut (including the trees aligning these roads) and
provide safe use for pedestrians and cyclists.
Close board timber boundary fencing should be avoided for all outer edges of
developments in favour of hedges and stone walls.
Reference should be made to the guidance set out in the Landscape Design
Guidance section of the Jersey Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character
Assessment, particularly in terms of reflecting local vernacular features. For example,
stone gables may join seamlessly with boundary walls where they line minor roads.
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St Clement: Foot of Scarp Slope – either side of La Grande Route de St
Clement
Location, context and settlement character
This assessment area lies in the south-eastern part of Jersey at the foot of the scarp slope, east of St
Helier, and includes a narrow tract of land that straddles La Grande Route de St Clement, from the
junction with the La Rue au Long in the west, to the junction with La Rue du Hocq in the east. The
road marks the approximate boundary between Character Area C1 (Grouville to St Saviour
Escarpment) and Character Area B1 (Grouville Coastal Plain). The assessment area therefore lies
within both the Escarpment and Coastal Plain Character Types, along the approximate line where
they converge.
The assessment area meets denser built development to the west and the east, and includes the
historic centre of the Parish of St Clement, clustered around the church, and a scattering of smallscale development, mostly with agricultural and horticultural origins, along its length.
To the south of La Grande Route de St Clement, the coastal settlements within the Parish of St
Clement are often visible as a backdrop. The land in-between has some large-scale agricultural
sheds, abandoned glasshouses, and sports fields which combine to give, for much of the area, a
sense of visual clutter. Notwithstanding this, this area remains rural in character.
The landscape to the north of La Grande Route de St Clement is for the most part steeply inclined
and more homogenous in character. Small woodlands and mature hedgerow trees combine to
give a largely wooded backdrop on the skyline, and mixed farmland with few despoiling features
gives a pastoral character. The buildings on the north of La Grande Route de St Clement are
typically older and more traditional in appearance.
The stone-built spire of the attractive St Clement’s Church is a distinctive local landmark seen across
much of the study area with these views extending east as far as La Rue Graut. Around the church
are a cluster of older traditionally-built buildings, although this settlement has expanded during the
C20th, primarily to the south along La Rue de Jambart where it has coalesced with coastal
settlement at Pontac. Recent development immediately to the east of this, at Clos de Corvez has
further added to the sense that the church lies on the edge of the settlement, rather than at its
core.
The Richmond Map of 1795 shows the road at the base of the escarpment, with lanes heading
north up the escarpment, and south across the coastal plain. There is a cluster of houses around St
Clement’s Church, and buildings are also strung out along the scarp-foot road.

Extract from the Richmond Map, showing St Clement’s Scarp Foot in 1795
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Designated sites
Key Listed buildings and structures within/ close to the study area include the St Clement Parish
Church (CL0072 – Grade1) and the Les Tours, a high quality example of an early 19th century
farmhouse with outbuildings, including an 1828 chapel (CL0088 – Grade 2). The Wellhead de Don
Baudains (CL0076) is also Listed Grade 2. In addition there are several Grade 3 and Grade 4 Listed
Buildings along La Grande Route de St. Clement, including, amongst others, St. Clement’s Farm
(CL0021), Old Farm (CL0041), Slate House (CL0086), Les Tours Villa (CL0087), La Rosiere (CL0044
Home fields (CL0038), 2 Hill View (CL0081) and Beaulieu (CL0036). Many of the Listed properties
correspond to the locations of buildings on the Richmond Map. The area to the north and west of
the church, which includes a number of fields and the cemetery, is a Grade 2 Listed Place arising
from its archaeological interest. There is an Area of Archaeological Potential to the south west at
Field number C197.
There are no designated natural heritage sites within the study area, although there are some
pockets of woodland.
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Local Landscape Units
Three Local Landscape Units (LLUs) have been defined within and around the settlement:
•

St Clement Inner Fields

•

Extensive Farmland

•

St Clement Escarpment

These are shown on the aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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St Clement Inner Fields LLU
Lying to the east of the church, to the south of La Grande Route de St Clement, this landscape unit
is more enclosed in character, with small to medium field enclosures visually influenced by
surrounding housing which often abuts at least one field boundary. Housing at Le Grand Pré
presents as a hard and sudden urban edge to the south that strongly influences views from the
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north. The landcover is generally pasture, but there are a number of horse paddocks to the north
of Le Grand Pré, separated by temporary fencing.
To the east of La Rue de Causie are two large agricultural sheds, although views of these are
partially filtered by hedgerow vegetation.
Overall, this landscape unit has a lower sensitivity to housing development. It is therefore
considered in the more detailed assessment below.

Extensive Farmland LLU
This LLU, an area of more extensive farmland, lies to the east of the St Clement Inner Fields LLU, to
the south of La Grande Rue de St Clement. Here the landscape is generally more open, and more
consistent with characteristics of the Coastal Plain LCT. Due to the overwhelmingly flat nature of the
landscape, tree and hedgerow cover, both within the LLU and beyond it, has a pronounced effect
in defining the distance of views. Some fine stone farm complexes contrast with some dilapidation,
particularly around the abandoned glasshouses, lowering landscape quality. There are some
community sports pitches to the west of the LLU, although these have very little infrastructure.
For these reasons, although this Local Landscape Unit has a higher level of sensitivity, it may be
suitable for some small-scale development, probably associated with continued agricultural/
horticultural uses. It is therefore considered further in the more detailed assessment.

St Clement Escarpment LLU
This landscape unit forms the northern part and western-most extents of the assessment area, and is
a prominent landform that rises above the coastal plain to the south. It reflects many of the
characteristics of the Escarpment Character Area, including a pattern of small fields, traditional
steep potato côtils, pockets of semi-natural habitat, and views out towards the sea. The elevation
of this LLU means that it also forms a backdrop to the coastal plain below and contributes to the
horizon in views from the sea and coast. Development here risks a loss of rural character, and visual
impact on the backdrop to the Coastal Plain. The steep landform is also likely to require unsightly
ground modifications during the process of development.
This landscape unit has a high sensitivity to housing development, and therefore is excluded from
the more detailed assessment below.

Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

St Clement Inner Fields LLU

Extensive Farmland LLU
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St Clement Escarpment LLU (Google Image)
Detailed sensitivity assessment
ST CLEMENTS INNER FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The Inner Fields have a relatively flat landform that dips gently away from
the scarp so viewers can see across them when viewed from La Grande
Route de St Clement. There is quite a strong landscape structure comprising
hedgerows, shelter belts and a small area of woodland is present to the
south. These combine with the adjacent built-up areas to provide a good
degree of screening and reduce their sensitivity. Surrounding development
is mostly residential, but also includes large modern agricultural sheds, and
the more distinctive and sensitive structures of St Clements Farm. There is
also a small newly planted orchard and some allotments to the west of the
LLU. The Inner Fields are currently under pasture or used for horse paddocks.

Landscape Unit
role

This LLU plays some role in the separation of the northern fringes of the
development along La Rue de Causie with the development around the
historic parish centre. However, it is not highly visible on the approach along
La Grande Rue de St Clement due to screening by hedges and trees, and
the two areas do not have strong separate identities in the landscape – for
the most part they already seem to merge. Fields C204 and C251 contribute
to the setting of St Clement’s Farm, but the connections are limited by
intervening vegetation and modern farm buildings.

Settlement
character

The LLU is enclosed to the west by recent housing, and the south is partly
enclosed by C20th residential development. There is a cluster of farm
buildings around St Clements Farm on the northern edge of the LLU, some of
which are traditional in character.

Visual factors

On the whole this LLU is not visually sensitive, although field numbers C246
and C248 do contribute to views on approach into the village from the east.
There is also some inter-visibility with the Escarpment to the north.

Landscape values

This LLU provides some visual amenity for surrounding houses, generally from
first storey secondary windows. It also provides the setting for the Listed
Building at St Clement’s Farm, and for a series of Listed Buildings on the north
side of La Grande Rue de St Clement. The presence of newer housing
development on the fringes of the settlement has diminished the integrity of
farmland and weakened rural character to some extent.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-High to Medium-Low
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EXTENSIVE FARMLAND LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

This LLU lies within a broader flat coastal plain and exhibits some of the
characteristics of the Coastal Plan Character Type. The LLU has some
detracting features including abandoned glasshouses and sports pitches.
There is also productive farmland, with small roads providing access to the
coast, and some attractive and distinctive older farmhouses. Concentrated
housing development in this LLU would diminish the rural qualities of much of
this farmland, despite the presence of some detracting elements.

Landscape Unit
role

This LLU is overtly rural in character and plays a role in maintaining this
character on La Grande Route de St Clement. It is important to retain the
rural qualities of this LLU, which although it has some detracting features, is
essentially a productive landscape. The LLU also creates a substantial gap
between dense areas of coastal development, and therefore prevents
coalescence of settlement clusters.

Settlement
character

This LLU has only clusters of development and includes historic farm
complexes, notably at Les Tours. There is a strong historic link between the
settlement pattern and the agricultural/horticultural land uses. It contrasts
with the surrounding dense urban development of St Helier, and settlement
around the south-east coastline of the island.

Visual factors

The landscape of this LLU is generally more open, and more consistent with
characteristics of the Coastal Plain LCT. Due to the flat nature of the
landscape, tree and hedgerow cover, both within the LLU and beyond it,
has a pronounced effect in defining the distance of views. There is no visual
connection with the sea. Housing development would interrupt this
openness, although the lack of views to the sea slightly reduces its sensitivity.

Landscape values

This LLU is valued for its rural character, which helps reinforce the wider
character of the Coastal Plain, and acts as a foil to the linear settlements
that run along the coastline. The historic farmsteads provide a direct link
with the historic land uses of the Coastal Plain and the long history of
intensive farming in this part of Jersey.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-high

Development Opportunities and Constraints
There is considered to be no scope to accommodate housing development without adverse
landscape or visual impacts arising within the St Clement Escarpment Local Landscape Unit.
The lower sensitivity of the St Clement Inner Fields Local Landscape Unit gives greater scope for
future housing development.
The Extensive Farmland Local Landscape Unit has limited potential capacity for housing based
upon its Medium-High landscape sensitivity, and only small-scale development, associated with
existing clusters of farm-based development, may be acceptably absorbed without significant
adverse landscape or visual affects.
The table below summarises the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within the St
Clement Inner Fields and Extensive Farmland LLUs.
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Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

St Clement Inner Fields LLU Land Parcel Reference
None
None
C204, C246
C248, C251
None

Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Extensive Farmland LLU Land Parcel Reference
None
C233, C234, C235, C241B, C242, C242A, C243
None
None
None

Mitigation and enhancement
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Land parcels in the St Clement Inner Fields LLU are assessed as having a Medium or
Medium-Low sensitivity. However, proposals for any new development should consider the
urban edge presented to the north, and should include opportunities to soften this edge
through robust and comprehensive advance planting and using and enhancing the
existing landscape structure where appropriate. New development should be outwardfacing or end-on to roads.
Any development designs should consider the settings of Listed Buildings, including St
Clement’s Farm, and Listed properties on the northern side of La Grande Route de St.
Clement.
Land parcel C246, which has a medium sensitivity, acts as a gateway into the settlement,
and future development should be pushed back from the northern edge of this land parcel,
allowing a landscape buffer strip and tree planting, perhaps in an avenue.
Development on all the land parcels within this LLU should be of restricted height, no more
than two storeys, in order to minimise intrusion on long views across the Coastal Plain LCT
and from the Escarpment LCT.
The More Extensive Farmland LLU has the capacity to accommodate only small-scale
development linked to the landscape’s agricultural and horticultural uses. New
development should avoid extending or creating further linear development patterns along
La Grande Route de St Clement, and should be accompanied by substantial landscape
enhancements including a significant amount of native tree planting surrounding and
visually containing development.
Close board timber boundary fencing should be avoided for all outer edges of housing
developments in favour of hedges and stone walls.
Reference should be made to the guidance set out in the Landscape Design Guidance
section of the Jersey Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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St Lawrence: Bel Royal Urban Fringe
Location, context and settlement character
This study area lies in the south of Jersey, within Saint Aubin’s Bay, on the northern fringes of Bel
Royal. The study area is subdivided into two parts: an area containing two land parcels to the east
of Bel Royal Primary School; and a cluster of land parcels to the north and south of La Vallée de
Saint-Pierre. The study area lies entirely within the Coastal Plain Character Type (Character Area
B3: St Aubin’s Bay Coastal Plain).
The eastern part of the study area slopes gently down from the north to the south and is for the
most part enclosed within an established residential area, with the western boundary marked by
the school grounds. To the south of this area, in the lowest-lying section of field L865, is a small
woodland that contains a water body.
The western part of the study area essentially straddles La Vallée de Saint Pierre, providing a brief
break in the housing and a gap between the coastal settlement and Sandybrook (which has itself
expanded in recent decades out to the south east, particularly with the recent housing
development at La Providence). The western part of the study area has two larger enclosures to
the north of La Vallée de Saint Pierre, one grassland and one scrub, and a number of paddocks,
grazing land, barns and small structures to the south.
The study area is located on a shallow south facing hillside below the scarp. To the north,
development on the crest of the scarp occasionally dominates the skyline, whilst to the south, in
places, there are views across housing out to the sea.
Overall, the study area is visually contained within surrounding dense settlement and has lost its rural
character. Nonetheless, the western part of the study area does provide some openness and relief
to the surrounding built-up character.
The Richmond Map of 1795 shows almost the entire area to be covered in orchards, with properties
scattered along roads. The exception is the far south-west of the area, which is shown as part of a
large expanse of marsh/ sand dunes lining St Aubin’s Bay.

Extract from the Richmond Map, showing Bel
Royal Urban Fringe in 1795

Designated sites
There are no designated cultural heritage sites within the Study Area. The Grade 2 Listed Maison
Charles and Le Bel Royal (LA0026) lies just outside the study area, to the south of the wooded area
in Field L865. La Prairie (LA0205 - Listed Grade 4) adjoins the study area to the north, on the south
side of La Rue de Haut. An Area of Archaeological Potential (the site of the Mainlands Hoard) lies
just outside the study area in Field L864.
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There are no designated natural heritage sites within the study area, although there is an area of
woodland and open water in Field L865.
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Local Landscape Units
Three Local Landscape Units (LLUs) have been defined within the study area:
•
•
•

Bel Royal Enclosed Fields
Land North of La Vallée de Saint Pierre
Paddocks South of La Vallée de Saint Pierre

These are shown on the following aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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Bel Royal Enclosed Fields LLU
This local landscape unit lies in the east of the study area and comprises fields L865 and L866. Field
L865 contains rough grassland, whilst L865 is in arable production. There is a small woodland in the
south of L685 which encircles a small water body. The woodland is mainly deciduous but also
contains some coniferous and evergreen vegetation close to the road, possibly associated with the
Grade 2 Listed Maison Charles and Le Bel Royal immediately to the south of this. To the west of
Field L865 is Bel Royal Primary School, which is visually separated by dense and mature hedgerow
vegetation.
The two land parcels are remnants of a field system that pre-existed the surrounding settlement. A
recent development to the immediate north east has further reduced this field pattern. The LLU is
now, therefore, enclosed on all sides: Field Number L866 is enclosed on three sides by residential
development, and L865 is enclosed by housing to the north and partly to the east, by the school to
the west and by woodland to the south. The LLU slopes gently away southwards from the scarp,
which is still visible to the north and only partially developed (and partly wooded). The upper
sections of the LLU are sufficiently elevated to allow views across the coastal settlement and out to
the sea.
This LLU is generally considered to be of medium sensitivity to housing development and is therefore
considered further in the more detailed assessment below.

Land North of La Vallée de Saint-Pierre LLU
This LLU comprises two land parcels: fields L846 to the south and L847 to the north. The two land
parcels are separated by a footpath (the continuation of La Ruelle Corbel).
Field L846 is bounded by existing housing to the west and east, and La Vallée de Saint Pierre to the
south. This section of road is quite urban in character with street lighting, pedestrian crossings, road
signage and markings, and bus stops and shelters. The land of the LLU allows a break in the housing
development (particularly when combined with the Paddocks South of La Vallée de Saint Pierre
LLU below). Therefore, despite this land parcel’s potential to accommodate future housing, a
substantial landscape ‘buffer’ should be retained on its southern edge in any future development
proposals in order to retain its sense of openness.
Field L846 has changed from rough grassland to colonising scrub in recent years. It is, however,
enclosed by housing to the north, a broken line of mature and semi-mature trees to the south, and
the Clos du Val on its eastern edge, and has little value aside from the visual amenity that it affords
those houses that overlook it. Subject to full ecological/habitat assessments, there may be the
potential for this land parcel to accommodate some relatively low density and low-lying
development (in line with the ‘grain’ of local development).
This LLU is generally considered to be of medium sensitivity to housing development and is therefore
considered further in the more detailed assessment below.

Paddocks South of La Vallée de Saint Pierre LLU
This local landscape unit lies to the south of Land North of La Vallée de Saint Pierre LLU, and
comprises a number of horse paddocks, a large barn (possibly used as an indoor riding arena), a
ménage and hardstanding associated with Le Marais Farm. The farmhouse and adjacent stables
are accessed via a long straight metalled driveway from La Vallée de Saint Pierre. There is a
second means of access via Le Marais Avenue to the south east.
The majority of land cover in the LLU is grass paddock. It is bounded to the north by the road, and
by housing development to the east and west. In the northern part of the LLU, timber post and rail
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fences sub-divide the paddock, with each division accessed via the entrance drive. The large
barn, farmhouse and stables in the centre of the LLU broadly divides it into its northern and southern
parts. The southern part of the LLU has also been subdivided into paddocks, and is enclosed by
housing to the east and south, with mature native hedgerow vegetation to the west.
The LLU is considered to have variable sensitivity to housing development, and is therefore
considered further in the more detailed assessment below.

Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

Bel Royal Enclosed Fields LLU

Land North of La Vallée de Saint Pierre LLU

Paddocks South of La Vallée de Saint Pierre LLU

Detailed sensitivity assessment
BEL ROYAL ENCLOSED FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The landscape of the LLU contains two land parcels: Field L865, which is
rough grassland with a small areas of woodland and a water body to the
south; and field L866, an arable field enclosed on three sides by housing. A
low, straight wall, with numerous steps in the coping, marks the abrupt
eastern boundary with Kinkaid Gardens.

Landscape Unit
role

The land does provide some relief to the surrounding built form, creating an
open space within the residential area, and is the remnants of a former
wider field system. However, the landscape is not public open space and
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has no recreational function, which limits its sensitivity. It contributes to the
setting of two Listed Buildings: Maison Charles and Le Bel Royal (Listed Grade
2) to the south, and La Prairie (Listed Grade 4) to the north.
Settlement
character

The north of the LLU has older, lower density housing stock, some of which is
only single storey in height. These properties tend to have deeper plots with
some mature garden vegetation and boundaries. To the south and east is
denser late C20th housing on typical modern estate roads. These often have
shallow plots with little softening resulting in hard urban edges. There is a
recent higher density development to the north east, where three properties
back-on to Kinkaid Gardens, again creating quite a hard edge.

Visual factors

The ground plane of the LLU is not intervisible with surrounding coastal or
rural land, although from the upper slope it is possible to look above the
houses to the south to the sea on the horizon, or to the west to the wooded
skyline above St Aubin’s Bay. Aside from views from the adjacent Kinkaid
Gardens, and from a very short section of La Rue de Haut, there are no
public vantage points of the LLU.

Landscape values

There are no formal landscape designations contained within either land
parcel, although there is an area of woodland, identified as a key habitat,
to the south of field L865 which is relatively sensitive. There are also two Listed
Buildings and an Area of Archaeological Potential immediately adjoining
the LLU, but existing mature vegetation limits inter-visibility. The land provides
some visual amenity for residents of surrounding houses, although this tends
to be from rear first storey secondary windows. The land currently provides
no amenity function for the neighbouring primary school, from which it is
visually cut-off by dense boundary vegetation.

Overall sensitivity

Medium

LAND NORTH OF LA VALLÉE DE SAINT PIERRE LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

This LLU comprises two land parcels: Field L846 to the north and L847 to the
south. The two land parcels are separated by a footpath (the continuation
of La Ruelle Corbel). Field L846, the smaller of the two, contains rough
grassland and colonising scrub, whilst L847 is under grass.
Field L847 is bounded by existing housing to the west and east, and La
Vallée de Saint Pierre to the south. This section of road is quite urban in
character with street lighting, pedestrian crossings, road signage and
markings, and bus stops and shelters. The land of the LLU allows a break in
the housing development (particularly when combined with the Paddocks
South of La Vallée de Saint Pierre LLU below). Therefore, despite this land
parcel’s potential to accommodate future housing, a substantial landscape
‘buffer’ should be retained on its southern edge in any future development
proposals in order to retain its sense of openness.
Field L846 has changed from rough grassland to colonising scrub in recent
years. It is, however, enclosed by housing to the north, a broken line of
mature and semi-mature trees to the south, and Le Clos du Val on its
eastern edge, and has little value aside from the visual amenity that it
affords those houses that overlook it. Subject to full ecological/habitat
assessments, there may be the potential for this land parcel to
accommodate some relatively low density and low-lying development (in
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line with the ‘grain’ of local development).
Landscape Unit
role

The landscape provides a break in the built-up area, and plays a role (along
with the Paddocks South of La Vallée de Saint Pierre LLU to the south) in
perceptually separating the coastal settlement area of Bel Royal from
Sandybrook. This increases its sensitivity, although this is a relatively minor
role as it may be argued that to the north these areas of settlement have
already merged.

Settlement
character

A series of terraces cut into the scarp edge (e.g. La Rue de la Blanche
Pierre, La Rue de la Vista, La Rue des Murs) provides access to houses on the
hillside. These are typically low-density and often substantial properties. To
the west and east of the LLU has been more recent Late C20th
encroachment. Overall, the surrounding settlement is lower density and is
visually prominent on the hillside.

Visual factors

The land within the LLU has little inter-visibility with surrounding areas due to
intervening housing development, although it has a relatively open aspect
to the south and there are views across it from La Vallée de Saint Pierre. The
footpath that subdivides the LLU has clear visibility across Field L847, and the
clearest public available views of Field L846.

Landscape values

There are no formal landscape designations contained within either land
parcel, although the land provides some visual amenity for residents of
surrounding houses. Field L846 may have some ecological value due to the
scrub and ruderal vegetation colonising the field, which may increase its
sensitivity.

Overall sensitivity

Medium

PADDOCKS SOUTH OF LA VALLÉE DE SAINT PIERRE LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

This local landscape unit comprises of a number of grass horse paddocks, a
large barn, a ménage and hardstanding associated with Le Marais Farm.
The land and the farmhouse and adjacent stables are accessed via a long
straight metalled driveway from La Vallée de Saint Pierre. There is a second
means of access via Le Marais Avenue to the south east.
The land uses and surrounding settlement edges give the LLU an urban
fringe character which reduces its sensitivity.

Landscape Unit
role

The northern part of the LLU, whilst containing no landscape designations,
does form part of a wider gap between dense residential areas of Bel Royal
and Sandybrook, particularly when combined with the Land North of La
Vallée de Saint Pierre LLU to the north. Whilst the southern section of field
L855, as well as Field L857 may be able to acceptably absorb some housing
in the future, the northern sections of Field L855 should be retained as a
landscape ‘buffer’ to preserve a sense of openness and that of a gap
between settlement edges. The visually enclosed southern part of the LLU
has no perceived landscape role in separating distinct settlements, has no
landscape designations or notable landscape features, and is assessed as
having a low sensitivity to future housing development.

Settlement

Mid and late C20th higher density housing development encloses the LLU to
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character

the south and east, whilst the area is overlooked by lower density hillside
settlement to the north. To the north west there is a modern higher density
scheme that has recently extended Sandybrookto the south east towards
the LLU. The local grain of development is therefore varied, but is
predominantly higher density modern housing on typical estate roads.

Visual factors

The land within the LLU has little intervisibility with surrounding areas due to
intervening housing development, and relatively few public views, although
it has a relatively open aspect to the north and there are views across it
from La Vallée de Saint Pierre and from the settled hillside north of this from
houses on La Rue de la Blanche Pierre, La Rue de la Vista and La Rue des
Murs.
There is a ‘framed’ view northwards along Court Drive, off Route de la
Haule, towards the settled hillside which provides a rare sense of the open
nature of the land when viewed from the south, and a visual connection
with the settlement beyond. This distinctive framed view is relatively sensitive
and should be retained if possible.

Landscape values

There are no formal landscape designations contained within either land
parcel, although the land provides some visual amenity for residents of
surrounding houses.

Overall sensitivity

Medium to Medium-Low

Development Opportunities and Constraints
All three LLUs are considered to have some capacity to accommodate housing development
without significant adverse landscape or visual impacts arising, although this is not the case for all
land parcels within the study area. It will be necessary to retain some open space to function as a
gap between settlements (particularly in the south of field L847 and the northern part of the
Paddocks South of La Vallée de Saint-Pierre - See the ‘Mitigation and Enhancement section
below). Restricting the height of housing will minimise its visual impact, and tree planting will also
be required to soften the appearance of any new development.
The table below summarises the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within these
three LLUs.
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Bel Royal Enclosed Fields Land Parcel Reference
None
None
L865, L866
None
None

Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Land North of La Vallée de Saint Pierre Land Parcel Reference
None
L847 (S)
L846, L847 (N)
None
None
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Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Paddocks South of La Vallée de Saint Pierre Land Parcel
Reference
None
L855 (N)
L855 (S), L857
L858, L858A, L859, L860
None

Mitigation and enhancement
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Any housing proposals within the study area will need to be relatively low (i.e. not
exceeding two storeys, with one and a half storey development to upper slope (fields L866
and L846)).
The eastern part of field L866, the south of field L847 and the northern part of the Paddocks
South of La Vallée de Saint Pierre LLU should be retained as open spaces, to retain the
sense of a break on the housing as experienced from adjacent roads.
The Land North of La Vallée de Saint Pierre LLU may be constrained by the scrub and
ruderal vegetation colonising Field L846.
The designs of any development will need to consider the settings of Listed Buildings.
There are fewer constraints to development within the southern part of the Paddocks South
of La Vallée de Saint Pierre LLU, but opportunities should be taken to retain a view north,
from La Route de la Haule, towards the settled hillside along Court Drive.
Proposals for any new development should include opportunities to soften new built-up
edges with tree planting, and existing trees and hedgerows should be retained and
enhanced.
Opportunities should be sought to extend and link grassland and woodland habitats as part
of development designs.
Close-boarded timber boundary fencing should be avoided on all outward-facing edges in
favour of hedges and stone walls.
Close-board boundary fencing should be avoided for all outer edges of developments in
favour of hedges and stone walls.
Reference should also be made to the Landscape Design Guidance section of the Jersey
Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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St Peter: Beaumont Fringe
Location, context and settlement character
This study area lies in the south of Jersey, within Saint Aubin’s Bay, on the north-western fringe of
Beaumont. The majority of the study area comprises the open land between La Route de
Beaumont and La Ruelle ès Ruaux, but it also includes fields B922 and B924 to the immediate south
of La Ruelle ès Ruaux. The study area lies entirely within the Coastal Plain Character Type
(Character Area B3: St Aubin’s Bay).
The study area slopes gently down from the north west to the south east, where it levels out. The
Escarpment Character Area meets the study area to the west and north-west,where it is heavily
wooded, with several large properties that are nestled within it, providing a pleasant backdrop
when viewed from the south, the east and the coast. This contrasts notably with the developed
scarp to the north east that has been heavily developed and where built form is prominent on
much of the skyline.
Urban development encloses the study area to the east and south east, and partly to the north
where a line of white-painted Mid-C20th residential buildings provides a hard edge just below the
wooded scarp.
The southern part of the site, south of field B924, is fronted by distinctive large white stucco buildings
with pronounced raised parapets, at La Mielle.
To the south west of fields B922 and B924 the landscape becomes more open in character allowing
views across to the wooded scarp and, from higher up the La Ruelle ès Ruaux, towards the sea.
This is a pleasant vista, and the open nature of the landscape provides visual relief from the largely
unbroken greater St Helier urban area to the east, and St Aubin to the west. This gap in the
otherwise unbroken coastal settlement is, therefore, strategically important and should be spatially
preserved.
The Richmond Map of 1795 shows the study area as open fields with occasional orchards. The
surrounding roads (including La Ruelle ès Ruaux) are visible on the map, but the context is rural
rather than urban. There are a number of buildings nestled at the foot of the scarp (an historic
pattern which has been lost under later development, but is still visible in other parts of Jersey). To
the south, the open fields continue to the coast at St Aubin’s Bay.

Extract from the Richmond Map, showing St Peter Beaumont
Fringe in 1795

Designated sites
There are no designated natural or heritage sites within the assessment area itself, although the
Grade 2 Listed Blanc Pignon (BR0066) and Mon Plaisir (BR0069) lie just to the west. Several of the
residential properties on roads adjoining the study area are Grade 3 or Grade 4 Listed Buildings,
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including La Mielle (BR0008), Floriana (BR0005), Besco (former St Peter’s School – PE0086), Ivy House
(PE0220), Prospect Place (PE0221), Belgrano (PE0120), Le Thebaudiere (PE0129), Helmsdale and
Brockagh Villas (PE0250 and PE0114) and Mon Desire (PE0275). Beyond the large properties of
Blanc Pignon and Mon Plaisir, on the edge of the Escarpment Character Type and beyond the
study area, is a belt of woodland that extends northwards and forms a backdrop to the study area.
This woodland is identified as an Environmentally Sensitive Area.
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Local Landscape Units
Two Local Landscape Units (LLUs) have been defined within the study area:
•
•

Blanc Pignon Pastures
Beaumont Fringe Fields

These are shown on the following aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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Blanc Pignon Pastures LLU
This local landscape unit occupies the western part of the study area and has a strong pastoral
character. It is an intact rural landscape, and Fields 922 and 924, in particular, provide a pleasant
bucolic setting for Blanc Pignon. There are open views across these fields towards St Aubin.
To the east of La Ruelle ès Ruaux this character is less pronounced, due in particular to the hard
edge of built form to the north. However, the open fields provide an important break that act as a
foil to the dense settlement to the east. Additionally, views from the seafront south of field P1028 are
possible through roadside trees where there is a break in the housing. The views across Fields P1028
and P1024 towards the wooded escarpment are rural in character, create a definite ‘edge’ to the
settlement, and provide a perceptual link to the Escarpment beyond.
The two parts of the LLU, the east and west, form a homogenous rural landscape that is very
sensitive to housing development. The Blanc Pignon Pastures LLU is therefore excluded from the
more detailed assessment.

Beaumont Fringe Fields LLU
This local landscape unit lies to the east of the Blanc Pignon Pastures LLU, on the fringe of a dense
settlement area around La Route de Beaumont. To the immediate north west of the area the
landscape is quite intimate in scale, and forms part of the transition from urban to rural.
South of the northern section of La Ruelle ès Ruaux there are a number of farm buildings which
seem slightly at odds with the settlement edge setting, but do fit with the more rural character of
the land to the west (the Blanc Pignon Pastures LLU).
Immediately east of the farm complex is a small pocket of light industrial activity and development
at Besco Laundry, which includes a number of adjoined low-rise warehousing buildings that extend
to the south east, parallel to the housing on the La Route de Beaumont. Field P1026 wraps around
these buildings to form a narrow tract of land between them and the housing. Adjoined at the
northern end of the group of light industrial buildings, and forming part of their current commercial
uses, is a small late Victorian stone-built school house (Listed Building PE0086 – Grade 4). Several
Grade 3 and 4 Listed properties also back on to fields P1026 and P1027.
This LLU is generally considered to be of lower sensitivity to housing development, and is therefore
considered further in the more detailed assessment.

Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

Blanc Pignon Pastures LLU

Beaumont Fringe Fields LLU
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Detailed sensitivity assessment
BEAUMONT FRINGE FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The Beaumont Fringe Fields LLU has a relatively flat landform that slopes
gently to the south. The lowest-lying field (P1027) is therefore slightly less
sensitive, as it is least visible from the surrounding area. The LLU includes
grazing land for the cattle farm (fields P1025 and P1026) and an area that is
becoming colonised by scrub and ruderal vegetation (field P1027). The
landscape structure is quite weak, although there are several mature trees
on the south -western boundary of Field P1025, and closer to the farm
buildings. Any future development here would therefore need to
incorporate strengthening of hedgerows and tree cover.

Landscape Unit
role

This LLU has no role in separating distinctive settlements or ribbon
development. Nor does it function as a settlement gateway or approach.
This lack of landscape unit role lowers its sensitivity. It plays a limited
contribution to the setting of residential Listed Buildings along La Route de
Beaumont and La Ruelle ès Ruaux, although these properties are themselves
mostly urban in style and back onto the study area, being separated from it
by gardens.

Settlement
character

The LLU’s context and surrounding development is almost entirely residential,
with older housing stock on La Route de Beaumont, some modern infill
development, and more modern properties to the south.

Visual factors

The land within the LLU has little inter-visibility with surrounding areas where it
is enclosed by housing development, the light industrial units and the farm
buildings, and there are very few accessible public views. This is particularly
true for field P1026, which has the lowest level of sensitivity. However, the
LLU has a relatively open aspect to the west and there are views across the
intervening land from La Ruelle ès Ruaux, which increases the sensitivity of
fields P1025 and P1027.
The mature trees on the south-western boundary of Field P1025, and those
close to the farm buildings, have a slight filtering effect when looking
towards the LLU from the west, partially obscuring and softening the
settlement edge. These trees should be retained in any future development
proposals, and supplemented with additional native tree and hedgerow
planting.

Landscape values

The landscape provides some visual amenity for residents in surrounding
housing areas, and contributes to the setting of some Listed urban
residential properties. Otherwise this LLU has little recognised value, and
whilst it does include farmland, the influence of nearby urban development
results in urban fringe influences on its character.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-Low

Development Opportunities and Constraints
There is considered to be no scope to accommodate housing development without significant
adverse landscape and visual impacts arising within the Blanc Pignon Pastures LLU.
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The Beaumont Fringe Farmland LLU has a lower sensitivity that can acceptably accommodate
future housing development. Access to fields P1025 and P1026 is currently constrained, although
they can be accessed via P1027. This would require both land parcels to be the subject of a single
development proposal, or at least provision made to allow future access if proposals for P1027 are
submitted separately.
There are opportunities to further soften the western edge of La Route de Beaumont should this LLU
be developed. Therefore any development proposals should include a landscape enhancement
strategy for the western boundaries, including native tree and hedgerow planting and the
retention of existing mature vegetation.
The table below summarises the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within the
Beaumont Fringe Farmland Local Landscape Unit.
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Land Parcel Reference
None
None
P1025
P1027
P1026

Mitigation and enhancement
•

•
•
•
•
•

Any development should include a landscape enhancement strategy for the western
boundaries of fields P1025 and P1027, including native tree and hedgerow planting, and
the retention of existing mature vegetation.
Any development will need to consider the practicality of access to fields P1025 and P1026
(see comments in ‘development opportunities and constraints’ section above).
Any development designs will need to consider the settings of adjacent Listed Buildings.
Any development within this LLU should not exceed two storeys in height, in order to
minimise its visual intrusion within the landscape.
Close-boarded timber boundary fencing should be avoided on all outward-facing edges in
favour of hedges and stone walls.
Reference should be made to the guidance set out in the Landscape Design Guidance
section of the Jersey Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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St Brelade: La Petite Route de Mielles Fringe
Location, context and settlement character
This study area is located in the south-west of Jersey, on the eastern side of St Brelade. It is mostly
within the Interior Agricultural Plateau Character Type (Character Area E1 – Western Coast and
Headlands Farmland). The eastern part of the study area is within the Enclosed Valleys Character
Type (Character Area D2 – St Brelade’s Valleys).
The study area is bounded by La Route des Genets to the south, Le Mont Nicolle and the railway
path within St Aubin’s Valley to the east, La Rue du Pont Marquet to the north, and La Petite Route
des Mielles to the west. The Silver Springs care home, Tabor Park, Mont Nicolle School, light
industrial units in the north-west corner, properties and gardens have been excluded from the
study. C20th housing is adjacent to the study area along Le Mont Nicolle, and on the far side of La
Petite Route des Mielles.
Much of the study area is currently occupied by the Jersey Lavender Farm, and there are some
additional agricultural fields and pastures. Extensive areas of woodland are associated with St
Aubin’s Valley, and there is one field of heathland.
The Richmond map of 1795 shows the northern and western parts of the study area to be
unenclosed sand dunes/ heath, whilst some of the fields in the south and east have been enclosed.
Le Mont Nicolle is shown as a road leading down to St Aubin’s Valley, but the lines of most of
today’s roads are shown only as paths or tracks. A substantial house is shown roughly in the
location of the Silver Springs care home. St Aubin’s Valley is heavily wooded and the engraving
shows the steepness of the valley sides. None of the surrounding development in St Brelade is
present.

Extract from the Richmond Map, showing the La
Petite Route de Mielles Fringe in 1795

Fields adjacent to La Route des Genets, looking
north-east across St Aubin’s Valley

Designated sites
There are two Listed Buildings within the study area, both at its peripheries. A German occupation
site telephone exchange bunker (BR0270 – Grade 3) is located in the north-east corner adjacent La
Rue de Pont Marquet, and the C17th/ 18th residential property of Sous les Bois (BR0076 – Grade 3) is
located at the foot of Le Mont Nicolle..
There are substantial areas of woodland associated with St Aubin’s Valley. These (plus other areas
of ecological interest including relict heathland habitat in fields B225 and B227) are Environmentally
Sensitive Areas.
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Local Landscape Units
Three Local Landscape Units (LLUs) have been defined within the study area:
•
•
•

Valley Woodland and Heath
Rural Fields
Settlement Edge Fields

These are shown on the following aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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Valley Woodland and Heath LLU
This LLU is primarily within the Enclosed Valleys Character Type, and exhibits a number of their
Sensitive Special Qualities, including: Largely undeveloped rural upper valleys; A sense of tranquillity
and detachment from large urban areas, strongest in the upper parts of valleys, which have a
secluded quality; the landform provides a strong sense of enclosure and intimate scale,
emphasised by broadleaved woodland. A network of roads, paths and green lanes makes...the
valleys accessible. The LLU comprises the steep wooded slopes of the upper part of St Aubin’s
Valley, and a tributary which extends to the west. Much of the LLU is densely wooded (with mixed
and deciduous woodland), and there is also a remnant area of heathland (field nos. B225 and
B227) vegetated with bracken and gorse. There are a few properties within the LLU, often with wellvegetated gardens which merge with the woodland. One (Sous le Bois) is Listed Grade 3. Le Mont
Nicolle and the railway path provide some access to the valley floor, but much of the LLU is not
publicly accessible. Its ecological value means that it is an Environmentally Sensitive Area.
Its steep topography and ecological value means that this Local Landscape Unit is considered to
be of high sensitivity to housing development, and is therefore not considered further in the
assessment.

Rural Fields LLU
This LLU includes Jersey Lavender Farm, plus adjacent agricultural land parcels. The landform
creates a ridge between lower valleys, and is strongly undulating. It is within E1 Western Coasts and
Headlands Farmland Character Area, and contains thin sandy soils which were only enclosed
relatively recently. Fields are generally divided by banks rather than hedgerows, creating a sense
of openness and enabling internal views within the LLU. However, it is secluded by trees within the
adjacent Valley Woodland and Heath LLU. It has a strongly rural character, and feels detached
physically and visually from St Brelade’s urban area.
Its strongly rural feel, and detachment from St Brelade, means that this Local Landscape Unit is
considered to be of high sensitivity to housing development, and it is therefore not considered
further in the assessment.

Settlement Edge Fields LLU
This LLU is within E1 Western Coasts and Headlands Character Area, but is also influenced by
surrounding development, as these land parcels are adjacent to existing urban development and/
or major roads. Access into these land parcels is therefore relatively straightforward, and its
character is much less strongly rural. Most of the fields are in agricultural use (lavender farm or
grassland), with one appearing to be abandoned. The land parcels vary in their elevation, their
sense of enclosure, and their functions (such as forming a gap between settlements).
This LLU is considered to be of variable sensitivity to housing development, and is therefore
considered further in the more detailed assessment.
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Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

Valley Woodland and Heath LLU

Rural Fields LLU

Settlement Edge Fields LLU

Detailed sensitivity assessment
SETTLEMENT EDGE FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The settlement edge fields vary in their elevation. Those adjacent to La
Petite Route des Mielles and La Rue du Pont Marquet are flatter and lower
than those adjacent to La Route des Genets, and less visible in wider views.
The latter are also more sloping (they slope down, away from La Route des
Genets), and this, combined with their increased visibility, increases their
sensitivity.
The land parcels in the north and west of the study area are well screened
by existing vegetation, including trees and shelterbelts. They are currently
used for lavender growing (part of the Jersey Lavender Farm). An
exception is field B240, which appears to be abandoned. The fields
adjacent to La Route des Genets (B244 and B246) are currently grassland.
They are lined with trees to the north (which merge with the Valley
Woodland and Heaths LLU) and west. The field is separated from the
pavement along La Route des Genets by a low stone wall. The lack of trees
along this boundary creates a stronger sense of openness and increases the
sensitivity to housing development. However, the fields are seen in the
context of housing along Le Mont Nicolle, Silver Springs Care Home, and the
busy adjacent road. This reduces their sensitivity to some degree.
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Landscape Unit
role

Fields B244 and B246 currently function as an open gap between the
settlements of St Brelade and the Le Clos des Landes estate to the east. The
open land opposite (on the south side of La Route des Genets), and the
grounds of the Silver Springs Care Home, are also part of this open gap. It is
enhanced by the long views north-east across fields B244 and B246.
Fields B238, B239, 239A and B240 have limited function as a visible gap
between settlements as they are well screened by vegetation, and do not
have long views across them. Building here would therefore not create an
impression of ribbon development.

Settlement
character

Nearby settlement is quite varied in character, including 20th Century
housing along Le Mont Nicolle and La Petite Route des Mielles, a visually
discreet apartment complex at Tabor Park, the extensive Silver Springs care
home, and large house in ornamental grounds (in the west and north of the
study area). There is also a primary school at the foot of Le Mont Nicolle.
The modern character of the surrounding settlement and roads reduces the
sensitivity of the LLU to some degree, as any new development here would
be seen in the context of existing modern development.

Visual factors

All of the inner fields are visible from surrounding roads and houses, although
some (B238, B239, 239A and B240) are screened by surrounding vegetation.
There are also long views across St Aubin’s Valley from the busy La Route des
Genets across fields B244 and B246. Other similar views have been blocked
by development, and so have been lost.

Landscape values

Fields B244 and B246 contribute to the gap between settlements, and
enable attractive views north-east from La Route des Genets, which
increases their sensitivity. The landscape value of other land parcels within
the LLU is limited.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-Low to Medium-high

Development Opportunities and Constraints
There is considered to be no scope to accommodate housing development without significant
adverse landscape or visual impacts arising within the Valley Woodland and Heath LLU and the
Rural Fields LLU. The Settlement Edge Fields LLU is of lower sensitivity to housing development
overall, although development on fields B244 and B246 would result in the loss of an open gap
between settlements, and in the loss of long views from La Route des Genets across St Aubin’s
Valley.
The table below summarises the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within the
Settlement Edge Fields Local Landscape Unit.
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Settlement Edge Fields Land Parcel Reference
None
B244, B246
None
B238, B239, B239A, B240
None
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Mitigation and enhancement
•
•

•
•

Existing vegetation should be retained (or where it is at maturity, replaced with equivalent)
in order to retain the screening function of existing vegetation.
Any development on fields B244 and B246 should be of restricted height due to the
elevated nature of this land, and its likely impact on longer views. Setting development
back from the road edge along La Route des Genets would help to retain the sense of a
break between settlements.
Close-boarded boundary fencing should be avoided on outward-facing edges for all
developments in favour of hedges and stone walls.
Reference should also be made to the Landscape Design Guidance section of the Jersey
Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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St Brelade: La Route des Genets Fringe South
Location, context and settlement character
This study area is located in the south-west of Jersey, on the eastern side of the St Brelade urban
area, near to the junction of La Route des Genets and Mont Sohier. It is located at the top of the
coastal escarpment behind St Brelade’s Bay, and is within the Escarpment Character Type
(Character Area B3 – St Brelade’s Bay Escarpment). It comprises two separate land parcels, both
of which contain open fields within an otherwise largely built-up area. The eastern land parcel is at
the highest point of the escarpment, and from here the sea is visible, as well as the headlands of
Beauport and Portelet, on either side of St Brelade’s Bay. The escarpment ridge slopes down to the
east and west from this point, so the western land parcel is slightly lower, though still at the top of
the escarpment, and sea views are less apparent.
La Route des Genets forms the northern boundary of the study area, whilst the other boundaries
are formed by property boundaries, and a short section of Mont Gras d’Eau. Many of the
surrounding properties are detached and substantial in size, but there are also some estate-style
properties in the west and to the north.
The study area is currently in agricultural use. The northern part of Field B248 is currently used for
potato growing, whilst the southern part is under grass. The remaining fields, in the eastern part of
the study area, are used for livestock, and a small farm shop.
The Richmond Map of 1795 shows the study area to be unenclosed land at the top of the coastal
escarpment. It can be identified using the tracks which now form La Route des Genets, Le Mont
Sohier and Mont Gras d’Eau. The map shows buildings to be limited to the coastal plan and valley
floor, and only one property is located on the exposed scarp top. It also shows the steepness of the
scarp at this point, and its proximity to the coast. In the C20th this area has seen much
development, both on the top of the escarpment and on its seaward-facing slope, as properties
have been constructed to take advantage of the views across St Brelade’s Bay. This has led to an
impression of cumulative development on the scarp, particularly when seen from the coast and
sea. It has also restricted views of the sea from the top of the escarpment.

Extract from the Richmond Map, showing
La Route des Genets Fringe South in 1795

St Brelade Escarpment as seen from the
viewpoint at Portelet Common

Designated sites
There are no Listed Buildings, cultural heritage sites or natural heritage sites within or immediately
adjacent to the study area.
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Local Landscape Units
The two separate land parcels within the study area each form a Local Landscape Unit. These are:
•
•

La Route des Genets Fringe East
La Route des Genets Fringe West

They are shown on the following aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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La Route des Genets Fringe East LLU
This LLU comprises a series of long, narrow fields, divided by fences and used mostly for keeping
livestock (pigs, geese, etc.) There is also a trailer selling farm produce. The LLU is located at the
highest point of the scarp, and has a slightly domed landform. Its elevation, and openness due to
the lack of vegetation, means that any development in this prominent location would be highly
visible.
The LLU forms a gap in the built-up area, and as there is no hedgerow or wall along the boundary
with La Route des Genets, it provides a rare opportunity to see the sea from the main road
between St Aubin and St Helier. It is also possible to see the headlands at Portelet and Beauport.
The LLU contributes to views from Portelet and Beauport headlands, and also from out to sea.
Although it is at some distance, in these views it currently forms a break in the series of large
properties seen along the top of the escarpment above St Brelade’s Bay.
It is within the Escarpment Character Type, and exhibits sensitive special qualities associated with
this Character Type, including ‘Distinctive steeply-sloping landform which is widely visible and
provides physical containment and a visual backdrop to the Coastal Plain and Bays with Intertidal
Flats and Reefs Character Types’, and ‘Extensive coastal and seaward views’. It is within Character
Area C3: St Brelade’s Bay Escarpment’ where the Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character
Assessment notes that recent years have seen considerable built development within this
Character Area, including construction or expansion of properties on the crest of the scarp...’ This
LLU therefore forms an important and highly-visible gap in development on the very top of the
scarp.
The Strategy and Guidelines for the Escarpment Character Type includes a
recommendation to ‘resist further development where it may be visible on the skyline’.
For these reasons, this Local Landscape Unit is considered to be of high sensitivity to housing
development and is therefore not considered further in the assessment.

Rue des Genets Fringe West LLU
This LLU contains a single land parcel (Field B248), which is subdivided by a mature coniferous
shelterbelt into two fields – a larger one to the north, currently in arable use, and a smaller southern
one, currently under grass. It is surrounded by a further shelterbelt on the western side, a line of
trees and area of thicker vegetation along La Route des Genets on the northern side, and by a
thick hedgerow alongside Mont Gras d’Eau on the eastern side. The southern side boundary is
open, except where it abuts properties. The trees which surround the LLU make an important
contribution to the well-treed appearance of the St Brelade’s Escarpment Character Area.
The LLU is also on the crest of the escarpment, but it is slighter lower than the eastern LLU.
Intervening properties and vegetation limit views of the sea and coast. This is particularly true of the
northern part of the LLU, which is behind a dense shelterbelt.
La Route des Genets forms the northern boundary, with the Silver Springs Care Home and open
fields on the northern side of La Route des Genets. There are large detached properties to the
east, and smaller detached properties to the south and west.
The lower visibility of parts of this LLU, due in part to the screening vegetation, means that it is
considered to have limited potential to accommodate housing development (with appropriate
design and mitigation) without impacting on the skyline, and is therefore considered in the more
detailed assessment below.
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Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

La Route des Genets Fringe East. This view is
from La Route des Genets, showing livestock
fields on the top of the escarpment. Beauport
headland forms the horizon.

La Route des Genets Fringe West, northern field,
showing trees along La Route des Genets on the
left, and shelter belt on the right

La Route des Genets Fringe West, southern
field.

Detailed sensitivity assessment
LA ROUTE DES GENETS FRINGE WEST LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The scarp-top location of the LLU is highly-sensitive because of its visual
prominence, although this is slightly mitigated by the presence of existing
vegetation which screens much of the site in views from the coast, and filters
views from surrounding roads. It also makes the LLU feel more enclosed and
small in scale, reducing its sensitivity. Nevertheless, any development here
would need to be low, in order to avoid breaking the skyline. It would also
need substantial screening on the southern (coastal) side. The trees which
surround much of the LLU limit views out, and therefore it does not have a
strong sense of place.

Landscape Unit
role

On the opposite side of La Route des Genets are open fields to the east of
the Silver Springs Care Home. The undeveloped nature of this LLU enhances
the role of these fields as a gap between settlements. However, the LLU is
not perceived as an open gap due to the trees and hedgerows which
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surround it, so this slightly reduces its sensitivity.
The LLU contains substantial leylandii shelter belts along its western edge,
and running east-west across the LLU. Whist the trees themselves are not of
particular value, they contribute to the wooded appearance which is
characteristic of the St Brelade’s Escarpment Character Area. The
shelterbelts also help to screen the airport buildings in long views from
Portelet Common. It is therefore important that this high vegetation is
retained, and that as it is reaching over-maturity, substitute trees are planted
which will continue this role into the future.
Settlement
character

The LLU is surrounded by modern detached properties along surrounding
roads, which form the eastern end of the St Brelade urban area.
Developing this LLU would not therefore be out of keeping with its
surrounding land uses, but it would extend the developed area further east
along Route des Genets, and reduce the gap between St Brelade and St
Aubin. The impacts of this would be slightly mitigated if trees alongside La
Route des Genets are retained, and any development is set back from the
road.

Visual factors

Views from within the LLU are limited by the surrounding trees. Nevertheless,
these trees play an important role in screening the LLU in sensitive coastal
views, and also contribute to the characteristic treed appearance of the
escarpment when seen from the coast and sea. The unbroken skyline is
particularly important in coastal views (including viewpoints at Portelet and
Beauport), so care must be taken that any development here is low enough
not to break the skyline. Tall development here would be very prominent
and should be avoided. The LLU is also located next to a busy road, so is
seen by many people, although they are in moving vehicles, which reduces
the sensitivity of these viewers.

Landscape values

There are no cultural or nature conservation designations or key habitats
within or adjoining the LLU, although its vegetation contributes to the
character of the area. Although the LLU does not have a strong sense of
place itself, it does contribute to the sense of place of the wider area. The
vegetation around the LLU also makes some contribution to key coastal
views and should be retained and enhanced.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-high to High

Development Opportunities and Constraints
There is considered to be no scope to accommodate housing development without significant
adverse landscape or visual impacts arising within the Route des Genets Fringe East LLU.
There is considered to be some scope to accommodate limited and low housing development
without significant adverse landscape and visual impacts within the La Route des Genets Fringe
West LLU, provided that it adheres to strict design and mitigation measures. There is not scope to
accommodate substantial buildings without significant adverse landscape or visual impacts.
The table below summarises the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within the La
Route des Genets West Local Landscape Unit.
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Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

La Route des Genets Fringe West Land Parcel Reference
None
B248, B248A
None
None
None

Mitigation and enhancement
•

•

•
•
•

•

Any housing development in field B248 should be limited to 1.5 storeys in order to minimise its
impact in views from the coast and sea, and ensure that it does not contribute to the
impression of cumulative development on the escarpment.
Initially retain, and make provision to replace, the shelterbelts surrounding the LLU, as they
limit views of development from the coast, and contribute to the characteristic vegetated
escarpment. The shelter belts also help to screen views of the airport buildings in views from
Portelet Common. Over time it would be possible to replace the east-west shelterbelt with
replacement planting along the southern boundary of the site. This would help to limit the
visibility of the entire site in views from the coast.
Retain trees along the northern boundary of field B248 in order to filter views of new
development from the adjacent road, and to keep this scarp-top vegetation.
Set development back slightly from La Route des Genets to minimise the sense of ribbon
development along the road.
Close-boarded boundary fencing should be avoided on outer edges of all developments in
favour of hedges and stone walls.
Reference should also be made to the Landscape Design Guidance section of the Jersey
Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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St Brelade: Fields B139 and B126
Location, context and settlement character
This study area is located in the south-west of Jersey, adjacent to Les Quennevais. It forms a triangle
of land to the east of La Petite Route des Mielles, and to the north of Maison St Brelade. The
eastern side is formed by a lane which runs down the head of St Aubin’s Valley. There is a property
and associated small-holding to the south-east of the study area.
It forms a small pocket of the Interior Agricultural Plateau Character Type (Character Area E1: –
Western Coast and Headlands Farmland) between the edge of the urban area to the west, and
the Enclosed Valleys Character Type (Character Area D2 – St Brelade’s Valleys). It comprises two
agricultural fields, both currently under pasture, with patches of scrub.
The Richmond map of 1795 shows the study area to be unenclosed land, and part of an area of
coastal heath which covered much of the present area of St Brelade. The topography of the study
area, with the bank between the upper and lower fields, and the steep slope down to St Aubin’s
Valley, can be seen on the engraving. St Aubin’s Valley, and its tributary which form the
boundaries of the Study Area, can also be seen. There is a track roughly following the line of La
Petite Route des Mielles, but none of the modern roads or C20th development adjacent to the site
are shown.

Extract from the Richmond Map, showing Fields
B139 and B126 in 1795

View from the south-west corner of the Study
area, from the corner of Maison St Brelade and
La Petite Rue des Mielles. The landform
matches that shown on the Richmond map.

Designated sites
There are no Listed Buildings or other cultural heritage sites within or immediately surrounding the
study area. Immediately to the east (but outside the study area boundary) is an Environmentally
Sensitive Area associated with St Aubin’s Valley, which contains extensive woodland.
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Local Landscape Units
As the study area is relatively small, and the landscape is consistent in character within it, only one
Local Landscape Unit has been defined within the Study Area:
•

Les Quennevais Eastern Edge Fields LLU

This is shown on the following aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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Les Quennevais Eastern Edge Fields LLU
This LLU comprises two agricultural fields surrounded by 20th Century development to the west, and
a wooded section of St Aubin’s Valley to the east. The entire LLU is elevated, and from the LLU
there are long views eastward across St Aubin’s Valley towards the parishes of St Peter and St
Lawrence. However, the south-west field (B139) is lower than the north-east field (B126), and they
are separated by a steep bank. The eastern edge of the LLU slopes steeply down into St Aubin’s
Valley.
The differences across the site in terms of its topography, and in its surrounding land uses, means
that it is of variable sensitivity to housing development. It is therefore considered further in the more
detailed assessment below.

Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

Panoramic view looking east across the Les Quennevais Eastern Edge Fields LLU

Detailed sensitivity assessment
ST BRELADE EASTERN EDGE FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The LLU is located near the top of the valley side, and has irregular
topography. The eastern part of the LLU climbs steeply out of St Aubin’s
Valley, and trees form a continuation of the valley woodland. The northern
part (field B126) is highest, and forms a plateau at the top of a steep bank.
Field B139 is below the bank, and is therefore lower-lying. The lower
elevation of B139 means that any housing development here would be less
prominent in views from surrounding land, so its sensitivity is reduced. Neither
field within the LLU is well-screened by surrounding vegetation, as boundary
trees / hedgerows are very sporadic in the higher parts of the site, and the
land sits above the wooded valley to the east and south.

Landscape Unit
role

The land currently forms an open space between the urban edge of Les
Quennevais, and the woodland of St Aubin’s Valley. It therefore contributes
to the setting of Les Quennevais. However, it does not form a gap
separating settlements, or serve as a gateway into the urban area on a
main route. It appears as countryside in views from the surrounding area,
but is seen in the context of surrounding urban development. It also forms
the foreground in long views eastwards from roads/ properties in Les
Quennevais. Ideally these views should be retained through the design of
any development within the study area.

Settlement
character

20th Century housing surrounds the LLU on its western and southern edges,
and provides the context for the LLU. Because of the irregular nature of the
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current urban edge, it would be possible to build on field B139 without giving
a strong impression of ribbon development, although some countryside
abutting Les Quennevais would be lost. There would be views of
development from surrounding properties, but with good design it would be
possible to make this a positive relationship, particularly on the lower field
(B139).
Visual factors

There are long views across the LLU from the corner of La Petite Rue des
Mielles and Maison St Brelade (where field B139 is only bounded by a low
and partially broken-down wall). There are also views across B126 to the
surrounding countryside from the turning head of La Lienee cul-de-sac, but
this is not a well-used viewpoint. However, the elevation of this LLU
(particularly B126) means that it is visible from an extensive area of
countryside to the east, and this increases its sensitivity. Any development
on B126 would be higher than the surrounding properties, so would be highly
prominent.

Landscape values

The LLU contributes to the rural setting of Les Quennevais, most of which has
already been lost to development. Long views out contribute to its sense of
place, but they are not well known, and few people visit the LLU.

Overall sensitivity

Medium to Medium-high

Development Opportunities and Constraints
There is considered to be some scope to accommodate housing development without significant
adverse landscape and visual impacts arising within Les Quennevais Eastern Edge Fields LLU.
However, field B126 is more sensitive than B139 due to its higher elevation.
The table below summarises the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within the St
Brelade Eastern Edge Fields Local Landscape Unit.
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Les Quennevais Eastern Edge Fields Land Parcel Reference
None
B126
B139
None
None

Mitigation and enhancement
•
•
•

•
•

•

Any housing development here should be limited to 1.5 storeys in order to minimise the
visual impact from the surrounding countryside.
Development in B126 is not recommended due to its higher elevation and the consequent
greater landscape impact.
There is potential to extend habitat links from adjacent woodland areas, and this could be
incorporated into development design. It would also provide a positive urban edge where
the development abuts the Enclosed Valley Character Type.
Any development within B139 should be designed to retain a view to the wider landscape
from near the junction of La Petite Rue des Mielles and Maison St Brelade.
Close-boarded boundary fencing should be avoided for all the outer edges of all
developments in favour of hedges and stone walls.
Reference should also be made to the Landscape Design Guidance section of the Jersey
Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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St Peter’s Village
Location, context and settlement character
St Peter’s Village lies close to Jersey Airport. It is located within the Interior Agricultural Plateau
Character Type. Character Area E1 – Western Coasts and Headlands Farmland lies to the west of
the village, and Character Area E4 – Southern Plateau and Ridges Farmland lies to the east. This
reflects the increased coastal influences on the farmland to the west of the village.
St Peter’s Village has a dense settlement form, concentrated within a broadly triangular road
system. The busy La Route de Beaumont/ La Grande Route de St Pierre dominates the eastern part
of the settlement and some commercial and retail facilities are aligned along this route. The older
part of the settlement, including the magnificent medieval St Peter’s Parish Church, lies very close
to the northern perimeter of the airport. Much of the existing housing comprises late 20th century
estates although occasional clusters of older buildings are also present. Some small and welldesigned recent housing developments are located along La Rue des Sapins, to the east off La
Route de Beaumont.
The Richmond Map of 1795 shows St Peter’s Church, with a cluster of buildings around it, and a line
of buildings heading northwards along what is now La Grande Route de Saint Pierre. Despite the
subsequent growth of the settlement, the road patterns are largely unchanged, and many of the
field patterns can still be seen in the outlines of different phases of 20th Century housing
development. In common with many of the villages shown on the Richmond Map, much of the
area around St Peter’s Village is used for orchards and gardens.

Extract from the Richmond Map, showing
St. Peter’s Village in 1795

St. Peter’s Church and recreation ground.

Designated sites
St Peter’s Parish Church is a Grade One listed building (PE0186). La Hague Manor (PE0079), which is
used as a school (St George’s Preparatory School), lies to the north-east of St Peter’s Village, is
Grade Two listed and its extensive grounds are included in the listing. The woodlands surrounding
the manor are a key feature in the landscape around the village. There are several Grade 3 and 4
Listed Buildings within and around the village, including the school (PE0082), various houses (some
of which are in similar locations to buildings shown on the Richmond Map), public house (PE0022,
PE0156), farms, shops and the Philadelphie Methodist Church (PE0159).
There are no designated nature conservation sites within the study area, although the St Peter’s
Valley Complex Environmentally Sensitive Area covers the valley heads just outside the study area
to the east. These contain woodland, wet meadow and open water habitats.
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Local Landscape Units
Three Local Landscape Units (LLUs) have been defined within and around St Peter’s Village:
•
•
•

Airport Fringe
Eastern Edge Fields
Western Edge Fields

These are shown on the following aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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Airport Fringe LLU
This LLU comprises some productive farmland, small pockets of open land, land used for allotments,
playing fields and car park and a parcel of land used as a construction equipment store. The field
immediately south of the churchyard is Protected Open Space in the 2011 Island Plan. This LLU lies
close to core amenities within St Peter’s Village and on the periphery of the airport; a high security
fence forms the southern boundary. While some parts of the LLU provide locally valued recreational
facilities, in general, this landscape is strongly influenced by nearby development, has a variable
landscape condition (including areas of unmanaged ground and industrial storage) and is of
relatively low landscape quality.
This LLU is considered to be of lower sensitivity to housing development and is therefore considered
further in the detailed assessment.

Eastern Edge Fields LLU
This LLU comprises productive medium-sized fields used for grazing cattle and in arable production.
The fields are bounded by thick hedgerows along roads and outer boundaries. Most lie close to La
Grande Route de St Pierre / La Route de Beaumont and the historic core of St Peter’s Village, and
are abutted by housing and some commercial development.
This unit is considered to be of lower sensitivity to housing development, and is therefore considered
further in the detailed assessment.

Western Edge Fields LLU
The western edge of St Peter’s Village is largely formed by the minor road La Rue de la Pointe which
is lined with trees in places. Existing housing on the eastern side of this road largely comprises dense
late C.20th housing estates. Some older properties, and more modern houses infilling gaps between
them, are located along the spur road La Rue des Niémes.
This LLU is within the Western Coasts and Headlands Farmland Character Area, and its landscape is
more strongly influenced by the presence of the coast in terms of the greater degree of openness
and some long views to the sea from higher areas.
While this LLU generally has a more rural character and open aspect than the other LLUs defined
around St Peter’s Village, as some clustered housing already extends westwards from the relatively
robust settlement boundary, it is considered further in the more detailed sensitivity assessment.

Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

Airport Fringe LLU

Eastern Edge Fields LLU
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Western Edge Fields LLU

Detailed sensitivity assessment
AIRPORT FRINGES LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

This LLU has pockets of undeveloped ground, some comprising actively
managed farmland (e.g. Field P765) and former fields bounded by low
vegetated earth bunds while other areas are used as a park, playing field,
allotments and a car park. Field P650A comprises a storage area for
scaffolding and building materials. This landscape is strongly influenced by
housing and other built development lying on its northern edge and by the
airport lying to the south. It lies close to the core amenities within St Peter’s
Village including the primary school, the church, parish hall and community
centre.

Landscape Unit
role

This LLU is of limited scenic quality and has a disparate cluttered
appearance in places due to the variety of land uses. While this LLU provides
a degree of landscape buffering between St Peter’s Village and the airport,
there is no screening provided by landform or tree/shrub cover. This LLU
does not play a role in separating settlements with a distinct identity or a key
gateway function seen on the approach to the village. The exception to this
is Field P650, used as a community park, which provides an open setting and
unrestricted views to St Peters Church (Listed Grade 1). The LLU also
contributes to the settings of other Listed Buildings, including St Peter’s
School and La Chasse.

Settlement
character

St Peter’s Village has a predominantly dense and concentrated character.
Settlement boundaries are generally robust, being formed by roads and tree
lines in the west although the eastern edge of the settlement is less
contained, extending beyond the confines of La Grande Route de St Pierre
/ La Route de Beaumont in places. The airport security fence would provide
a new firm settlement boundary, albeit not one where housing would be
screened by landform or vegetation.

Visual factors

Visibility of this LLU is limited from roads. Existing built development also
screens views of these flat areas of open ground from the core of St Peter’s
Village. Dead-end roads and footpaths within the LLU however provide
close views of this area.

Landscape values

This landscape unit has no recognised value although community open
space including playing fields and allotments (Fields P648-650) are of local
value. This unit is not strongly rural in character due to the disparate land
uses and the influence of housing and the airport.
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Overall sensitivity

Medium-Low

EASTERN EDGE FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

These fields are generally flat and enclosed by hedges. They are largely
used for grazing. The settlement edge of St Peter’s Village is highly visible
providing concentrated housing prominent against two or three sides of
some of these fields. The wooded grounds of La Hague Manor provide an
attractive backdrop to the east within the wider context of the settlement.

Landscape Unit
role

These fields provide an open aspect of well-managed farmland lying to the
east of St Peter’s Village. This LLU does not play a role in separating
settlements with a distinct identity but does provide a rural setting to St
Peter’s Village (allowing views towards the church spire) from La Route du
Manoir. Field P562 is important in providing unimpeded views to La Hague
Manor (Listed Grade 2) from La Rue des Sapins. The LLU also contributes to
the settings of Listed Buildings within or adjacent to the LLU (Manor Farm, La
Ferme, ‘Woodlands’, The Old Rectory, Philadelphie Methodist Church).

Settlement
character

While St Peter’s Village generally has a dense and concentrated character,
being broadly confined within a triangle of roads, the eastern edge is more
indented, extending beyond the confines of La Grande Route de St Pierre /
La Route de Beaumont. The fairly strong enclosure pattern of hedgerows
around these fields provides potential for robust new settlement boundaries
to be created. The majority of these fields lie relatively close to core
amenities within St Peter’s Village and are strongly influenced by dense
development close to boundaries. Field P562, however, is an exception as it
is physically and perceptually distant from core amenities particularly as
more dispersed development lying on its edges results in a stronger rural
character.

Visual factors

These fields are visible from nearby housing on the eastern edge of St Peter’s
Village and from minor roads. There is limited visibility from the core of St
Peter’s Village. The petrol station, walls and hedges restrict views of Fields
P657/658/760 on the approach to St Peter’s Village from La Grande Route
de St Pierre/La Route de Beaumont.

Landscape values

This LLU has no notable sense of naturalness or seclusion due to the proximity
of the built-up edge of St Peter’s Village (which includes some larger
commercial/retail buildings). La Hague Manor sited to the east of St Peter’s
Village is Grade Two listed although well-designed development on these
fields (which lie close to the existing settlement edge) would not impact on
this building or the woodland which surrounds it. The only exception is field
P562, as glimpsed views of the manor are possible across this field from La
Rue des Sapins.

Overall sensitivity

Medium

WESTERN EDGE FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
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Landscape

This LLU comprises productive farmland lying within the Western Coasts and
Headlands (E1) character area of the Interior Agricultural Land LCT. While E1
generally has a more open character than the Southern Plateau and Ridges
(E4), trees and hedges are more of a feature within part of this LLU as it is
more sheltered and lies at the transition with E4. The sea can be glimpsed in
long views across parts of this farmland. Landform is flat and fields irregularly
shaped and enclosed by hedges. Existing housing lies on the eastern side of
La Rue de la Pointe although partial screening by trees lessens its influence
in places.

Landscape Unit
role

This LLU forms a swathe of farmland with a reasonably strong rural character.
This LLU does not play a role in separating settlements with a distinct identity
or a key gateway function seen on the approach to St Peter’s Village. The
LLU contributes to the settings of Listed Buildings on the edge of St Peter’s
Village, including Ver Les Mont Farm and The Old Bakery.

Settlement
character

A firm settlement edge is provided to late C.20th housing estates within St
Peter’s Village by La Rue de la Pointe and some lines of trees. Older
properties and later infill houses line the side road, La Rue des Nièmes,
forming small clusters of development in this rural area. Housing located
within much of this LLU would breach the present robust settlement
boundary, although there is some scope to use existing hedges and trees to
create a new firm boundary to settlement expansion in places. Fields P641
and P176/176A lie close to existing housing and are well screened by thick
hedges and trees. While Field P156 is also bounded on three sides by
housing and with some trees and hedges softening margins, the northern
edge of this field is more open, allowing long views across open farmland,
and this increases its sensitivity. Other fields within this LLU are more open,
with limited potential to form new robust settlement boundaries.

Visual factors

The southern part of this LLU is highly visible from Le Mont du Jubilé / La Rue
de L’Église on the western approach to St Peter’s Village (Fields P196, P194).
Fields in the northern part of the LLU, which are screened by hedgerows and
existing housing, are less visible from key roads although there would be
close views from some nearby houses. There are long views to the sea over
a seemingly expansive swathe of farmland in some places.

Landscape values

There are no designated or locally valued views or distinctive landscape
features in this unit.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-high

Development Opportunities and Constraints
Greatest scope to accommodate housing development exists within the Airport Fringes and
Eastern Edge Fields LLUs. The Western Edge Fields are generally of increased landscape and visual
sensitivity because of their more pronounced rural character and their openness which could
increase visual impact. Fields P176, P176A, P156 and P641 are, however, less sensitive because they
lie close to existing development clustered around a minor road extending north-west from the
settlement and are relatively well contained by hedgerows and trees. There would be some
breach of the firm settlement boundary provided by La Rue de la Pointe which is lined by trees in
places and supplementary advance planting would need to be undertaken against the more
open northern boundary of P156 should this field be developed.
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Housing could be accommodated without significant adverse landscape or visual impacts on part
of the Airport Fringes LLU, although Fields P648-650 are of increased sensitivity because of their use
as community park, allotments and playing field. Field P650 additionally provides an attractive
landscape setting (and allows open views) to St Peter’s Church.
The tables below summarises the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within the
LLUs around St Peter’s Village Land parcels which forms the grounds of properties, or are within the
airport perimeter, are excluded from the assessment.
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Airport Fringes LLU Land Parcel Reference
P648, P649 P650
None
None
P184, P185, P188, P189, P768, P650A, P765, P767
None

Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium

Eastern Edge Fields LLU Land Parcel Reference
None
P652,
P535A,P553, P554, P555, P558, P559, P631, P632, P655, P658, P656,
P760
None
None

Medium-Low
Low
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Western Edge Fields LLU Land Parcel Reference
None
P149, P150, Land parcel to SE of Ver Les Mont Farm (possibly
P173A), P175, P190, P191, P192, P196, P641
P156, P176, P176A, P641,
None
None

Mitigation and enhancement
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

While the Airport Fringes are generally less sensitive to housing development because of the
influence of the built-up village edge and the airport, there would be scope for
enhancement of this area, with or without housing development, to provide a more
effective landscape buffer between St Peter’s Village and the airport. This could include
tree planting, although it is recognised that security issues may limit the establishment of
dense shrubby vegetation.
Supplementary tree planting should be undertaken on the eastern field boundaries of Fields
P558-9 and Fields P657/8 and P760 within the Eastern Edge Fields LLU.
The northern boundary of Field P156 (within the Western Edge Fields LLU) should also be
planted with trees should development take place here.
Traffic calming and reducing measures should be undertaken on the busy La Grande Route
de St Pierre / La Route de Beaumont to improve safe pedestrian/cycle access to core
amenities within St Peter’s Village and enhance the character of the settlement.
The design of any new development should consider the settings of Listed Buildings.
Close-boarded boundary fencing should be avoided for the outer edges of all
developments in favour of hedges and stone walls.
Reference should also be made to the Landscape Design Guidance section of the Jersey
Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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St Ouen’s Village
Location, context and settlement character
St Ouen’s Village is located towards the north-west of Jersey, on an elevated plateau. It lies within
the Interior Agricultural Plateau Character Type (Character Area E1 – Western Coast and
Headlands Farmland to the west, and E4 – Southern Plateau and Ridges Farmland to the east). The
countryside to the north and west of the village has coastal influences, including distant views of
the sea, and coastal characteristics to farmland (e.g. low walls/ banks dividing fields, rather than
hedges). To the east of the village, the farmland is less distinctive, and some fields have been
subdivided for horse paddocks.
St Ouen’s Village is unusual in that it does not have an historic church at its core (St Ouen’s Parish
Church is located approx. 1km to the south). The parish primary school, Les Landes school is also
located outside the village approx. 2.5km to the north-west. However, the village core does
contain a parish hall, shops, small supermarket and pub. St Ouen’s Village is a relatively modern
settlement, mostly dating from the 20th Century. The Richmond Map of 1795 shows three main
clusters of buildings. Two of these can still be seen (at the road junction on the east of the village,
near the current site of the transmission masts, and around the junction which forms the north-west
gateway to the village). The largest cluster, to the west of the parish hall, has gone, although one
building (La Petite Fosse) survives and is a Grade 2 Listed Building(OU0139). In 1795 the remainder
of the village was open fields, with occasional orchards and gardens. In the 20th Century, relatively
dense suburban-style housing development joined the older cores. Some of the roads have also
been straightened, presumably as military roads in the early 19th Century.
The village edges are fairly abrupt, particularly on the north, east and south sides, where they follow
roads, or where the backs of properties follow field boundaries. The western side of the village has
more irregular edges, with some historic properties along lanes, creating more of a gradual
transition into the rural environment beyond.
Buildings in St Ouen’s Village are generally lower than in other villages, and although the housing
estates are relatively dense, they are not tall, and the houses are small in scale. Some of the
traditional buildings have a distinctive French influence on their proportions and detailing, and
there are also some excellent examples of sympathetic modern properties.
There is a strong village gateway approaching from the north east along Le Chemin de l’Eglise,
where the entrance to the village is marked by Les Chataigniers (Listed Grade 3), speed limit signs
and the transmission towers. The north-west gateway to the village is marked by the distinctive St.
Jacut cottage (Listed Grade 3). A long and relatively recently planted avenue lines La Route du
Marais (Hydrangea Avenue), giving a distinctive approach to the village from the west. St Ouen’s
Manor is a distinctive feature on the southern approach, but it is located some distance from St
Ouen’s Village, and there is not a strong gateway to the village from this direction.

Extract from the Richmond Map, showing St
Ouen’s Village in 1795
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Designated sites
There are no Grade 1 Listed Buildings within the study area. However, there are several Grade 2
Listed Buildings (St Ouen’s Parish Hall (OU0164) and war memorial (OU0165), La Chasse (OU0117), La
Croix (OU0031) and La Petite Fosse (OU0139) together with several Grade 3 Listed Buildings.
There are no designated natural heritage sites within the study area. However, to the north of the
village (outside the study area) there is a wooded tributary of the La Grève de Lecq valley (also
part of the Coastal National Park and an Environmentally Sensitive Area), and to the west (also
outside the study area) there is a patch of scrubby wet grassland, woodland and open water north
of La Route du Marais.
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Local Landscape Units
Three Local Landscape Units (LLUs) have been defined within and around the settlement:
•
•
•

Northern Village Edge Fields
South-Eastern Village Edge Fields
Western Village Edge Fields

These are shown on the following aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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Northern Village Edge Fields LLU
This LLU is located on the north side of St Ouen’s Village, mostly to the north of Rue de la Croix/ La
Route de Trodez. It comprises open fields, currently in agricultural use, although field O584 serves as
an informal community recreation field. Most fields within the LLU are flat, and feel elevated, with a
coastal aspect. They are within the transition between Character Area E4 Southern Plateau and
Ridges Farmland and Character Area E1 Western Coasts and Headlands Farmland. They therefore
have some coastal influences on their character (such as banks rather than hedgerows separating
fields). Much of the LLU is open, with long views northwards towards the coast. However, there are
some fields where views are restricted by existing buildings, or vegetation, and some discrete
parcels of land which are more closely related to the existing village edge, and which are also
partially screened be vegetation along neighbouring roads.
This Local Landscape Unit is considered to be of variable sensitivity to housing development, and is
therefore considered in the more detailed assessment below.

South-Eastern Village Edge Fields LLU
This LLU comprises flat agricultural fields on the south-east side of St Ouen’s Village. They abut
straight roads or 20th Century housing estates on at least one side. These create a harsh edge to
the village that can be seen over a considerable distance. The transition from settlement to rural
area is currently very abrupt, and there is potential to soften it through a more carefully designed
edge. The fields within this LLU are relatively featureless, and the lack of hedgerows means that
there are long views from many of them towards the east. Most of the fields are in arable use, with
some subdivided into paddocks using temporary fencing. The eastern part of the LLU feels
physically and visually remote from the village core around the parish hall and pub. The
transmission masts at the north-western edge of this LLU are very prominent landscape features and
aid orientation.
This Local Landscape Unit is considered to be of variable sensitivity to housing development, and is
therefore considered in the more detailed assessment below.

Western Village Edge Fields LLU
This LLU is within Character Area E1 Western Coasts and Headlands Farmland, and has an aspect
towards the west coast. The fields within this LLU are generally in arable use or grassland. They abut
the western edge of St Ouen’s Village, which is relatively irregular in its layout and where there are
some potential opportunities for infill housing. Much of the LLU has a strong outer boundary in the
form of lanes. Where older properties are located along the lanes they add to the sense of
containment.
This Local Landscape Unit is considered to be of variable sensitivity to housing development, and is
therefore considered in the more detailed assessment below.
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Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

Northern Village Edge Fields LLU

South-Eastern Village Edge Fields LLU

Western Village Edge Fields LLU

Detailed sensitivity assessment
NORTHERN VILLAGE EDGE FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The topography of this LLU comprises a fairly level plateau. To the north, the
land drops towards the coast. From La Rue de la Croix (the current northern
edge of St Ouen’s Village) there are views across several of the fields
towards the older properties on La Rue du Creux Baillot, and the coast
beyond. These views contribute to the sense of place of the northern part
of St Ouen. The use of low banks (rather than hedgerows) to separate the
fields along La Rue de la Croix further adds to their coastal character, and
to the distinctive setting of St Ouen’s Village. The fields are mostly in arable
use, although field O584 has some informal recreational use. The fields
towards the north of the LLU feel detached from St Ouen’s Village, and this
perception of being in the countryside rather than in close proximity to the
settlement adds to their sensitivity. Some fields (e.g. O575 and O579) are
closer to nearby buildings, which reduces the rural character and decreases
their sensitivity. This is particularly true of fields O594 and O595, which are to
the south of La Rue de la Croix, and abut the existing settlement edge of St
Ouen’s Village. The presence of thick hedgerows along the southern side of
La Rue de la Croix also screens these fields in views from the road and from
the north, which further reduces their sensitivity. However, the elevated
location of the LLU means that any development must be kept relatively low
in order to avoid it becoming prominent in long views.
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Landscape Unit
role

Parts of the LLU separate the strong existing settlement edge of St Ouen from
the lower and older properties along La Rue du Creux Baillot. Some fields
also provide the context for Listed Buildings at La Croix (Grade 2) and St.
Jacut (Grade 4), and this would need to be taken into account in the
design.

Settlement
character

Much of the LLU is separated from the clear and straight edge of St Ouen by
La Rue de la Croix. This currently provides a strong edge to the village,
particularly where properties front on to the road. However, fields O594 and
O595 (to the south of La Rue de la Croix) are adjacent to the garden fences
of properties, and there is potential to create a well-designed settlement
edge along the road. This would also need to take into account the setting
of La Croix (Listed Grade 2). Fields in the east of the LLU (O579 and O575)
are bounded by development on two or more sides, which reduces their
sensitivity. This development is a mixture of housing and larger scale
industrial/ agricultural units which are set down to minimise their visual
impact.

Visual factors

Most of the fields within the LLU are visible from surrounding houses and
roads, although where fields are elevated above the level of adjacent
roads (e.g. O614), views are blocked by the banks. Fields O583, O584 and
O585 form an attractive and uninterrupted view northwards from La Rue de
la Croix. Field O575 is more visually discrete, being surrounded by buildings
and mature garden vegetation.

Landscape values

Much of the LLU contributes to the attractive and open northern setting of St
Ouen, particularly those fields with coastal farmland influences and long
views towards the sea.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-high, with pockets of Medium and Medium-Low

SOUTH-EASTERN VILLAGE EDGE FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The LLU comprises a series of flat fields, mostly arable, but with some divided
into horse paddocks using temporary fencing. The relative lack of
hedgerows and trees mean that views are generally open, particularly
towards the east. This gives the fields a strongly rural aspect. It also means
that there are currently long views towards St Ouen’s Village from the east,
with some properties on the edge of the village visible from long distances,
especially in winter when there is less screening from intervening vegetation.
Field O556 is elevated above the adjacent road, so any development here
would be higher, and likely to be more visible from surrounding houses and
roads. This increases its sensitivity.

Landscape Unit
role

The LLU does not play a role in separating settlements, nor does it form a
particularly distinctive setting to St Ouen’s Village. Fields O563 and O564
(now merged into a single land parcel) contribute to the approach to St
Ouen’s Village from the south along La Grande Route de Saint-Ouen, but
do not form a distinctive or marked gateway to the village. There is
potential to create a stronger village gateway through carefully-designed
housing development, and this decreases the sensitivity of these fields.

Settlement
character

This LLU is adjacent to the south-eastern side of St Ouen’s Village, with the
eastern parts of the LLU at some distance from the village core centred
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around the parish hall, pub and shops. In general, the village edges which
abut this LLU are modern estates, with garden fences backing onto this LLU.
An exception are the houses along La Rue de la Botellerie, which front onto
the road and overlook field O556, slightly increasing its sensitivity.
Visual factors

Most of the fields within the LLU are visible from the backs of adjacent
properties, and from adjacent roads. There are also long views towards the
LLU from the east, approaching on the main road from St Mary, and with the
wider rural landscape of Jersey’s interior. There is potential to provide
additional screen planting (hedgerows/ woodland/ copses) to create a
new softer edge to St Ouen’s Village. Ideally this would be planted a few
years in advance to allow the vegetation to mature before construction
starts. It should be in keeping with traditional vegetation patterns and
species and follow the characteristics of the Interior Agricultural Plateau
Character Type.

Landscape values

This LLU currently has limited landscape value, and there is potential to
increase it (for example the quality of the village approach and gateway)
through carefully designed development in parts of the LLU. This could be
associated with avenue planting along La Grande Route de Saint-Ouen.

Overall sensitivity

Medium (assuming advance screen planting)

WESTERN VILLAGE EDGE FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

This LLU is within Character Area E1 Western Coast and Headlands Farmland
and has a westerly aspect. The fields within the LLU are generally flat and
elevated, and to the west the land falls towards St Ouen’s Bay. The tower of
St Ouen’s Church can be seen to the south. The fields are mostly under
grass, with some in arable use. The fields lie between the existing edge of St
Ouen’s Village and lanes (Rue de la Croûte and Les Ruettes) to the west.
There are several historic properties (and a high quality modern house)
along these lanes, which add to the LLU’s character. They also give many
of the fields a sense of enclosure, and a close relationship to the village, by
being developed on two or three sides. Fields O651A, O652, O652A, O652B
and O653 are not bounded by development on the far side, and instead
have long uninterrupted views towards the west. This makes them more
sensitive to development. Field O632 is adjacent to La Grande Route de
Saint-Ouen and a dilapidated and utilitarian telephone exchange building.
In the far corner it abuts La Chasse (Listed Grade 2).

Landscape Unit
role

The LLU contributes to the western setting of St Ouen’s Village, particularly
fields O652, O652A, O652B and O653, which have open views towards the
west and south. Fields O632 contributes to the approach to the village
along La Grande Route de Saint-Ouen, and this could be enhanced
through new planting and well-designed development. Field O623
contributes to the village approach from the west along La Route du Marais,
which contains a long avenue, and could be extended along the edge of
field O623. The LLU also forms the setting for several Listed Buildings located
along the rural lanes, including Fosse au Bois, Le Marais Cottage, Haut du
Marais, La Fontaine and La Chasse. These settings would also need to be
respected in the design of new development.

Settlement

The western edge of St Ouen is less regular than the other edges of the
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character

village, meaning that there are opportunities for infill development in fields
O622, O623, O653, where lanes form strong outer boundaries. Existing
modern properties front or side on to these fields. The LLU is located
relatively close to village amenities, aiding integration into the wider village.

Visual factors

The LLU is visible from surrounding houses and roads, but longer views are
generally restricted by buildings and vegetation. Exceptions are Fields
O652, O652B, O651A and O652A which are more open and have longer
views towards the coast and church. Development in these fields would be
more noticeable in long views, and therefore their sensitivity is increased.

Landscape values

The fields currently make some contribution to the western setting of St
Ouen, and to the settings of Listed Buildings, which would need to be taken
into account in the location and design of any development. Parts of the
LLU also contribute to approaches to St Ouen’s Village from the west and
south, and there is potential to enhance these approaches in association
with well-designed development.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-Low to Medium

Development Opportunities and Constraints
There is considered to be scope to accommodate some housing development without significant
adverse landscape or visual impacts within the Northern Village Edge Fields, South-Eastern Village
Edge Fields and the Western Village Edge Fields Local Landscape Units.
However, the level of sensitivity within each Local Landscape Unit varies in response to a number of
factors, including the visibility of potential sites, and their relationship to the existing settlement. A
number of issues will also need to be considered in the choice of sites and their design, including
the settings of Listed Buildings, opportunities to soften existing village edges, and opportunities to
improve the village approach from the south.
The table below summarises the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within the
Local Landscape Units.
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Northern Village Edge Fields Land Parcel Reference
None
O583; O584; O585; O597A; O599; O600; O602; O614; O615; O619
O575; O579
O594; O595
None

Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium*
Medium-Low
Low

South-eastern Village Edge Fields Land Parcel Reference
None
O556
O520; O524; O524A; O526;O527; O528
O653; O654
None

Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Western Village Edge Fields Land Parcel Reference
None
None
O651A; O652; O652A; O652B;
O622; O623; O631; O632; O653;
None

*assuming advance screen planting
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Mitigation and enhancement
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

All future development around St Ouen should be kept to a maximum of two storeys in
order to minimise its visual impact in this elevated plateau location. In some locations, 1.5
stories would be preferable. Massing and design is also important, and tall, blocky ‘town
house’ style developments should be avoided.
Any development on fields O594 and O595 should take into account the settings of Listed
Buildings La Croix and St. Jacut. Existing vegetation along La Rue de la Croix should be
retained, and opportunities should be sought to provide an attractive village edge along
the road.
Any development on the south-east side of St Ouen village would require advance planting
to create a soft edge to filter views of the development in long views from the east.
There is potential to enhance the southern gateway into St Ouen along La Grande Route
de Saint-Ouen using avenue planting, and sensitively-designed new development.
There is potential to enhance the western approach into St Ouen along La Route du Marais
by continuing the existing avenue further into the village.
Any development designs for fields O622, O623 and O632 will need to consider the settings
of Listed Buildings along La Rue de la Croute, and the listed La Chasse (on La Cache de
L’Eglise).
Existing hedgerows and trees should be retained.
Close-boarded boundary fencing should be avoided for the outer edges of all
developments in favour of hedges and stone walls.
Reference should also be made to the Landscape Design Guidance section of the Jersey
Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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St Mary’s Village
Location, context and settlement character
St Mary’s Village is located above the head of St Peter’s Valley in the northern part of Jersey. It lies
within the Interior Agricultural Plateau Character Type but is also close to the Enclosed Valleys
Character Type, which covers St Peter’s Valley. St Mary’s Village has a loose settlement form,
comprising a small historic core which includes the fine medieval St Mary’s Parish Church, early
C.20th primary school, the St Mary’s Country Inn and a cluster of older houses and farm buildings
lying close to St Peter’s Valley. Some newer housing is located close to the Church and Inn. Satellite
blocks of housing lie to the north-west, north, east and south-east of this core area, separated by
open fields of pasture, many of these grazed by horses. These satellite settlement areas have some
older farm buildings set within densely spaced modern housing and lie close to roads which are
aligned in a broad grid pattern across the study area. Two main roads, La Verte Rue and La Rue
des Buttes / La Route de Sainte Marie, run closely parallel to each other on an east-west alignment
through the village, necessitating a dog-leg turn on narrow connecting roads for through traffic.
High-quality granite sett paving and other traffic calming measures are installed on La Rue des
Buttes / La Route de Sainte Marie junction where it is aligned within a deep walled cutting between
the Church, the graveyard and the Inn.
The Richmond Map of 1795 shows St Mary’s Church and widely scattered properties along the
irregular grid road network. The road pattern is very similar to today’s. The top end of St Peter’s
Valley is shown leading southwards from the village, and there are also extensive areas of orchards.

Extract from the Richmond Map, showing
St Mary’s Village in 1795

St Mary’s Church, with locally-distinctive and
sensitive traffic calming scheme in foreground.

Designated sites
Key Listed Buildings within St Marys include the Grade One category Parish Church and its
graveyard (MY0125). There are some other Grade Two Listed Buildings close to the church including
the atmospheric old farmhouse of La Fontaine (MY0123) at the head of St Peter’s Valley, to the
west of the church. Residential properties and farms Listed Grade 3 and 4 occur throughout the
village, and many of them correspond to the buildings shown on the Richmond Map. Examples
include La Plaisance (MY0128 – Grade 2); Dairy Farm (MY0128 – Grade 3); The Rectory (MY0057 –
Grade 3); The Oaks (MY0029 – Grade 3); Chestnut Farm (MY0063 – Grade 3) and La Chasse
(MY0041 – Grade 3). Non-residential Listed Buildings include St Mary’s School (MY0047 – Grade 4)
and St Mary’s Parish Hall (MY0103 – Grade 3). At the eastern end of the village is a tumulus (MY
0145 – Listed Place Grade 3). Part of the St Peter’s Valley Complex Environmentally Sensitive Area
extends into the southern part of the study area along the narrow floor St Peter’s Valley, and
includes the associated woodlands and wet meadows.
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Local Landscape Units
Four Local Landscape Units (LLUs) have been defined within and around the settlement:
•
•
•
•

St Peter’s Valley and Farmland
Core Pastures
Inner Fields
Village Edge Fields

These are shown on the following aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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St Peter’s Valley and Farmland LLU
This LLU comprises the narrow upper valley of St Peter’s and its wooded banks together with the
farmland lying either side of the valley. This farmland has a well-defined enclosure pattern with
small to medium-sized fields lined by an intact framework of mature trees. This LLU has a distinctly
rural feel as the built edges of the village are softened and partially screened by trees and long
views to the south-west range over the broader wooded cleft of St Peter’s Valley. Little
development is apparent in these views apart from occasional old farms (often hunkered down
within dips in the undulating landscape) the former windmill on the western edge of St Mary’s
Village, and the spire of St Peter’s Church. This landscape provides a high-quality landscape setting
to the historic core of St Mary’s Village which lies on its northern edge. The Sensitive Special
Qualities of the Enclosed Valleys, which covers St Peter’s Valley lying within this LLU, include the
intimate scale which is particularly applicable to the narrow upper valley, the complex pattern of
wet grassland, meadows and broadleaved woodland and a largely undeveloped character with
a distinct sense of tranquillity and seclusion. This LLU also forms the setting to a cluster of Grade 1
and 2 Listed Buildings around St Mary’s Parish Church.
This LLU has a strong landscape integrity which would be eroded by settlement expansion and it is
therefore concluded to be of high sensitivity to housing development. It is therefore not considered
further in the detailed assessment.

Core Pastures LLU
This LLU comprises small pastures, commonly having a linear form, lying close to St Mary’s Parish
Church, school and parish hall within the historic core of St Mary’s Village. These fields are
predominantly grazed by horses. They are important in allowing unimpeded views to the church
and form an uncluttered landscape setting to core historic buildings. Many are also Protected
Open Space in the 2011 Island Plan. Mature trees aligned along La Verte Rue which runs through
the core of the village near the school, are distinctive and contribute, with the small fields either
side of the road, to this attractive landscape setting. The integrity of these open spaces is marred
by paddock fencing, poached ground and poorly sited modern housing located immediately to
the north of the St Mary’s Country Inn. This housing interrupts views to the church and the line of
mature cedar trees marking the boundary of its graveyard; it also features a plethora of different
boundary fences against rear gardens which gives a cluttered appearance. An elevated field lying
above La Rue des Buttes east of St Marys Church is categorised as this LLU because of its more
prominent landform and because of its role in providing an attractive open setting, enabling views
to the Church.
This LLU is concluded to be of high sensitivity to housing development and is therefore not
considered further in the detailed assessment. These Core Pastures merit enhancement and have
potential to form valuable community assets, such as publicly accessible parkland, should
opportunities arise.

Inner Fields LLU
The dispersed form of St Mary’s Village results in substantial areas of open ground lying between
blocks of satellite housing. These commonly comprise pastures which are largely grazed by horses
and sometimes enclosed by low banks and widely spaced trees. The Inner Fields are principally
characterised by their proximity to village development with one or more boundaries formed by
densely-spaced housing.
This LLU is considered to be generally of lower sensitivity to housing development and is therefore
considered further in the more detailed assessment.
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Village Edge Fields LLU
These areas of farmland lie on the periphery of the settlement. Unlike the Inner Fields, this LLU is
more rural in character with relatively little development occurring on boundaries or visible from
these areas.
While some of these village edge fields can seem perceptually and physically divorced from the
core of St Marys, others lie fairly close to core amenities, such as the school and parish hall, and it is
for this reason that this landscape unit is considered further in the more detailed sensitivity
assessment.

Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

St Peter’s Valley and Farmland LLU

Core Pastures LLU

Inner Fields LLU

Village Edge Fields LLU

Detailed sensitivity assessment
INNER FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

These fields are largely flat and have a simple landcover, largely comprising
pasture. Many of these fields are used for horse grazing and feature low
pole and tape fencing. Some of the fields are bounded by low earth bunds
and the network of narrow roads, often set slightly below the fields, which
are lined with trees. This LLU includes a well-screened nursery operation with
polytunnels and sheds in Fields MY878-9. This LLU is strongly influenced by
dense housing development lying on the edge of the village.

Landscape Unit
role

While this LLU is not intrinsically scenic, it does provide open green space
between housing. This gives a permeability to the settlement where the rural
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and village built areas intermingle (although extensive horse grazing gives
an impression of a less strongly rural character when compared with the
more productive farmland of the Village Edge Fields LLU). These fields
separate dense blocks of housing but do not play a role in separating
settlements with a distinct identity. They do not provide a key gateway
function seen on the approach to the village due to the very dispersed
pattern of development (as definitive thresholds to settlements are not
present).
Settlement
character

The settlement character of St Mary’s Village is one of a small historic core
with satellite housing blocks separated by fields. A robust edge is provided
to this LLU by housing, which is often partially screened by clumps of trees
and hedges and is dense in character. Development located in all of the
open fields separating the disparate clusters of housing within St Mary’s
Village would affect the existing form and character of the settlement,
although avoiding development on the more highly sensitive Core Pastures
would retain this key characteristic in an area where open space makes a
stronger contribution to the setting of historic buildings and the more
distinctive identity of the settlement. This approach would mitigate the
effects of building on all or part of the Inner Fields LLU on the existing
settlement character.

Visual factors

The Inner Fields are overlooked by housing and seen from the grid pattern of
roads within St Mary’s Village. Longer views across these fields are limited
and some of the fields are often cluttered with horse grazing fencing
reducing their scenic value. Views into Fields MY878-9 (the existing
horticultural development) are limited due to screening by hedges, trees
and housing. Field MY563 has some views towards the church although its
southerly gradient results in the view being less significant than in the
adjacent Field MY564/MY498 which is classified as the Core Pastures LLU
partly for this reason.

Landscape values

This LLU has little recognised or local value and is not strongly rural in
character due principally to the influence of housing.

Overall sensitivity

Medium

VILLAGE EDGE FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The Village Edge Fields lie on the periphery of St Mary’s Village and are less
influenced by nearby housing than the Inner Fields. These fields are
generally flat to very gently sloping. They largely comprise pasture with some
arable cropping. The pronounced enclosure pattern of banks and tree lines
and the reduced prevalence of horse grazing additionally increases the
integrity and rural qualities of this area.

Landscape Unit
role

These fields do not play a role in separating settlement although the small
uncluttered tree-lined Fields MY590 and MY588 contribute to the setting of a
fine old farm (La Grange) located to the north of St Mary’s Village. Some of
the fields on the eastern edge of St Mary’s Village provide a limited
gateway function on the approach to the village (diluted to some degree
by linear development on La Rue des Buttes). This LLU contributes to the
wider rural setting of the village.
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Settlement
character

The reasonably strong enclosure pattern of these fields provides potential for
robust new settlement boundaries to be created, although the
extensiveness of fields on the south-eastern side of St Mary’s Village may
necessitate the creation of new planted boundaries. Some of these fields
are perceptually and physically divorced from the core amenities within St
Mary’s Village and this increases their sensitivity. Although Fields MY588,
MY590 and MY586 lie close to core amenities such as the school, the more
widely dispersed pattern of individual houses in this northern part of the
settlement, together with the integrity of these fields (which are not strongly
influenced by buildings and were also not grazed by horses at the time of
survey) contribute to the distinctly rural character of this part of the Village
Edge Fields LLU.

Visual factors

These fields are visible from the network of minor roads which criss-cross the
study area. Housing in some parts of the village also have long views over
this LLU.

Landscape values

While there are few valued views from this landscape unit, the small treelined Fields MY588, MY590 and MY586 have some value in that they provide
a sense of bringing the countryside into the core of the village and provide
a wider rural setting to some older buildings within St Mary’s Village.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-high

Development Opportunities and Constraints
There is concluded to be no scope to accommodate housing development without significant
adverse landscape or visual impacts arising within the St Peter’s Valley and Farmland, the Core
Pastures and the Village Edge Fields LLUs identified within the St Mary’s Village study area.
The Inner Fields LLU is concluded to be of lower sensitivity to housing and all land parcels within the
unit would have some potential to accommodate housing development.
The tables below summarises the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within the
Inner Fields and Village Edge Fields LLUs:
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High

Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Inner Fields Land Parcel Reference
None
None
MY560, MY563, MY574, MY577, MY578, MY861, field to west of
school (no land parcel number)
MY876, MY878, MY879
None
Village Edge Fields Land Parcel Reference
None
MY401, MY402, MY404, MY407, MY408, MY421, MY422, MY426-8,
MY481, MY565, MY567, MY568, MY570, MY586, MY588, MY590,
MY850, MY853, MY855, MY859, MY862, MY863, MY865, MY866,
MY867, MY958, MY958B, MY903-4
None
None
None
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Mitigation and enhancement
•
•
•
•

•

Supplementary planting of native trees should be undertaken along road and field sides to
strengthen and partially screen new settlement edges.
Safe footpath and cycle routes should be created to link with existing off-road paths along
La Verte Rue which provides access to the primary school.
Any development designs will need to consider the settings of Listed Buildings.
Close-boarded boundary fencing should be avoided for the outer edges of all
developments in favour of hedges and stone walls.
Reference should also be made to the Landscape Design Guidance section of the Jersey
Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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St John’s Village
Location, context and settlement character
St John’s Village lies in the north of Jersey, roughly equidistant from the east and west coasts. It is
within the Interior Agricultural Plateau Character Type, with the North Coast Farmland Character
Area to the north of the village, and the Southern Plateau and Ridges Farmland Character Area to
the south. The village is set back from the coast, in a slight dip which provides shelter from northerly
winds. Immediately to the north of the village, the land slopes down towards the coast, but to the
north-west it rises to form a prominent area of coastal high ground. The main road (La Route de
Saint Jean/ La Route des Issues) passes east-west through St John’s Village. Other roads within the
village are relatively minor.
There are two historic cores to the village, which have been joined by dense C20th development.
The first is towards the west of the village, and comprises the Medieval Parish Church of St John
(listed Grade 1) the Parish Hall (listed Grade 2) and the school. The pub (in a modern building) is
nearby. The second historic core is located in the north-east of the village, and comprises a series
of cottages and former farmhouses around the crossroads of La Rue de L’Eglise and Les Clicquards.
Between these cores is an area of relatively dense late-C.20th suburban-style housing estate
development. At the far east of the village are a garage, supermarket and the recreation ground.
The western half of the village is less dense, and comprises small clusters of modern and older
buildings, separated by open fields. Some (such as those along the southern part of La Rue des
Landes) have attractive traditional streetscapes, with gable ends facing the road.
Village edges vary. Some (particularly estates) are abrupt, whilst others (e.g. Le Rue de l’Eglise) are
more irregular and organic in form. There are a couple of larger industrial units located on the
northern edge of the village.
The Richmond Map of 1775 shows St John’s Church, and a fairly evenly-spread scatter of farms and
houses across the area which now comprises this dense village. The fields around the village are
shown as open land, orchards and gardens. The road and field patterns have changed very little,
and it is possible to see the former field boundaries within the layouts of modern housing estates.

Extract from the Richmond Map, showing
St John’s Village in 1775

St John’s Church and village seen from La Rue
de L’Etocquet, at the western end of the
village

Designated sites
Key Listed Buildings within St John’s Village include the Grade 1 St John’s Parish Church and
graveyard (JN0134), and the Grade 2 Listed parish hall (JN0047). There are also several Grade 2
and 3 Listed Buildings scattered throughout the village, alongside roads. These include the
Georgian Melbourne House and its coach house (JN0023), which is a feature when entering the
village from the east. Other Listed residential properties in the village include Cedar Farm (JN01173
– Grade 3); Meadow View (JN0022 – Grade 3); La Vielle Maison (JN202 – Grade 3); Anchor Lodge
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(JN0026 – Grade 3); Caesarea Lodge (JN0019 – Grade 3); North Lynn Farm (JN0193 – Grade 4) and
Le Carrefour (JN0072 – Grade 4). Several of these are in similar positions to properties shown on the
Richmond Map.
There are no designated natural heritage sites near St John’s Village, but there are several small
patches of woodland, often associated with private grounds.
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Local Landscape Units
Four Local Landscape Units (LLUs) have been defined within and around the settlement:
•
•
•
•

Northern Village Fringe Fields
Southern Village Fringe Fields
Inner Fields
Core Fields

These are shown on the following aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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Northern Village Fringe Fields LLU
The farmland to the north of St John’s Village is within the North Coast Farmland Character Area. It
reflects many of the characteristics of this Character Area, including a pattern of small fields, a
sense of openness, elevation and exposure, and expansive views, including glimpsed views of the
sea. To the east of La Route du Nord the landform drops gradually towards the coast, but to the
west of La Route du Nord it rises slightly towards La Rue des Landes. The elevation of this LLU means
that it contributes to the inland horizon in views from the sea and coast, and this makes it relatively
sensitive.
This LLU forms a physical and visual buffer between the coast and St John’s Village. This, combined
with its relatively open character, and its elevation and position on the horizon, means that it is
considered to be of high sensitivity to housing development. It is therefore excluded from the more
detailed assessment.

Southern Village Fringe Fields LLU
These fields are located on the southern fringe of St John’s Village, mostly within the Southern
Plateau and Ridges Farmland Character Area. It is less open and exposed from the North Coast
Farmland, with some screening by hedgerows and trees. Most fields within this LLU are under crops
(including flowers) or pasture/ paddocks. Some of these fields are strongly rural and feel
perceptually and/or visually divorced from the village, whilst others are adjacent to existing village
edges and therefore have a closer relationship with it. Some fields contribute to village gateways.
For all these reasons, this Local Landscape Unit has a variable level of sensitivity, with some parts
potentially suitable for housing development. It is therefore considered further in the more detailed
assessment.

Inner Fields LLU
The western part of St John’s Village has a more open form, with small blocks of development
separated by open fields. These fields have development (houses or industrial sheds) or roads on at
least two sides. They are therefore more strongly influenced by development due to their relatively
built-up surroundings. Most are within the North Coast Farmland Character Area.
This Local Landscape Unit is considered to have a variable level of sensitivity to housing
development. It is therefore considered further in the more detailed assessment.

Core Fields LLU
This LLU comprises the open fields which are in closest proximity to the historic core of the village
around the church and parish hall. They are within the current village envelope and therefore do
not fall within a Character Area. However, they contribute to a Sensitive Special Quality of the
Interior Agricultural Plateau Character Type: ‘Long views to church towers’. These fields are also
key to the distinctive setting of the historic core, and are designated in the 2011 Island Plan as
Protected Open Space for this reason. They also make a strong contribution to the character and
approach to the village when arriving from the west along La Route de Saint Jean. There is
potential to enhance this approach with additional tree planting to create an avenue.
This LLU is considered to be of high sensitivity to housing development, and is therefore excluded
from the more detailed assessment.
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Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

Northern Village Fringe Fields LLU

Southern Village Fringe Fields LLU

Inner Fields LLU

Core Fields LLU

Detailed sensitivity assessment
SOUTHERN VILLAGE FRINGE FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The landform of this LLU is generally flat. Some fields are elevated above
adjacent roads, behind steep banks. Fields are semi-regular in shape, and
small or medium in size. Most are currently used for pasture or paddocks,
with some commercial flower growing. Most are bounded by banks and/ or
hedgerows, with some shelterbelts, and a formal avenue along La Rue des
Buttes. The mature trees within hedgerows, shelterbelts, avenue and private
grounds create a softer and more secluded feel to the landscape, and
could potentially also contribute to the screening of future development.
Field J585 contributes to the village gateway when approaching from the
east, forming the foreground to views of Melbourne House from the main
road of La Route des Issues. Fields within this LLU abut settlement and/ or
roads on at least one edge. Whilst some feel close to St John’s Village,
others (e.g. J676, J357, J522) have a stronger connection with the rural land
beyond. This sense of physical or perceived distance from the village
increases sensitivity, as development here would result in a greater change
in character.

Landscape Unit
role

This LLU provided a rural setting to St John’s Village, and – as mentioned
above – fields J585 and J531 contribute to its gateway when approaching
from the east, providing attractive open views towards Melbourne House.
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They also function as a gap between St John’s Village and the hamlet of Les
Chenolles to the south. The Recreation Ground (Field J675) is a key
community amenity resource, and this increases its sensitivity.
Settlement
character

Fields within this LLU are generally adjacent to roads, or to individual /
clustered properties with irregular edges. An exception to this is J525, which
is adjacent to a larger and denser development with a straight edge of
back gardens comprising a range of boundary materials. This reduces its
level of sensitivity, and indeed it has the potential to create an outwardfacing new edge to the village.

Visual factors

Generally, the fields closest to the village core (the church, shops, school
and village hall) have the strongest relationship to it. However, J522,
although fairly close to the core, is visually separated from it by avenue and
shelterbelt planting, giving it a greater sense of detachment. Those fields
adjacent to main roads and existing housing are seen by a greater number
of receptors, which increase their sensitivity. The tree cover within this LLU
reduces long views across it, and also from it.

Landscape values

Some fields within the LLU have a strongly-rural character, which increases
their sensitivity. Others contribute to the distinctive village gateway at the
eastern end of the village, or to recreation and community life.

Overall sensitivity

Medium to Medium-high

INNER FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

All the Inner Fields have a relatively flat landform. Some are at the same
level as adjacent roads so viewers can see across them, whilst others are
elevated behind earth or stone-faced banks. There are relatively few
hedgerows, which reduces the amount of screening and increases their
sensitivity. Village development occurs on at least two sides of these fields,
giving them a relatively strong sense of being enclosed by development,
although this can be reduced in the largest fields because of the distance
to the adjoining buildings. Surrounding development is mostly residential,
but also includes farms and industrial units. The Inner Fields are currently
under pasture or used for growing crops.

Landscape Unit
role

The Inner fields help to separate distinct clusters of housing, particularly at
the western end of the village. However, in some fields (e.g. J166, J167,
J230) it may be possible to accommodate development on parts of the
fields whilst retaining some open land to retain the sense of separation. The
openness of the Inner Fields acts as a foil to the denser eastern part of the
village.

Settlement
character

The Inner fields are located on the western and northern side of St John’s
Village. They often separate discrete clusters of settlement, and contribute
to the open form of the western part of St John’s Village. J603 has a very
limited physical or visual connection with the historic core. J236 (despite
being adjacent to Core Field J235) has a very limited physical or visual
connection with the historic core, and is a visually-discrete parcel of land,
being well-screened by vegetation. These two fields therefore have a lower
sensitivity. However, J603 is adjacent to Le Rue de l’Eglise, which has an
attractive irregular edge and streetscape, including older properties, which
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have developed over a long period of time.
Visual factors

Many of the Inner Fields are visible from surrounding roads and houses, and
are therefore visually sensitive.

Landscape values

The presence of the Inner Fields contributes to the open character of the
western part of St John’s Village, and also helps to bring a rural quality into
the core of the village. This is in contrast to the much more densely settled
and less distinctive eastern part of the village. Field J236 is enclosed by trees
and hedgerows and therefore does not have such an open character.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-High

Development Opportunities and Constraints
There is considered to be no scope to accommodate housing development without significant
adverse landscape and visual effects within the Core Fields and the Northern Village Fringe Fields
Local Landscape Units identified within the St John’s Village study area.
There is some potential to accommodate housing development on specific land parcels of lower
sensitivity within the Inner Fields and Southern Village Fringe Fields LLUs. Elsewhere, the setting /
gateway function, high visibility, contribution to village openness, or strongly rural character of fields
increases their sensitivity and act as constraints to housing development.
The tables below summarise the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within the
Southern Village Fringe Fields and Inner Fields Local Landscape Units. Note that the cemetery at
the western end of the village, and land parcels which are private grounds, have not been
included in the assessment.
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Southern Village Fringe Fields Land Parcel Reference

Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Inner Fields Land Parcel Reference

J357, J522, J531, J583, J585, J675, J676
J242, J358, J373, J374,
J525

J166, J167, J230, J230A
J236, J603

Mitigation and enhancement
•

•

Any development on field J603 should not be higher than the industrial unit along its
northern boundary, and should be sensitive to the distinctive streetscape along La Rue de
l’Eglise.
Any development on fields J166, J167, J230 or J230A should respect the character and form
of the existing buildings, including the gable-end to road layout of the buildings at the
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•

•
•
•
•
•

southern end of La Rue des Landes. It should also be of limited extent, in order to retain the
sense of detachment between the discrete blocks of development found in this part of the
village.
Avenues of trees planted along the edges of fields J235, J370 and J371 would enhance the
entrance to the village when approaching from the west along La Route de Saint Jean,
and may also act as informal traffic calming, helping to slow vehicles as they approach the
village.
Property boundaries should be hedges or walls on their outer edges, rather than closeboard fencing, as this can introduce a suburban character into the rural environment.
Any development designs should consider the settings of Listed Buildings.
Existing hedgerows (such as those around field J236) should be retained (and enhanced if
necessary) should development take place here.
Any development on field J236 should take account of views from the church.
Reference should also be made to the Landscape Design Guidance section of the Jersey
Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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Trinity Village
Location, context and settlement character
Trinity Village lies in the north of Jersey, towards the east side. It is within the Interior Agricultural
Plateau Character Type, with the North Coast Farmland Character Area to the north of the village,
and the Southern Plateau and Ridges Farmland Character Area to the south. The northern part of
Les Grands Vaux Valley runs to the west and south of the village (within the Enclosed Valleys
Character Type) and to the north-east is a steep wooded valley also within the Enclosed Valleys
Character Type, which drops down to Bouley Bay.
Trinity Village is located on a crossroads, with main roads running north-west to St John’s Village,
east to St Martin’s Village, south to St Helier, and west to join La Grande Route de St Jean. It is sited
on high ground close to the north coast. To the north-east of the village the land drops sharply
towards Bouley Bay.
Trinity Village has a very dispersed settlement pattern, and comprises a loose scattering of
properties over a fairly wide area. However, unlike other dispersed villages such as St Mary’s and St
Martin’s, there is not a strong sense of visual permeability. This is largely because there are no views
of the church across open fields. In Trinity Village, the church, parish hall and pub are centrally
located, with a shop east of the pub along Rue es Picots. Trinity Primary School is some distance to
the south, on La Route de la Trinité. Houses are scattered over a fairly wide area, although the
modern Le Grand Clos estate is a much denser pattern in the heart of the village which links the
pub and the parish hall. A sheltered accommodation estate has recently been constructed near
to the pub. The upper (northern) part of the village around Les Croix has a different character,
being higher and with a more piecemeal feel to the development. This part of the village is some
distance from the village amenities and, in many ways, feels like a separate settlement.
To the west and south-west of Trinity Village there are some larger buildings, including the Jersey
Dairy, the Royal Jersey Showground, Howard Davis Farm, the Philip Mourant Centre (all outside the
Study Area) and the buildings and glasshouses occupied by Acorn Enterprises.
There are no strongly-defined village gateways, largely because of the dispersed feel of the village,
and also because the public buildings are generally well screened by topography and/or
vegetation. However, when approaching from the south along La Route de la Trinité there is an
attractive view of La Maison Maret, with its Jersey Arch and magnificent vine, and the church
adjacent.
The edges of the village are generally not strongly-defined, and the village merges gradually with
the countryside beyond.
The Richmond Map of 1795 shows Trinity Church at the crossroads in the centre of the village,
La Maison Maret adjacent. Other properties are spread along roads – some on their own,
some in clusters. Some of today’s clusters are visible on the Richmond Map, such as Les Croix
Les Fontaines, whilst others, such as those along La Rue du Travers are no longer in situ.
Richmond Map shows the village surrounded by a mixture of open fields and orchards, and
the steeply sloping valleys to the south-west and north-east.
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Extract from the Richmond Map,
showing Trinity Village in 1795

Junction of La Route de la Trinité and La Rue
d’Asplet, with La Maison Maret opposite, and
churchyard trees.

Designated sites
The Listed Buildings within Trinity Village often correspond to those visible on the Richmond Map.
These include Trinity Parish Church (TR0175: Grade 1); La Maison Maret (TR0173 - Grade 2), and
several listed Grades 3 and 4, including The Old Mint (TR0082); La Guerdainerie Cottage (TR0081);
La Guerdinerie (TR0159); The Rectory (TR0178); Le Carrefour (TR0058); La Forge (TR0059); Coburg
House (TR0171); The Post House (TR0060); Mayfield (TR0169), and Maison de Haut (TR0150). The AA
box (TR0170 - Grade 1) and distinctive ‘finger post’ signpost (TR0225 - Grade 3) add character to
the centre of the village.
Parts of the Les Grandes Vaux Environmentally Sensitive Area extend into the study area in the
valley to the south of Trinity Church, and in field T422, south-west of Les Croix. These include wet
grassland and woodland areas. To the north-east of the village (just outside the study area) is part
of the North Coast Environmentally Sensitive Area - an extensive area of woodland and coastal
habitats associated with Bouley Bay, which is also within the Coastal National Park. Within the
village, there are mature trees and woodlands associated with private grounds, and the cemetery.
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Local Landscape Units
Five Local Landscape Units (LLUs) have been defined within and around the settlement:
•
•
•
•
•

Northern Coastal Farmland and Les Croix
Eastern Outer Fields
Valley Floor to South of Church
Valley Side Slopes
Inner Fields

These are shown on the following aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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Northern Coastal Farmland and Les Croix LLU
Land to the north of Trinity Village is within the North Coast Farmland Character Area. It has an
elevated, coastal feel, with open views towards and along the coast, and far inland. Peripheral
development here includes the hamlets of Les Croix and Fontaines, which comprise scattered
houses, and smaller estates/ infill development. These properties feel quite remote from the main
core of the settlement and its associated community facilities. The remaining open fields form a
landscape buffer between the settlement and the coast, and also between the core of the village
and the more piecemeal, peripheral development to the north. Further development here would
increase the development density and change the character of this part of the village.
For these reasons, this LLU is considered to be of high sensitivity to housing development, and is
therefore excluded from the more detailed assessment.

Eastern Outer Fields LLU
These fields are located on the eastern edge of Trinity Village, and are also within the North Coast
Farmland Character Area. They are relatively flat in terms of their landform, and most are in
agricultural use. Existing development adjoins these fields on one side, so there is only limited
connection with built form. This, combined with their location towards the eastern end of the
village, leads to a perceived sense of distance between them and the village core. To expand
here would create a sense of ribbon development on the edge of the village, extending housing
into an area which is currently a buffer between the village and the coastal habitats and National
Park to the north-east.
For these reasons, this LLU is considered to be of high sensitivity to housing development, and is
therefore excluded from the more detailed assessment.

Valley Floor to South of Church LLU
This LLU comprises the upper part of a tributary valley of the Grands Vaux valley system. It is within
the Southern Plateau and Ridges Character Area, located on the south side of Trinity Village
between the church and the school. It contains a small number of sloping fields, with small areas of
fresh water (part of a larger ESA designation). It has a quiet and secluded feel and can be
appreciated from the La Rue du Mont Pellier, a quiet lane which links the church and the school,
and provides safe pedestrian access to the school. This LLU contributes to an attractive approach
to Trinity Village from the south, along La Route de la Trinité. It also contributes to the approach
and setting of the Listed Buildings of La Maison Maret and Trinity Parish Church.
For these reasons, this LLU is considered to be of high sensitivity to housing development, and is
therefore excluded from the more detailed assessment.

South and West Valley Side Slopes LLU
This LLU is located on the south and west fringes of Trinity Village, within the Southern Plateau and
Ridges Character Area. It comprises sloping fields on the upper valley sides of the Grands Vaux
Valley tributaries. The fields slope away from Trinity Village, towards valley floors which contain
wetter and more wooded areas, several of which are ESAs. The fields within this LLU are in
agricultural use, with some fields subdivided by temporary fencing to form paddocks for grazing
horses. The fields are generally bounded by settlement or roads on at least one edge, and are
relatively close to the village core. The elevated location of Trinity Village, and the outward-sloping
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topography of this LLU, means that much of the LLU is more visible from the surrounding area than
from Trinity Village itself.
This LLU is considered to have a variable level of sensitivity to housing development, with some parts
potentially suitable for housing development. It is therefore considered further in the more detailed
assessment.

Inner Fields LLU
This LLU is mostly within the North Coast Farmland Character Area, with a small part in the Southern
Plateau and Ridges Character Area. Both are within the Interior Agricultural Plateau Character
Type. The fields are located relatively close to the village amenities (church, parish hall, pub and
shop) and have existing development on one or two sides. It therefore has a strong visual and
physical connection to the existing village. The land parcels within this LLU are generally wellcontained visually, although some boundaries may need strengthening with hedgerow and tree
planting should development occur in order to provide additional screening. Most land parcels
are adjacent to existing lanes, but access may be an issue where fields are above the level of
lanes, and are steeply banked.
This LLU is considered to have a variable level of sensitivity to housing development, and contains
the fields which are considered to be the least sensitive to housing development within this study
area. It is therefore considered further in the more detailed assessment.

Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

Northern Coastal Farmland and Les Croix LLU

Eastern Outer Fields LLU

Valley Floor to south of Church LLU

South and West Valley Side Slopes LLU
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Inner Fields LLU

Detailed sensitivity assessment
SOUTH AND WEST VALLEY SIDE SLOPES LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The valley-side location of this LLU means that it has sloping topography.
Generally, the higher fields are flatter, whilst the lower ones (e.g. T536, T872)
are steeper. The steeper fields are generally of higher sensitivity to housing
development because of their increased visibility in views from across
valleys. Some of the lower fields are also associated with wet valley floors
with higher ecological value (again increasing sensitivity) with some also
within ESAs. The fields within this LLU are generally small-medium in size, and
semi-regular in shape. Most are surrounded by hedges, although some
fields to the west of Trinity Village are subdivided into horse paddocks using
temporary fencing. Most fields are in agricultural use (arable or bulb
production) with some used for paddocks, and an orchard in field T416A.
Field T821 (adjoining the cemetery to the south) appears to have some
amenity function. Further south, field T823 houses the Jersey Cider Apple
Collection, planted after the gales of 1987 destroyed many of Jersey’s
traditional apple trees.

Landscape Unit
role

The LLU has a limited gateway or setting function for Trinity Village, with the
exception of the steeply-sloping Field T538, which is highly visible when
approaching the village from the west along La Rue de la Monnaie. This LLU
does not provide a setting function for Listed Buildings, with the exception of
La Guerdainerie Cottage (TR0081), La Guerdainerie (TR0159), and The Old
Mint (TR0082) on the west side of La Rue Guerdain. The sensitivity of Fields
T821 and T823 is increased by their amenity and scientific/ heritage roles
respectively.

Settlement
character

The complex form and irregular outline of Trinity Village means that there is
not a consistent relationship between this LLU and the character of the
existing settlement. Some of the fields (e.g. T822, T522) are adjacent to
existing development, whilst others have a weaker physical and visual
relationship with the village, and are at some distance from the village core,
particularly those separated from it by La Rue Guerdain. This perceived
distance increases the sensitivity of parts of the LLU. Trinity Village is unusual
in the number of larger-scale buildings on its peripheries (e.g. Jersey Dairy,
Royal Jersey Showground, Acorn Enterprises, etc.) and these can often be
seen from within the South and West Valley Side Slopes LLU. The presence of
these large buildings adds an industrial element into the rural landscape,
and therefore reduces the sensitivity of the fields from which they are visible.
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However, these large buildings have only a very localised influence within
the village and its immediate surroundings.
Visual factors

Because of their topography and aspect, sloping away from the village
core, there is generally not a strong visual relationship between this LLU and
Trinity Village. An exception is Field T822, which abuts the pub car park and
also is visible from the adjacent new sheltered housing complex. The higher
part of this field (closest to existing development) is therefore less sensitive
than the lower part, as any development here will be seen in the context of
the existing settlement. However, the elevation and aspect of this LLU
means that it is likely to be seen in distant views from the surrounding area.

Landscape values

This LLU contributes to the open surroundings of Trinity Village, and is visible
when approaching from the west, but otherwise has a limited visual and
physical relationship with the village. This can create a sense of disconnect
with the village core. Its landscape value is limited, although lower parts are
richer ecologically.

Overall sensitivity

Medium to Medium-high

INNER FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The Inner Fields generally have a relatively flat landform, although some are
elevated above adjacent roads, with high banks. They are medium in size
and fairly regular in shape. Most are in agricultural use (arable or grassland)
with the exception of Field T242 to the north of the parish hall, which
appears to be in amenity use. The Inner Fields are influenced by adjacent
development (housing, village facilities or the Acorn Enterprises buildings)
which gives them a relatively strong sense of being enclosed by
development.

Landscape Unit
role

The Inner Fields separate areas of development, but do not play a key role
in separating settlements with distinct identities. Parts of the LLU (e.g. Fields:
T580, T582 and T568) make some contribution to village approaches,
although it is more the hedgerows, trees and banks which line the fields,
rather than the fields themselves, which play this role. Fields T807 and T582
also play a limited role in the settings of the cluster of Grade 3 Listed
Buildings which occurs at the eastern end of the village, at the crossroads of
Rue Es Picots and La Rue du Carrefour.

Settlement
character

Most of the Inner Fields are relatively close to one or more of the key
settlement amenities (parish hall, church, pub and shop). They are also
adjacent to existing residential or employment development. Some of the
existing development backs onto the LLU, but Le Grand Clos looks outwards,
and fronts onto fields T236, T237 and T580, creating a more positive
relationship.

Visual factors

Some of the fields within the LLU are overlooked by housing, or seen from
roads (although the views from roads are often limited by banks or
hedgerows). However, the presence of existing development in views
means that fields within this LLU rarely appear as being part of open
countryside. Existing development also reduces the scenic value of this LLU.

Landscape values

The LLU has limited local value (with the exception of the recreational field
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(T242) adjacent to the parish hall). Whilst some fields make a contribution to
village approaches and/ or to the context of Listed Buildings, these could be
enhanced through good design and mitigation and need not preclude
housing development.

Overall sensitivity

Medium to Medium-Low

Development Opportunities and Constraints
There is concluded to be no scope to accommodate housing development without adverse
landscape or visual impacts arising within the Northern Coastal Farmland and Les Croix, Eastern
Outer Fields, and Valley Floor to South of Church Local Landscape Units identified within the Trinity
Village study area.
There is some potential to accommodate housing development on specific land parcels of lower
sensitivity within the Inner Fields and South and West Valley Side Slopes Local Landscape Units. The
tables below summarise the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within these
Local Landscape Units.
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low
Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

South and West Valley Side Slopes Land Parcel Reference (see
map at start)
T422; T823;
T416; T416A; T421; T424; T428; T536; T821; T822 (lower part); T872
T522; T524; T525; T526; T527; T528; T530; T822 (upper part)

Inner Fields Land Parcel Reference (see map at start)
T242;
T240; T807; T809
T236; T237; T816; T568; T580; T582

NOTE: Within Trinity Village, the site currently occupied by Acorn Enterprises would be ideal for
redevelopment as housing, should it no longer be required for its current purpose. This site has
similar characteristics to the Inner Fields LLU, but is a brownfield site.

Mitigation and enhancement
•
•
•

•
•

Retain hedgerows and enhance where necessary using additional tree planting to
strengthen village edge and filter views of new development.
The design of any development in fields T582, T807, T816 and T527 will need to take into
account the presence of nearby Listed Buildings, and consider their settings.
The approach to the village from the East along Rue Es Picot would be enhanced and
made safer by an avenue of trees and a footpath along the northern side of Rue Es Picot. It
could be set back from the road but should enable safe access to the village shop.
Outer boundaries of development should be hedges or walls, rather than close-board
fencing, as this can introduce a suburban character into the rural environment.
Reference should also be made to the Landscape Design Guidance section of the Jersey
Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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St Martin’s Village
Location, context and settlement character
St Martin’s Village is located in the north-eastern part of Jersey. It lies within the Interior Agricultural
Plateau Character Type (Character Area E3 to the north of the village, and E4 to the south), while
an extension of the Enclosed Valleys Character Type (D4) is located to the north of the settlement.
The existing settlement lies at the junction of radiating roads which converge close to the fine
Medieval parish church which lies at its core. The settlement pattern is one where more recent
housing has infilled spaces between older farms and houses aligning the four principal routes into
the core of the settlement, creating a complex form, with many open spaces and fields lying
between largely linear areas of development. More dispersed housing lies on the periphery of St
Martin’s Village, with newer dwellings commonly clustered around older farm buildings, and with
some detached large houses set in spacious grounds planted with woodland and - in some cases new orchards. There is a notably rich architectural heritage of tightly clustered C.18th and C.19th
buildings located close to the narrow head valley of St Catherine’s to the north-east of the church.
Relatively little recent housing development is present within the settlement, although a newer
cluster of houses is located close to La Grande Route de St Martin, the main road into St. Helier. A
new primary school is located on the north-western periphery of the village and a community
park/playing field, cafe and car park are situated close-by.
The Richmond Map of 1795 shows St Martin’s Church, and a handful of houses around it. The
surrounding area is almost entirely covered by orchards.

Extract from the Richmond Map,
showing St Martin’s Village in 1795

St Martin’s Village core

Designated sites
Key Listed Buildings within St Martin’s Village include the Grade 1 Parish Church and its graveyard
(MN0086), and Rose Lea (MN0102 – Grade 2). There are numerous other Grade 3 and 4 Listed
Buildings within the village. These include traditional rural buildings (e.g. La Chasse, MN0034 – Grade
3; St Martin’s House MN0104 – Grade 3) and also many examples of C.19th town-houses, which are
distinctive to the village (e.g. Les Alpes MN0033 – Grade 3, and Wrentham Hall MN0088 – Grade 3).
The Methodist Church (MN0078 – Grade 3) and the Catholic Church of Our Lady of the
Annunciation and the Martyrs of Japan (MN0217 – Grade 3) are also Listed.
Part of the Rozel Environmentally Sensitive Area (covering the top part of St Catherine’s Valley)
extends into the east of the study area. It includes areas of wet meadow and woodland. There
are also areas of wet meadow/ rough grassland to the north of the St Martin’s parish church.
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Local Landscape Units
Four Local Landscape Units (LLUs) have been defined within and around the settlement:
•
•
•
•

Church Meadows
Inner Fields
Village Edge Fields
St Catherine’s Valley

These are shown on the following aerial photograph and briefly described below.
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Church Meadows LLU
Lying at the core of St Martin’s Village, this LLU has an irregular landform, comprising a shallow basin
with some steep undulating sides. It comprises small fields of pasture, with some hedgerows and
trees and with an area of wet meadow/ rough grassland in the lower-lying dip of the basin. This LLU
is important in providing an attractive setting to the Grade 1 Listed St Martin’s church, allowing
open views to and from the church and its graveyard. Views to church towers are a Sensitive
Special Quality of the Interior Agricultural Plateau Character Type. Many properties in this northern
part of the village are orientated to have views over this basin and there are also open views from
minor roads edging its rim.
This Local Landscape Unit is considered to be of high sensitivity to housing development and is
therefore not considered further in the assessment.

Inner Fields LLU
The complex radiating form of St Martin’s Village results in areas of open land lying between linear
bands of housing and close to the core of the village. These commonly comprise small fields which
are farmed and often enclosed by hedgerows, tree lines and narrow banked roads. Some areas
are occupied by small orchards and community parkland. The Inner Fields are principally
characterised by their proximity to village development with one or more boundaries formed by
housing, giving a semi-developed context.
This Local Landscape Unit is generally considered to be of lower sensitivity to housing development
and is therefore considered further in the more detailed assessment.

Village Edge Fields LLU
This LLU largely comprises productive farmland although a community park/playing field also lies
within this unit on Field MN388. This LLU lies on the periphery of the settlement and appears
perceptually and physically divorced from its core. Unlike the Inner Fields, this LLU is more rural in
character with relatively little village development occurring on boundaries or visible from these
areas. These fields are principally farmed and have a strong integrity, forming part of the wider rural
landscape.
It is for these reasons that this Local Landscape Unit is considered to be of higher sensitivity to
housing development, and is therefore excluded from the more detailed assessment.

St Catherine’s Valley LLU
The Sensitive Special Qualities of the Enclosed Valleys, within which this LLU falls, include their
intimate scale, complex pattern of wet grassland, meadows and broadleaved woodland and the
largely undeveloped character of the rural upper valleys, which have a distinctive sense of
tranquillity and seclusion. They are also of ecological importance (reflected in the ESA designation).
The valley sides comprise steep slopes which may necessitate ground modification to
accommodate development. This valley would be of high sensitivity to housing development as
this would significantly and adversely impact the special qualities of this valley including impacting
on its landform, ecology and on the appreciation of its form and character.
This Local Landscape Unit is therefore excluded from the more detailed assessment.
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Representative Photographs of Local Landscape Units

Church Meadows LLU

Inner Fields LLU

Village Edge Fields LLU

St Catherine’s Valley LLU

Detailed sensitivity assessment
INNER FIELDS LOCAL LANDSCAPE UNIT
Assessment criteria Landscape sensitivity description
Landscape

The Inner fields are largely level but often elevated above access roads and
edged by steep banks. These fields commonly comprise pasture but with
some livestock (pigs and poultry) and soft fruit and vegetable production in
places. Housing forms one or more boundaries of these fields. The small inner
fields (MN384, MN394, MN395) located either side of the tree lined La
Chasse des Demoiselles Bandinel contribute to the distinctiveness and sense
of place of this avenue feature, and development could adversely affect its
integrity, if, for example, access involved felling part of the avenue. The
avenue is particularly sensitive as it frames views to the church along La
Chasse des Demoiselles Bandinel.
The more intensively farmed inner fields are cluttered with fencing, stock
shelters and other infrastructure with simpler and more open areas of
pasture acting as a more scenic foil to developed edges. While housing
development within this unit would change its character, the existing
influence of the developed edge reduces sensitivity to some degree. Field
MN391 is surrounded by housing on three sides, which decreases its rural
character, and reduces its sensitivity in this regard. However MN391 still
provides a rural setting to the village core from Rue de Payn, and is relatively
elevated, so is visible from the surrounding area.
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Landscape Unit
role

This unit does not play a role in the separation of distinct settlements
although it provides a green and open aspect between clusters and linear
bands of housing. These fields are not highly visible on the key approaches
to St Martin’s Village, although Field MN405 provides part of the landscape
setting to the church (seen from the church and from La Rue de la Maitrerie
when approaching the core of the village from the north-west – see photo
on first page).

Settlement
character

Development on all these inner fields, with the exception of Fields MN327,
MN389 and MN390, MN410, and MN714 which lie in more peripheral
locations, would alter the existing radiating form of the village and the sense
of farmland being an integral part of its character, penetrating to its core.
However, other constraints would be likely to restrict the development of
many of these fields (for example, the need to conserve the avenue east of
the church). Robust settlement edges are largely present, formed by dense
residential development, or in the case of Fields MN389, MN390, M410 and
MN714, tree belts and thick hedgerows.

Visual factors

Many of the inner fields are visible from surrounding houses. There are also
views from the network of minor roads which often edge these fields.
Visibility of these fields is largely restricted from the main roads into the
village with the exception of Fields MN404 and MN405. These fields are
slightly elevated above La Grande Route de Faldouet and can be glimpsed
above vegetated and tree-lined banks with Field MN405 seen in long
framed views from the north-west. Fields MN389, MN390, MN408A, MN410
and MN714 are visually discrete being well screened by housing and
vegetation, and fieldMN327 is associated with the new school building,
particularly in winter, when screening by trees is reduced.

Landscape values

The inner fields are not secluded because of their proximity to the village,
but they can instil a sense of ‘bringing in the rural area’ into the core of the
village. The more peripheral location of Fields MN327, MN389, MN390,
MN408A and MN714 would therefore result in reduced sensitivity.

Overall sensitivity

Medium-low to Medium-high

Development Opportunities and Constraints
There is considered to be no scope to accommodate housing development without significant
adverse landscape or visual impacts arising within the Church Meadows, St Catherine’s Valley and
Village Edge Fields Local Landscape Units identified within the St Martin’s Village study area.
The Inner Fields LLU is of lower sensitivity to housing development overall, although some specific
constraints will limit the extent and nature of housing that can be accommodated in this LLU. Key
constraints include the proximity to the distinctive avenue of sweet chestnut east of the church,
where development on fields either side would be likely to adversely affect the integrity of this
feature, and views of farmland lying to the south-east of the church which provides an open and
uncluttered green backdrop, and a sense of the rural area extending into the heart of the village.
The table below summarises the sensitivity levels associated with different land parcels within the
Inner Fields Local Landscape Unit.
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Level of Sensitivity
High
Medium-High
Medium
Medium-Low
Low

Land Parcel Reference
MN405
MN384, MN394, MN395, MN396, MN403, MN404, MN406
MN391, MN327,
MN389, MN390, MN408A, MN410, MN714,
None

Mitigation and enhancement
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Any development on Field MN391 should be of restricted height, no more than one and half
storeys, in order to minimise effects on the focus provided by the church in views from minor
roads. The eastern field boundary of this field should be supplemented with the planting of
native trees and shrubs.
Any development on Fields MN394, MN395, and MN384 would need to avoid impact on
avenue planting and the character of La Chasse des Demoiselles Bandinel.
There are fewer mitigation measures necessary to accommodate development on Fields
MN327, MN389, MN390 and MN714, although supplementary planting of native trees would
ensure the longevity of existing shelterbelts and hedgerows.
Mature trees on the boundaries of Field MN410 should be retained, and any development
set well back into the core of these fields to ensure the longevity, health and screening
properties of these trees. Ideally access would be through the Catholic Church carpark in
order to avoid loss of mature trees along Rue des Buttes. New planting should also be
undertaken on boundaries to fill gaps and provide replacement trees in the longer term.
Close-boarded boundary fencing should be avoided for outer edges of all developments in
favour of hedges and stone walls.
Any development designs should consider the settings of nearby Listed Buildings.
Reference should also be made to the Landscape Design Guidance section of the Jersey
Integrated Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment.
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